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  Please click on the words below for the next day you wish to view.
 

Friday - March 7 (Lots 1 - 491) Sunday - March 9 (Lots 2000 - 2628)

 

SATURDAY - MARCH 8, 2008 

DAY TWO OF THREE 

 

                    Please note: Some guns are pictured together. This does not mean they will 
                    be sold together. Most guns will be sold separately unless stated otherwise 
                    with their picture.
 

NOT ALL VIEWS ARE READY YET
 
1001.    1862 Norfolk Rifled Musket. Cal. 58. NSN. Overall condition is very good. Bore is very good showing some dirt around the muzzle and little dark in the 
grooves. Shows bright finish with very little corrosion on lock plate and barrel and just a slight bit or discoloration around the nipple. All proofs legible and intact. Bayonet 
is fair with pinprick pitting throughout. No scabbard present. Bands are very good, bright with no pitting. Trigger guard assembly shows just a little patina as does the 
buttplate assembly. Buttstock is in very good plus condition with a few minor scars and is embossed “WW Welch Norfolk Connecticut” opposite the lockplate. All 
government acceptance proofs are present. (was 01-903/01-1194 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 1800 - 2500.  VIEW PHOTO
 
1002.    Springfield 1862 Rifled Musket dated 1862 with Bayonet. Cal. 58. NSN. Overall condition is good. Bore is bright and shiny with no corrosion. Slight very fine 
pitting the length of the barrel. 3 bands also show very light fine pitting on the top. Lockplate shows some patina, mostly bright, as does the hammer. Trigger guard 
shows bright and appears lightly cleaned.  Buttplate is good with mellow patina and a bit of pitting on high edges. Buttstock is fair to good with patches of moderate 
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scarring present but no cracks or dents. Bayonet shows heavy surface residue with no scabbard present. All  proofs are present. (was 01-902/01-1193 / BK / BS) 
Antique. Est. $ 800 - 1200.  VIEW PHOTO
 
1003.    1862 S.N. & W. T. C. Contract Rifled Musket dated 1863 with “For Massachusetts” on lockplate with Bayonet. Cal. 58. NSN. Overall condition is very 
good to near excellent. Bore is bright and shiny with very good lines and grooves. Exterior finish is very good showing bright with very limited amount of corrosion most 
of which will clean.  Ramrod is present and in very good condition. Bands are very good plus. Lock is patinaed with some varnish on it and showing a little light scattered 
corrosion. Buttplate is good with light corrosion and a little fine pitting. Trigger guard is very good with one or two spots of corrosion. Bayonet is fair to poor with scabbard 
and frog which is very dry. All  proofs are present.  A nice contract musket. (was 01-901/01-1192 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 1000 - 2000.  VIEW PHOTO
 
1004.    Springfield 1855 Rifled Musket Dated 1860 with bayonet. Cal. 58. NSN. Overall condition is good condition  Bore is good, has good rifling  with frosting. Has 
a coat of varnish or shellac on metal to keep from eroding anymore. It would show bright with scattered fine pitting throughout reaching moderate around the percussion 
cap. Buttplate shows good with small patches of fine pitting. Ramrod present but slightly bent. Wood shows very good with few nicks or dings but has no inspector 
marks. One area on right side of stock appear to have had something removed, possibly tape. The finish here is slightly lighter. Has remnants of a primer tape in the 
rifle. Bayonet is good with a few patches of light pitting. All  proofs are present. Fair example of an 1855 musket. (was 01-900/01-1191 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 1000 - 
1700.  VIEW PHOTO
 
1005.    LG & Y, Windsor, Vermont, 1863 Contract Rifled Musket. Cal. 58. NSN. Overall condition is fair to good. Bore has some light corrosion and moderate 
pitting.  Showing patina and fine pitting on all metal parts. VP present on barrel. Light semblance of a cartouche, faint but there, on left side of stock. Pitting is moderate 
around percussion cap. Some small dings on front half of barrel. Bayonet and scabbard are present and are in fair condition as is ramrod. Has only very light scuffs 
throughout and one small chip approx. 1 1/2” long under the front barrel band. All proofs are present. (was 01-904/01-1195 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 800 - 1200. VIEW 
PHOTO 
 
1006.    Amoskeag 1863 Contract Rifled Musket with Bayonet and Scabbard. Cal. 58. NSN. Overall condition is good plus. Bore is good with a little corrosion 
toward the muzzle. Shows bright finish on breechblock and barrel assembly and a few scattered areas of pitting. Rear sight is blued. Lockplate shows good with some 
very fine pitting toward the front half and some moderate around the nipple. All proofs are present and musket is NJ marked on the left of barrel and stock. Wood shows 
very good with a few moderate nicks here and there, the heaviest being a 1” scratch in front of the buttplate and below the tang.  Bayonet is fair with some scattered 
pitting. Scabbard is dry. All proofs are present. Overall a very nice NJ Contract musket. (01-905/01-1196 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 1000 - 1500.  VIEW PHOTO
 
1007.    Springfield 1863 Rifled Musket with Bayonet, Scabbard and Muzzle Plug. Cal. 58. NSN. Overall condition is fair. Bore is fair to good with some corrosion 
present but mostly bright. Shows heavy oxidation on rear half of barrel and side plate. Rear sight assembly appears blue,  finish lightens toward front half of musket 
showing patches of fine pitting throughout. Cleaning rod is present showing patina finish as with bands. Appears to have a varnish or dried oil coating  covering all metal 
except buttplate applied as a preservative. Wood is fair to good showing only minor nicks mostly along ramrod channel and some fine to moderate pitting on the bottom 
of the trigger guard. Buttplate shows heavy oxidation but no significant pitting. All proofs are present. (was 01-906/01-1197 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 800 - 1200.  VIEW 
PHOTO
 
1008.    US Springfield Model 1872 Rolling Block Musket (Remington’s Patent) with Bayonet. Cal. 50 CF. NSN.  Overall condition is good. Bore is near excellent, 
bright and shiny. Shows patina on receiver with just a bit of fine pitting present. Barrels are bright with freckling and fine pitting throughout. Barrel bands show good with 
“e” stamped in the rear one. Bayonet is fair with light and moderate pitting present. Cleaning rod very good plus. Stock is very good showing minor bruising along 
cleaning rod channel with no cracks or breaks. Buttstock shows very good plus with a couple of minor bruises and a prominent “EAA” cartouche. A nice rare Springfield 
made rolling block. (was 01-909/01-1200 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 2000 - 2500.  VIEW PHOTO
 
1009.    US Springfield 1864 Rifled Musket with Bayonet. Cal. 58. NSN. Overall condition is fair to good. Bore is good with a large patch of pitting about 8” from the 
muzzle   All proofs present on the barrel. Lockplate shows good with some fine pitting and the balance being bright. Receiver and tang show moderate pitting. VP proofs 
are very legible. From the rear sight forward, the barrel shows areas of fine pitting. Bayonet is very good with hardly any pitting and still retains blue where it goes on the 
barrel. Bands show good with a bright finish and very little finish present. Trigger guard and buttplate shows good with some pitting. Buttstock shows fair to good with 
mostly minor nicks and a few moderate ones between the rear band and the trigger guard. Inspector marks are present but faint. (was 01-910/01-1201 / BK / BS) 
Antique. Est. $ 1000 - 1400.  VIEW PHOTO
                                                         
1010.    PS Justice Mississippi Rifle Model 1841 Dated 1842 Musket. Cal. 69. NSN. Overall condition is very good. Bore is   bright with light scattered pitting, a little 
dark in the grooves. 42” round barrel secured by 3 brass barrel bands. Bright barrel with very little scattered fine pitting with a blued rear sight and brass hardware. Side 
plate is very good with nominal fine pitting present and all brass parts of rifle, bands, trigger guard, buttplate, etc. Show a nice patina. Ramrod present and in good 
condition. Stock shows very good with a small chip behind the nose cap, approx. 1” x 1/4” and the balance showing very fine dings. Wood to breech block fit has slight 
gaps towards the rear. Most probably from wood shrinkage. Patch box shows very good plus with no corrosion and a nice patina. Overall a really nice Mississippi rifle. 
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(was 01-911/01-1202 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 2000 - 2800.  VIEW PHOTO
 
1011.    Maynard 2nd Model Sporting Rifle. Cal. 42. S#  27344.  Overall condition is fair to good. Bore is bright and shiny with dark grooves.  Shows a plum color to 
the receiver and action bar with a bit of scattered corrosion within. Rear peep sight is very good with some surface rust. Barrel assembly is blue with just some very fine 
pinprick pitting scattered throughout.  Buttstock very good with a couple light scratches and no significant bruising. (was 01-899/01-1190 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 800 - 
1200.  VIEW PHOTO
 
1012.    Gallagher Civil War Carbine. Cal. 54. S# 11025.  Overall condition is fair. Bore is fair with moderate pitting. Surface rust blended with patina throughout. 
Mechanically sound. Action tight and serviceable. Receiver shows patina with scattered rust and fine pitting throughout. Barrel blued also with scattered spotting 
throughout. Cocking lever is patina with some scattered corrosion  buttplate and patch box show bright with moderate amounts of pitting. Buttstock is good with a couple 
nicks and a small crack from the front of the saddle bar to the rear of the receiver. (was 01-898/01-1189 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 500 - 700.  VIEW PHOTO 
 
1013.    Winchester Hotchkiss 1883 3rd Type Bolt Action Rifle with Bayonet. Cal. 45-70. S# 66993.  Overall condition is good. Bore is lightly frosty with strong 
rifling. Receiver shows 50% patina, 50% spotting. Barrel is bright with spotting throughout. Bands are brown. Front wood shows very good with just a few slight marks 
from removing the bands and buttstock is also very good with one or two slight dings. Bayonet shows bright and near new. (was 01-897/01-1188 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. 
$ 750 - 1500.  VIEW PHOTO
 
1014.    S. North Percussion Carbine Hall’s Patent. Cal. 54. NSN. Overall condition is poor to fair. Bore is rough with very little rifling and has seen much use. Short 
rifle or carbine version of the Halls Patent breech loading musket that is mechanically sound. Receiver shows scatter of bright metal and brown patina with fine pitting 
mixed in. Barrel shows more patina than it does bright with small spots of scattered pitting around barrel band. Stock shows medium to severe nicking and denting. Gets 
slightly better further back. Has initials “PM” scratched into left side cheek piece. Saddle bar and ring are good. Buttplate is bright with a little corrosion on the edges. 
(was 01-896/01-1187 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 300 - 500.  VIEW PHOTO
 
1015.    Antique Evans Repeating Lever Action Cartridge Carbine. Cal. 44 Evans Rimfire. S# 331 (inside receiver halves) Overall condition is good.  Bore is frosty 
with scattered light pitting. Later model with gate cover over cartridge opening. 21 3/4” bbl. Evans rifle and carbine were ahead of it’s time and not very well received with 
its stamped receiver halves which are much more common in today’s society. Receiver shows blue mixed with brown and scattered patches of light pitting equaling 
about 50%. Barrel has no finish and just patina turning slightly browner as it reaches the muzzle. Front barrel band and band retaining clip are brown with significant 
rust. Front hand guard good showing a few scattered moderate dents. Upper buttstock shows no abuse at all while the lower has a couple minor chips. Buttplate 
assembly shows nice blue brown patina. (was 01-895/01-1186 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 500 - 700. VIEW PHOTO 
 
1016.    U.S. Navy Model 1879 Remington-Lee Bolt Action Military Issue Repeating Magazine Rifle,  Second Contract. Cal. 45-70. S # 865. Overall condition is 
good. Bore is bright and shiny, a little dark in the grooves. Shows approx. 65% blue overall. Bolt is bright with blued extractor. Receiver shows about 70% original blue 
mixed with patina. Barrel turning plum brown shows about 60% finish as does the barrel bands. Cleaning rod and magazine present. Trigger guard assembly shows 
mottled corrosion throughout. Buttplate is bright with scattered rust. Buttstock is overall good with a repaired crack at the wrist extending about 4” diagonal up to the 
cone. (was 01-894/01-1185 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 800 - 1200.   VIEW PHOTO  
 
1017.    Burnside Model 4 Saddle Ring Carbine. Cal. 54. S# 11775. Overall condition is fair to good. Bore is bright and shiny with very little wear and minor pitting. No 
finish left and a fair amount of spotting rust present. Receiver and breech block assembly show patina with a significant amount of rust on left in and around the saddle 
ring area. Rear and lower portion of barrel also exhibit a significant amount of rust spotting and patina. Barrel band shows slightly brighter with no rust present. Front 
wood exhibits good condition with small nicks and dent and varnish still present. Rear buttstock also shows fair to good with minor nicks and scarring and a barely 
legible cartouche and no varnish left. Buttplate assembly is bright with scattered patina. (was 01-893/01-1184 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 600 - 800.  VIEW PHOTO
 
1018.    Sharps New Model 63 Conversion Carbine. Cal. 50. S# C1866.  Overall condition is fair to good. Bore is fair without much rifling. Heavy wear and use as it 
was both a Civil War and Indian War Carbine. Some binding in the cocking mechanism on closing. Front barrel band has a split approx. halfway through it. Receiver and 
breech block assembly show approx. 50% patina with significant spotting and light pitting. Hammer and side plate assembly shows approx. 70% with less spotting that 
receiver. Barrel has light surface rust mixed with heavy patina. Front wood shows good with only light scuffing and 7 notches present. Buttstock assembly shows a 
semblance of a cartouche toward the rear and is in overall good condition with light nicks. Buttplate is patina with scattered corrosion. (was 01-892/01-1183 / BK / BS) 
Antique. Est. $ 500 - 800.  VIEW PHOTO
 
1019.    British Powell / Albani & Beaendlins Conversion Rifle. Cal. 577. S# 52 on breech.  Overall condition is good. Bore is  bright and shiny, a bit dark in the 
grooves. Breech block exhibits about 75% strong case colors. Barrel shows 85-90% original brushed military blue finish with a brass front sight cover. Cleaning rod is 
patina and the barrel bands exhibit about 10-15% of a bright polished blue that has turned to plum. Stock with brass hardware shows good with only light to moderate 
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scattered nicking and a heavy coat of varnish. Leather sling is soft and pliable and shows one small hole directly below the trigger guard. (was 01-891/01-1182 / BK / 
BS) Antique. Est. $ 500 - 700.  VIEW PHOTO
 
1020.    Sharps New Model 63 Saddle Ring Carbine. Cal. 54. S#  C16803.  Overall condition is fair to good. Bore is bright with significant wear. No finish left on this 
civil war carbine, just light, scattered pitting and dried grease throughout. These were pretty much the bread and butter gun of the Civil War Cavalry troops and this one 
shows its use. Barrel band shows just a bit of blue with corrosion present and a little surface rust. Front hand guard shows light to moderate nicks and a crack from the 
screw to the breech approx. 2 1/2” long. Buttstock slightly better with no inspector marks and has just light scattered nicks, almost moderate. Buttplate shows no finish 
left with just scattered corrosion. (was 01-890/01-1181 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 700 - 900.  VIEW PHOTO
 
1021.    Spencer 1865 Civil War Carbine. Cal. 50. S# 20490.  Overall condition is very good. Bore is fairly bright with light scattered pitting. Receiver exhibits a nice 
colored look but with some of the roll die missing on the top, may have been refinished, possibly in the update to 1865. Barrel shows nice plum brown with no corrosion 
present and the barrel band is slightly brighter with some light scattered corrosion. Front hand guard shows good with a couple of scratches and some small nicks 
around the band. Buttstock shows slightly better with no inspector marks present and a small letter “h” carved directly 2” behind the saddle bar. Magazine tube is good 
and early stabler cut off is present. (was 01-889/01-1180 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 1200 - 1800. VIEW PHOTO
 
1022.    Peabody Civil War Saddle Ring Carbine. Cal. 45-70. NSN. Overall condition is fair to good. Bore is bright and shiny and slightly dark in the grooves.  Receiver 
shows about 60% browning. Barrel assembly and band show better than 80% of brown finish. Floor plate and cocking handle shows 65-70%. Buttplate shows wear on 
high edges, otherwise shows better than 65-70%. Front hand guard show moderate to heavy scoring with a single chip missing that extends from below the rear sight to 
the receiver on the right hand side measuring about 3 1/2” by 1/4”. Buttstock shows better with very visible inspector stamps and light to moderate nicks that are slightly 
less in quantity and has a stamp or unit marking 101 in the right side. Good example of a Peabody Civil War Carbine. (was 01-888/01-1179 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 
400 - 600. VIEW PHOTO 
 
1023.    1861 Joslyn Civil War Carbine. Cal. 52RF. S# 2606.  Overall condition is good. Bore is bright and shiny. Good mechanics. Retains little to no finish as far as 
bluing, but has a nice patina on visible metal. Brass trigger guard, barrel band and buttplate are nicely mellowed.  Wood appears lightly cleaned and inspector marks are 
missing but only a few light scattered nicks. (was 01-887/01-1178 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 1000 - 1500. VIEW PHOTO 
 
1024.    Maynard 2nd Model Civil War Carbine. Cal. 50. S# 13921.   Overall condition is good plus. Bore is bright with minor to moderate pitting toward the breech. 
Has 45 stamped on left side of barrel below rear sight and in the left side of buttstock between 2 inspector marks although gun appears to be 50 cal. Receiver retains 
some case color with a lot of brown speckling within. Barrel retains 80-85% original blue with some light scattered speckling and what appears to be some varnish on 
the top. Buttstock good with prominent inspector marks and one small gouge by the upper tang, the rest of which is just minor bruising. Buttplate show good with strong 
blue and a dent in the bottom resulting in a crack in the stock running about 2 1/2” in front of the buttplate in front of the toe. Overall a nice Maynard Civil War carbine. 
(was 01-886/01-1177 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 1100 - 1700.  VIEW PHOTO
 
1025.    Evans Sporting Rifle. Cal. 44. NSN. Overall condition is good to very good. Bore is dark with fine pitting throughout. No external serial number showing. 
Receiver sows 80% brown finish with fine scattered pitting throughout. Barrel has approx. 80% brown finish with patches of fine to moderate pitting. Front wood shows 
fair with several cracks present and some minor dents. Buttstock slightly better with no cracks and only minor dings and scuffing present. (was 01-914/01-1205/ BK / 
BS). Antique. Est. $ 500 - 700.  VIEW PHOTO 
 
1026.    Navy Arms Reproduction of a Remington Zouave Rifle with Bayonet. S# 1960.  Overall condition is very good externally. Bore shows significant use with 
moderate pitting. Case hardened receiver and hammer show 95% finish while barrel assembly shows better than 90% military type blue. Brass furniture presents very 
well with a nice patina. Spare nipples and tools are in the patch box. Stock shows very good with no dents or dings just light surface scratches. (was 01-915/01-1206 / 
BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 300 - 500.  VIEW PHOTO 
 
1027.    Springfield 1888/92 Trapdoor Ramrod Bayonet Rifle. Cal. 45-70. S# 536936.  Overall condition is very good. Bore is  bright and shows moderate use. Metal 
is slightly better than the wood. Breech block 85-90% strong case colors. Corrosion on left flat toward the rear. Breech block tang shows 98% of nice mellow case 
colors. Barrel assembly shows better than 90% of a nice military blue with just a bit of corrosion up toward the muzzle. Ramrod bayonet is good and functions well. 
Bands are good with just a little bit of surface corrosion started. Trigger guard assembly and rear swivel are very good with one slight spot near the front of the trigger 
guard itself. Buttplate shows brown with slight pitting on high edges. Wood is good with light to moderate dings and a rack number 12 over 242 stenciled on right hand 
side. Overall a really nice 88 trapdoor. (was 01-916/01-1207 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 900 - 1200.  VIEW PHOTO
 
1028.    Springfield 1888/91 Trapdoor Ramrod Bayonet Rifle. Cal. 45-70. S# 503726. Overall condition is good. Bore is bright and shiny. Rifle shows blue turning 
towards plum but with good coverage. Breech block shows case colors turned to brown with side plate showing approx. 90% of military blue. Rear tang shows slight 
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existence of a military case hardening. Barrel shows 85-90% blue turning brown as do the barrel bands. Ramrod bayonet is good and functions well. Buttstock shows 
fair to good with minor to moderate dings and a very prominent “SWP 1891” cartouche present. Bore brush and broken shell extractor are present in butt trap. Buttplate 
shows about 80% blue turning plum. Overall a decent 1888 trapdoor. (was 01-917/01-1208 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 700 - 900.  VIEW PHOTO 
 
1029.    1884/89 Springfield Trapdoor with Bayonet and Sling. Cal. 45-70  S# 337037.  Overall condition is fair. Bore is bright with a small patch of pitting about 1/3 
way down from the muzzle. Sideplate shows good with approx. 90% of military blue. Breech block and tang show approx. 60% case colors fading. Barrel shows approx. 
60% blue, someone having cleaned and removed finish forward of the front band. Balance has patches of light to moderate surface rust. Cleaning rod is good. Barrel 
bands show about 50% blue fading to plum. Trigger guard shows approx. 85% blue with scattered light rust. Buttstock shows fair to good with some moderate denting 
about halfway down the barrel and more in the rear. Sling shows very good but a little on the dry side. “SWP 1887” and “1889” cartouches are present with the 1889 
dominant. Bayonet is very good plus showing just a little bit of corrosion. Scabbard and frog very good also. (was 01-918/01-1209 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 500 - 700.  
VIEW PHOTO
 
1030.    Springfield 1979/81 Trapdoor Rifle with Trowel Bayonet. Cal. 45-70. S# 173917.  Overall condition is fair to good. Bore is fair, slightly dark with fine pitting. 
Case hardening running to mottled. A lot of surface corrosion on exterior of barrel. 1873 dated sideplate shows a patina almost bright finish with just a bit of blue around 
edges. Hammer shows nice mellow case hardening. 1873 low arch breech block shows only faded colors as do the receiver and rear tang. 2nd model rear sight shows 
app 75% blue wit a little light surface corrosion. Barrel assembly shows 85% blue with surface corrosion as do the bands. Rear band may be refinished. Trowel bayonet 
shows very good with a blued handle and a bright blade, top and bottom with two patches of discoloration on the back of the blade itself. Scabbard shows good with frog 
being a little dry. Cleaning rod 2nd Model shows good condition with nice bluing all the way through. Buttstock is good with light scuffing only in front of the trigger guard 
and several bruises behind it. SWP 1881 cartouche is very prominent  buttplate poor with a lot of surface rust.   (was 01-919/01-1210 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 800 - 
1000.  VIEW PHOTO
 
1031.    U.S. Springfield Model 1866 (Second Allin Conversion) Breech Loading Single Shot Rifle with Bayonet. Cal. 50-70. NSN. Overall condition is very good. 
Bore is slightly frosty but overall good. Breech block is black as it should be. 1865 sideplate and hammer shows nice patina and good case hardening on the hammer. 
Breech lock is also case hardening. Breech block shows approx. 90% of an added blue finish. Barrel is bright with very light scattered pitting throughout.  3 bands also 
show bright with light pitting on them. Trigger guard appears to have a varnish coating on it for protection and has light scattered pitting as does the buttplate. Cleaning 
rod shows good. Buttstock show very good with no major dings or scuffs and a very nice “EAA” cartouche. Bayonet is good with light scattered pitting. Overall a very 
nice Second Allin. (was 01-923/01-1214 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 1200 - 2000.  VIEW PHOTO
 
1032.    US Navy Model 1870 Springfield/Remington Rolling Block Rifle with Bayonet. Cal. 52. S# 136 under barrel.  Overall condition is good. Bore is bright, 
shiny with very light wear. Finish is turning brown and an Ames manufactured saber type bayonet marked “USN”. Receiver shows bare steel with a nice brown patina. 
Hammer and breech block show bright with some dried grease present. Barrel shows plum brown and better than 90% finish with some fairly fresh nicks between the 
front sight and approx. 3” past the rear band. Bands show nice patina with approx. 85% coverage. Cleaning rod shows well. Bayonet has nice patina on brass with 
scattered plight pitting on blade. Front hand guard very good with a few light nicks and the majority being down the cleaning rod shaft. Trigger guard shows nice patina 
throughout as does the buttplate. Buttstock shows very good with just light scuffing. (was 01-924/01-1215 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 2750 - 3250. VIEW PHOTO 
 
1033.    Whitney Mississippi 1841 Rifled Musket with Bayonet. Cal. 54. NSN. Overall condition is fair. Bore shows strong rifling with frosting. Sideplate shows good 
with some mottling and brown patina. Hammer shows brown patina. Barrel shows moderate to heavy pitting around the nipple turning to scattered moderate pitting up 
the barrel. Bayonet is fair with scattered light pitting throughout. Brass hardware good with some slight nicks and dings that are heavier on the front band. Accompanied 
by a nipple wrench, ball tool, spare nipple, and 3 projectiles in the patch box. Buttstock shows good with only minor scars throughout with only 2 dents in the area of the 
cartouches. (was 01-925/01-1216 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 1150 - 1750. VIEW PHOTO
 
1034.    U.S. Whitneyville Model 1862 Plymouth Rifle with Bayonet. Cal. 58. S# 3506 on tang.  Overall condition is good. Bore is good bore, dark in the grooves and 
has a few very light pits. Shows a coating of varnish or some sort of dried oil over the metal as a protectant. Breech block and barrel assembly show a bright finish 
covered by a protectant. Bands shows brown patina with approx. 90% coverage. Cleaning rod present in good condition with light surface rust. Trigger guard and 
buttplate assembly also show brown patina with the buttplate showing a few scattered pits on high edges. 2nd sling swivel present but rear sling swivel is in need of 
repair. Wood is good showing very light scuffing with a couple of moderate nicks on the left side opposite sideplate. Cartouche very legible. Bayonet shows good with 
light scattered pitting and dried grease. Overall a nice Plymouth rifle. (was 01-926/01-1217 / BK / BS) Antique.  Est. $ 2500 - 3000. VIEW PHOTO
 
1035.    French Chassepot Experimental Model 1858/1862 Single Shot Breech Loading Bolt Action Percussion Military Rifle. Cal. 12mm. NSN. Overall condition 
is good.  Bore is bright and shiny (near excellent) Has one piece barrel and receiver assembly bright in finish dated 1865. Sideplate is also bright just beginning to 
patina. Hammer shows light patina. Bolt assembly shows bright with some patina on cocking knob. Hardware is brass with a very nice patina and no abuse. Buttstock 
assembly shows good with moderate denting throughout but nothing serious. Small cartouche on right cheekpiece. Nice French Chassepot Experimental rifle. (was 01-
927/01-1218 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 600 - 800. VIEW PHOTO
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1036.    British Experimental Reilly-Comblain Breech Loading Single Shot, Lever Operated “Trapdoor” Center Fire Rifle Circa 1870. Cal. 577. NSN. Overall 
condition is very good. Bore is bright and shiny. Rifle is unique in it’s presence. Breech system works similar to that of a Springfield trapdoor only opens backwards with 
hinging toward the rear. Breech block retains better than 90% case colors with a couple of bright spots toward the front. Rear tang has a heavy scratch from the firing 
pin otherwise shows 98% of plum blue. Barrel also a blue-brown exhibiting better than 85% finish with light scuffing toward the front from a bayonet. Barrel bands show 
approx. 65% of a bright blue. Lockplate and hammer are case hardened showing good strong colors. Trigger guard and buttplate are brass showing a nice mellow 
patina. Buttstock shows light scuffing with only one moderate dent on left rear cheek piece. Overall a pleasing gun to look at. (was 01-879/01-1172 / BK / BS) Antique. 
Est. $ 600 - 1200. VIEW PHOTO 
 
1037.    Swedish Rolling Block Rifle. Cal. 8mm. S# 12367.  Overall condition is good plus. Bore is poor with moderate pitting throughout but strong rifling. Receiver 
shows 50-60% of the original case colors with the retaining pins showing most of their  blue. Barrel shows approx. 80% blue with some light scattered pitting. Bands and 
front sight assembly show approx. 85% of their blue. Cleaning rod is bright. Buttplate is bright showing a fair amount of surface rust. Trigger guard is case hardened 
going to mottled. Front hand guard shows good with sharp edged finger grooves and a few light nicks and has a two small cracks Justin front of the receiver. Rear 
buttstock also shows good plus with virtually no abuse at all but a small what appears to be sling swivel hole drilled in the bottom. Both pieces of wood show a moderate 
coat of varnish. (was 01-877/01-1170 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 300 - 500. VIEW PHOTO
 
1038.    Swedish Model 67 Rolling Block Rifle. Cal. 12.7mm. S# 16664. Overall condition is fair to good. Bore is good but dark in grooves with light pitting down 
towards the breech. Shows bright receiver with light to moderate pitting throughout and patina on the tang. Barrel shows brown patina with about 85-90% coverage. 
Barrel bands are also patina showing about 50%. Cleaning rod present but shows heavy corrosion. Front hand guard is in good condition with only light scuffing. 
Buttstock shows much better with only very light scuffing. Buttplate which is numbered to the gun shows bright with a light coat of surface rust. (was 01-876/01-1169 / 
BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 400 - 600.  VIEW PHOTO
 
1039.    Starr Civil War Carbine. Cal. 54. S# 15727.   Overall condition is fair to poor. Bore is bright and shiny. Shows heavy use. Action is tight and crisp. All metal 
shows significant corrosion with light to moderate pitting and no finish present with the exception of a bit around the barrel band and rear sight. Brass buttplate and 
barrel band shows a nice patina. Front wood shows significant denting and gouging, no cracks or splits. Buttstock shows less moderate nicks or dings but is missing 
approx. a 6” long piece by 1/2” wide from the rifle being dropped on the toe of the butt. Buttplate bent to match missing piece. Mechanics fine but exterior well used. 
(was 01-946/01-1237 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 400 - 800.  VIEW PHOTO
 
1040.    Merrill Second Model Civil War Carbine. Cal. 54. S# 15782. Overall condition is fair to good on exterior. Bore is bright. Action is crisp. Exterior metal shows 
no finish with scattered corrosion throughout. 1863 dated sideplate shows some scattered corrosion as does the hammer. Breech block and receiver show patches of 
brown mixed with fine pitting. Barrel assembly shows bright with brown patches throughout. Brass trigger guard and buttplate show very well with a minimum of abuse 
and a ice mellow patina. Saddle bar and rings are present and show good. Wood shows mostly fine nicks with one or two moderate ones near the front barrel band. 
Overall a pretty fair example of a 2nd model Merrill carbine. (was 01-947/01-1238 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 1200 - 1600. VIEW PHOTO 
 
1041.    Wickham (1833 Conversion) Musket with Bayonet. Cal. Approx. 69. NSN. Overall condition is fair. Bore is poor, dark with corrosion. Shows scattered pitting 
for the full length of the barrel, heavier the further back you go. Sideplate showing blued finish with light scattered pitting and good mechanics. Barrel bands show light to 
moderate pitting over patina. Trigger guard assembly also shows patina with light pitting. Buttplate shows moderate to heavy. Buttstock shows light to moderate scuffing 
but has a crack running from in front of lockplate up, around and through the wrist that needs attention. Bayonet shows bright with light patches of pitting throughout and 
a leather and brass scabbard in fair to good condition. (was 01-955/01-1245 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 500 - 700. VIEW PHOTO 
 
1042.    US Model 1830 Evans Musket Conversion with Bayonet. Cal. 69. NSN.  Overall condition is fair. Bore is poor and dark. Shows overall heavy use but 
remains intact. Metal of rifle shows a heavy brown patina with signs of a heavier rust being cleaned off with the only part showing somewhat bright being the trigger 
guard, sideplate retainer and buttplate. No ramrod present. Barrel and bands show moderate to heavy pitting. Buttstock shows moderate dings and scuffs throughout 
with no breakage. No cracks or splits in it. Buttplate assembly shows moderate to heavy pitting. Bayonet shows good with a couple of patches of fine pitting. Leather 
scabbard is dry. (was 01-956/01-1246 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 500 - 700.  VIEW PHOTO
 
1043.    Harpers Ferry 1838 Dated Conversion Musket with Bayonet. Cal. 69. NSN. Overall condition is fair. Bore is very dark with moderate pitting. All metal shows 
moderate to heavy pitting. Trigger guard assembly and trigger show heavy pitting. Sideplate assemble as well. Barrel shows heavy pitting around nipple area and 
moderate further up the barrel. Barrel bands show moderate pitting. Very good patina ramrod. Buttstock is good with only light bruising throughout. No significant cracks 
or breaks. Buttplate shows heavy brown patina. Bayonet shows heavy patina. Scabbard has some broken stitching. (was 01-957/01-1247 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 500 
- 700. VIEW PHOTO
 
1044.    1830 Dated Johnson Musket/Conversion. Cal. 69. NSN.  Overall condition is fair to good. Bore is fair/dark with some pitting. Shows moderate pitting 
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throughout, light in some places. Hammer screw is a modern replacement. Sideplate shows fine pitting throughout with hammer getting slightly moderate. Breech area 
of barrel shows heavy to moderate pitting turning to fine once you hit the first band. 3 barrel bands show light pitting with the front one showing a degree of cleaning. 
Ramrod is present and shows a heavy patina. Buttstock shows heavy to moderate use with significant amount of chipping and nicking. Trigger guard assembly shows 
light to moderate pitting as does the buttplate. Rear sideplate screw appears to have been heavily cleaned or replaced. Bayonet shows good with a few light patches of 
corrosion on it. (was 01-958/01-1248 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 600 - 900. VIEW PHOTO
 
1045.    Springfield Circa 1825 Musket converted to Percussion with Bayonet. Cal. 69. NSN.   Overall condition is good. Bore shows good with just a few spots of 
corrosion present. Possibly was somewhat cleaned. Sideplate with “US” struck upside down remains in good condition showing bright with a couple patches of scattered 
pitting. Barrel shows moderate pitting around nipple and lightens as you go up the barrel. Bands are very good showing only scattered spots of light pitting. Rod is in 
very good condition though maybe a replacement. JT stamped trigger guard shows good plus with a couple spots of pitting. Buttplate also good with fine pitting. Bayonet 
shows good with scattered brown patina. (was 01– 959/01-1249/ BK / BS).
Antique. Est. $ 600 - 1000. VIEW PHOTO
 
1046.    Remington 1855 Conversion Musket with Bayonet and Tape Primer. Cal. 69. NSN.  Overall condition is good. Bore is very good with scattered spots of 
pitting.  Shows scattered fine pitting on sideplate and hammer, more pronounced around the nipple with a breech plug showing moderate pitting, tapering off to fine as 
you go up the barrel. Rear sight is the later graduating type. Barrel bands show strong brown patina with light to moderate corrosion present. Bayonet is good with dark 
corrosion and no pitting at all. Ramrod is good. Trigger guard assembly and buttplate shows heavy patina with fine pitting. Wooden buttstock is good with no major 
dents, cracks or nicks, possibly having been cleaned but still has present inspector marks. (was 01-960/01-1250/ BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 1000 - 1500. VIEW PHOTO
 
1047.    Springfield 1842 Musket with Bayonet and Original Sling. Cal. 69. NSN. Overall condition is good. Bore is slightly bright with a couple of scattered patches 
of pitting halfway down.  Light peppery pitting throughout. Lockplate shows patina with scattered spotting. 1847 breech block is very good with fine pitting and all proofs 
legible. Fine pitting tapers off the further you go up the barrel. Bands bright and clean. Original ramrod has a nice patina. Buttstock in good original condition with 
moderate bruising and legible inspector stamps. Trigger guard and buttplate both show with light scattered pitting. Bayonet is patina in overall good condition. (was 01-
961/01-1251 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 1200 - 1700. VIEW PHOTO
 
1048.    Swiss Model Circa 1842 Percussion Half Stock Cantonal Issue Single Shot Sharpshooter’s Rifle (Scharfschutzen Gewehr) by C. Stuki & Son, 
Aarmuhle with Bayonet. Cal. 62. NSN. Overall condition is good. Bore is dark with strong rifling and some corrosion. Nice turns in the Damascus steel barrel although 
there is some scattered corrosion. Bayonet also shows corrosion or fine pitting. Lockplate is somewhat ornate with engraving showing a smooth fine patina. Cleaning 
rod fits very well but may be a replacement. Buttstock shows fair to good with scuffing and no significant breaks or gouges. Double set triggers work well. (was 01-
432/01-1130 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 400 - 600. VIEW PHOTO
 
1049.    Swiss Model circa 1842 Cantonal Percussion Single Shot Sharpshooters Rifle Musket with Bayonet. Cal. Approx. 66. NSN. Overall condition is very 
good. Bore is very good with a little dirt. Barrel and breech block show better than 95% nice mellow blue. Bayonet attachment shows about 80%. Breech block and 
lockplate show excellent with near excellent retaining better than 95% original finish. Lockplate has one light scratch not fully penetrating the blue. Buttplate shows wear 
on high edges from sitting in a rack. Wood is good with no significant dents or gouges but has 2 small cracks, one behind muzzle cap about 1 1/3” and one next to the 
breech block that extends down to the upper sideplate screw about 1” long. Set triggers don’t appear to work. Nice percussion target rifle. (was 01-431/01-1129 / BK / 
BS) Antique. Est. $ 500 - 700. VIEW PHOTO 
 
1050.    Swiss Model 1867 Peabody’s Patent Breech Loading Lever Action Martini Action Single Shot Military Issue Rifle with Bayonet. Cal. 41 Swiss RF. 
NSN. Overall condition is near excellent. Bore is bright and shiny. Barrel retains better than 90% blue and is turning plum with a couple of minor rub marks. Case 
hardened parts in excellent condition with a bit of surface corrosion starting on the cocking handle. Wood shows excellent plus with only a couple of very light nicks 
scattered throughout and one very small chip at the buttplate measuring about 3/8” x 5/8”. Leather sling is dry but shows no damage. A super Peabody. (was 01-430/01-
1128 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 900 - 1300.  VIEW PHOTO
 
1051.    Swiss Model 1867 Peabody’s Patent Breech Loading Lever Action Martini Action Single Shot Military Issue Rifle with Bayonet. Cal. 41. Swiss RF. 
NSN. Overall condition is very good. Bore is bright and shiny. Chambered for the 41 Swiss Rimfire cartridge, this rifle was fitted with a 31.625” (31 5/8”) barrel. A full 
stock with 2 barrel bands, barrel is blued and furniture case hardened. Mellow case colors on all applicable parts and a nice mellow military blue on the barrel with about 
90% coverage. Just a couple of small nicks in blue from disassembly. Front wood very good with a couple of minor nicks at cleaning rod channel and one moderate 
scuff on left. Buttstock shows very good with a nice cartouche and some very light scuffing. (was 01-429/01-1127 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 750 - 1200. VIEW PHOTO
 
1052.    Swiss Cantonial Sharpshooter’s Military Issue Percussion Muzzle-Loading Rifle Musket Model Circa 1842 (made for Canton Freiburg) with Bayonet. 
Cal. 72. S# 47. Overall condition is fair to good. Bore is good with some dust and dirt present, strong rifling. This Belgian made rifle has a 35” long barrel with 16 grooves 
and a 2 leaf rear sight. 70% bluing on barrel with scattered corrosion. Trigger guard, floorplate, lockplate, rear tang and buttplate and bayonet rod guides all show nice 
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mellow case hardening with only the outside of trigger guard turning just slightly. Has double set triggers. Wood is good with some light scarring throughout and has a 
cheekpiece with ornate carving on the rear. Bayonet is good with a flame hardening. Sling is dry but intact. (was 01-428/01-1126 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 500 - 700. 
VIEW PHOTO 
 
1053.    Swiss Model 1853 Jaegergewehr (Hunter’s Rifle) Rifle Percussion Rifle with Bayonet. Cal. 10.5mm. NSN.   Overall condition is very good. Bore is bright 
and shiny. Barrel retains better than 90% brown and brass bands are in very good condition showing a very nice patina. Bayonet is bright with a very little bit of light 
pitting. Lockplate with the inscription “A BRAST IN AARAU” in in good condition with a nice patina to it and the slightest bit of corrosion. Buttplate also shows patina with 
slight corrosion on tang. Wood is in exceptional condition with a few scattered small depressions. A very nice example of a European Hunter’s Rifle. (was 01-427/01-
1125 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 500 - 700.  VIEW PHOTO
 
1054.    Swiss Flintlock Single Shot Smoothbore Musket, Circa 1800 Canton Neuenburg. Cal. 18mm. NSN. Overall condition is good. Bore is slightly dark with 
very light pitting, but overall very good. All bright finish with a 43” octagonal barrel that shows light scattered pitting throughout the length. Wooden ramrod very good. 
Flash pan shows good as does the lockplate in general. Trigger guard assembly shows bright with scattered light to moderate pitting as does the trigger. Full length 
buttstock shows fair 6to good with the #14 embossed in the left side. No buttplate present. There is a repaired crack in the wrist extending front in front of the trigger to 
the bottom of the cone. Repair is well done. (was 01-426/01-1124 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 300 - 500.  VIEW PHOTO
 
1055.    Swiss Model 1864/67 Millbank-Amsler Breech Loading Single Shot “Stutzer” (sharpshooter’s) Rifle with Bayonet. Cal. 10.4mm. S# 347.  Overall 
condition is very good. Bore is bright and shiny with strong rifling. Brown barrel showing a significant amount of spotting that does not appear to be pitting. Breech block 
shows patina and the rear strap appears to be case hardened showing nice mellowing case colors. Lockplate and hammer assembly are also case hardened showing 
mellowing case colors as is the Schuetzen style buttplate. Assembly held together with two wedge pins, one on the front barrel band and the second halfway down the 
stock. Has sling swivels. Cleaning rod appear original. Double set triggers are adjustable as is the nitride blue rear sight. Buttstock is very good showing very little 
scarring with a couple of proofs opposite the lock and what appears to be a small 1” x 3/4” embossment in the stock that possibly held a small brass plate. #347 is 
stamped in below it. Overall a nice target rifle. (was 01-414/01-1112 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 600 - 800. 
VIEW PHOTO
 
1056.    Swiss Model Mid 1800’s Cantonal/Sharpshooter’s Percussion Single Shot Rifle Musket. Cal. Approx. 69. S# 213. Overall condition is very good. Bore 
has very strong rifling, somewhat dark in grooves. This muzzleloader is equipped with what appears to be an original steel tipped wooden ramrod. Barrel assembly 
shows about 80% of original thinning finish with scattered light pitting throughout. Buttstock overall good showing very minor bruising. The area around the buttplate 
appears cleaned. Steel nose cap is bright with light to moderate scattered pitting and fits well with the floor plate and brass trigger guard assembly fitting the same. 
Double set triggers are in fine operating condition. Equipped with a Schuetzen buttplate and overall good but dry leather sling. (was 01-413/01-1111 / BK / BS) Antique. 
Est. $ 500 - 800. VIEW PHOTO 
 
1057.    Foreign Made Rolling Block Musket. Cal. Approx. 50. S# 15122.  Overall condition is good. Bore is bright and slightly dark in the grooves. Mellowing case 
colors on receiver. Barrel and bands turning patina. Cleaning rod present. Wood overall good with inspector marks and rack number present. All external numbers 
appear to match. (was 01-323/01-1026 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 300 - 500.  VIEW PHOTO
 
1058.    Kjobenhavns Toihuus Rolling Block Model 1867 Short Rifle. Cal. Approx. 45. S# 64797. Overall condition is good turning patina. 3 band rifle with some 
small patches of rust on barrel. Bore is bright and shiny. Wood good with minor bruising and small brass inlay on right side of buttstock. Cleaning rod and leather sling is 
present. (was 01-329/01-1032 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 500 - 700. VIEW PHOTO
 
1059.    Spanish Rolling Block Model 1871 Musket with Bayonet. Cal. Approx. 43. S# 4704. Matching numbers on all components. Overall condition is near 
excellent. Bore is slightly frosty but serviceable. Wood very good with no major marring. (was 01-324/01-1027 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 300 - 500. VIEW PHOTO 
 
1060.    Spanish Rolling Block Model 1871/96 Musket with Sling and Bayonet. Cal. Approx. 43. S# 1947.   Matching on all components. Overall condition is near 
excellent. Bore is bright and shiny. Wood very good with no major marring. (was 01-330/01-1033 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 500 - 700. VIEW PHOTO
 
1061.    Spanish Rolling Block Model 1882 Rifle with Bayonet and Sling. Cal. Approx. 43. S# 8411.  Overall condition is fair. Plum finish with some minor pitting. 
Bore is good, slightly dark in the grooves. (was 01-332/01-1035 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 300 - 500. VIEW PHOTO
 
1062.    Unknown European 3 Band Trapdoor Musket Dated 1868, w/ Bayonet, Possibly Belgian. Cal. Approx. 43. S# 2409.   Overall condition is very good. Bore 
is near excellent, bright and shiny, slightly dark in grooves. Rifle has a very unique twist latch on the trap and a stock that is similar to that of a Brown Bess. Has 
matching serial numbers throughout. Clear proofs on all parts and a minimum of scuffing to the buttstock.  Finish mostly bright with a little bit of patina and some slight 
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scattered corrosion. (was 01-345/01-1047 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 500 - 700.  VIEW PHOTO
 
1063.    Belgian Firlot Freses Trapdoor (Snyder Type Action) Rifle. Cal. Approx. 65.  S# 707.  Overall condition is fair to good. Bore is bright and shiny. Moderate 
pitting along wood line with some light pitting above the wood line. Breech mechanism and mechanics work very well. All visible numbers appear to match.  (was 01-
349/01-1051 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 500 - 800. VIEW PHOTO
 
1064.    European Trapdoor Conversion 1879 Rifle with Bayonet. Cal. Approx. 43. S# 39 on trap. Overall condition is good. Bore is bright and shiny, slightly dark in 
grooves. Metal turning patina and wood in good condition with very few scuffs or dings. (was 01-351/01-1053 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 500 - 700.  VIEW PHOTO 
  
1065.    Tanner & Co. 3 Band Percussion Musket. Cal. Approx. 69. NSN.  Overall condition is fair to poor. Bore is dark with moderate to heavy pitting. Shows surface 
rust and fine pitting throughout. Something broken in hammer mechanism as action does not fire. Ramrod appears to be a replacement. Wood shows fair with only light 
scuffs and dents throughout. Moisture damage in front of buttplate. Buttplate shows heavy rust and pitting. (was 01-360/01-1058 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 300 - 500. 
VIEW PHOTO
 
1066.    Gasser (composite) Conversion Rifle. Cal. Approx. 577.   Overall condition is fair. This is an example of a Gasser converted rifle that has no matching 
numbers. Metal appears to be unfinished or had finish removed. Barrel mechanism is serial # 68. Bore shows moderate pitting and rings halfway down with moderate to 
heavy pitting in breech. Breech block # is 49 and sideplate # is 859. Trigger guard numbered 87. Wood shows heavy use with some moderate dings. (was 01-368/01-
1066 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 150 - 250. VIEW PHOTO 
 
1067.    Werndi Rolling Breech Carbine. Cal. 43. S#  8120G. Overall condition is good to very good. Bore is bright and shiny, a little dark in the grooves with moderate 
wear. Matching numbers with the exception of rear sight assembly. Metal shows fine blue with some spotting throughout. Wood is in very good condition with only a 
couple of very light scuffs in it. Ramrod and front band assembly are also good with a bit of patina on front band assembly. (was 01-369/01-1067 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. 
$ 300 - 500.  VIEW PHOTO 
 
1068.    Werndi Rolling Breech Rifle with Bayonet. Cal. 43. NSN. Overall condition is good. Bore is bright and shiny. Shows very good blue (turned plum) Showing 
85% or better. Wood very good showing only a couple light scuffs. Bayonet is good with minor flaking of the nickel and sharp checkering on the handles. (was 01-370/01-
1068 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 300 - 500. VIEW PHOTO
 
1069.    Foreign Made Flintlock Musket. Cal. 69 Smooth Bore. NSN.  Overall condition is fair. Bore is rough. Metal and wood have been cleaned but it is not a re-con. 
Wood has been extensively cleaned. To the rear of the of the rear band,  barrel is octagon and tapers to round in front of the band. Shows light patina and was 
extensively cleaned sometime ago. Bands fit loosely from wood having been cleaned but are in good condition with no major pitting or scars. Wood shows  a fair amount 
of minor scarring. Sideplate does not fit flush and there is approx a 3” crack in front of the frizzen crack. Buttplate has gaps from stock being cleaned. A good example of 
a flint lock to hang on the wall for a budget conscious buyer. (was 01-386/01-1084 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 300 - 500.  VIEW PHOTO
 
1070.    Unknown European Drop Block Carbine. Cal. Approx. 43. S# 2025.   Overall condition is fair to good. Bore is bright and shiny. Similar to a Martini action. 
Company number stamped in top of the buttplate reads “4CH R” over “3”.  Metal in good shape showing some staining and browning mixed with blue. Stock is also in 
good shape with no significant dings or mars. No cracks present. All exposed numbers match. A cute, unique little carbine. (was 01-387/01-1085 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. 
$ 300 - 500. VIEW PHOTO
 
1071.    Cornish’s Patent Conversion of an 1867 Tower Short Two Band Rifled Musket. Cal. Approx. 577. S# 333.   Overall condition is very good. Bore has strong 
rifling with just a little bit of corrosion present. “Ss Muller” is stamped into the trigger guard.  Has strong blue about 95% on the barrel and hammer. Sideplate is lightly 
cased hardened while the slant breech block is straw. Trigger, cleaning rod and barrel bands are bright steel just starting to tarnish while the buttplate, trigger guard and 
nose plate are brass. Also has what appears to be a brass museum hang tag #340 hanging from the rear sling swivel. Wood shows very little scuffing at all and the 
number 333 (serial number of gun) stamped into the side of the butt. A very nice example of a seldom seen conversion. (was 01-388/01-1086 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 
700 - 900. VIEW PHOTO
 
1072.    Foreign Made Flintlock Musket. Cal. 69 Smooth Bore. NSN. Overall condition is fair. Bore is dark with fine pitting. Metal and wood have been cleaned but it is 
not a re-con. Metal shows light patina cleaned sometime ago. Bands fit a little loose from wood having been cleaned but are in good condition with no major pitting or 
scars. Wood shows a fair amount of minor scarring. Sideplate does not fit flush. Buttplate has gaps from stock being cleaned. A good example of a flint lock to hang on 
the wall or for reenacting. (was 01-389/01-1087 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 300 - 500. VIEW PHOTO
 
1073.    Belgian A. Francotte Rolling Block Rifle with the inscription “REPUBLICA ORIENTAL” rolled died on the barrel. Cal. Approx. 43. S#  393. Overall 
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condition is good. Bore is very good plus.  Metal of rifle retains no finish and is just starting to patina. Has some fine to moderate pitting at the wood line. Front wood 
assembly is in fair condition with a small crack in front directly behind the front cap approx. 1 1/2” long and another at the rear by the receiver on the left hand side. Also 
a chip out of the wood at the receiver on the right hand side,  a small 1 1/2” x 3/4” chip directly behind the front barrel band. Rest of forearm has just moderate dings and 
nicks. Rear buttstock shows a little better with no chips and one repair extending on the right hand side along the tang. Stock also has the #10 over 4 embossed on the 
left hand side directly below the proof marks and the #4 over 27 on the right hand side. Moderate dents and nicks are present but nothing significant. Buttplate also bare 
metal. (was 01-391/01-1089 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 150 - 250.  VIEW PHOTO
 
1074.    Remington Rolling Block Carbine (Uruguay) Cal. 7mm. S# 1099. Overall condition is good to very good. Bore is good showing some light wear. Nice little 
gun with lots of condition. Receiver is mottled patina which shows very good with bright blue retaining pins and a saddle bar. Exposed portion of barrel is about 80% 
turning plum with “CAL. 7 M.M.” roll dyed on the top. Front barrel band is patina. Upper hand guard with metal cap on both ends is extremely nice condition with one 
small nick on the right side of the front sight and a couple minor scuff marks. Lower hand guard is in good condition with a couple more moderate dings in it and a 
couple of small chips where it meets the receiver on the bottom. Buttstock is very nice condition with very slight rubs in it and buttplate shows a nice even patina. Sling is 
very good plus with just a little bit of oxidation where the brass keeper meets it. (was 01-395/01-1093 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 500 - 700. VIEW PHOTO
 
1075.    T. Mabbut Matthews Patent Trapdoor Rifle. Cal. 577. S# 25.   Overall condition is very good. Bore is bright and shiny with no corrosion. Lock date 1868. May 
or may not be a conversion. Barrel and breech assembly shows approx. 80% browning with some light nicks and scratches throughout and some fine pitting at the wood 
line. Bands, breech lock and sideplate retain a case hardened finish. Shows very good on sideplate, good on breech block and thin on the bands. Trigger guard and 
buttplate assembly are showing almost bright metal with just a hint of case coloring remaining on top of the buttplate. Wood is very good showing only minor scuffing. 
Presents itself very well. Really nice period military rifle. Has what appears to be a brass museum tag and chain with the number 339 on the rear sling swivel. (was 01-
400/01-1098 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 500 - 800. VIEW PHOTO
 
1076.    Star Model 1863 Army Single Action Revolver. Cal. 44. S# 27218. Overall condition is fair. Bore is frosty. Revolver shows an even brown patina throughout. 
Revolver is mechanically sound. Grips are good with some denting on the bottom. (01-819 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 1500 - 2000. VIEW PHOTO
 
1077.    Rogers & Spencer Civil War Revolver. Cal. 44. S# 2171. Overall condition is good. Bore is bright. Shows approx. 10-15% of the original blue with scattered 
gray and brown patina present. Grips show fair with some chipping at the bottom and a nice cartouche present. Right grip has been repaired. (01-820 / BK / BS) 
Antique. Est. $ 900 - 1400. VIEW PHOTO 
 
1078.    Smith & Wesson Schofield First Model Revolver. Cal. 44. S# 931. Overall condition is good. Bore is fair. Shows approx. 40% of the original blue with some 
scattered spotting and corrosion present. The initials “GHC” are stamped in the frame below the cylinder. Grips show good with a couple of nicks. (01-821 / BK / BS) 
Antique. Est. $ 2000 - 3000. 
VIEW PHOTO 
 
1079.    Remington Army 58 Revolver. Cal. 44. S# 102054.  Overall condition is fair. Bore is bright with scattered corrosion. Receiver has an added blue finish. Trigger 
guard shows a nice mustard color. Grips are good with the initials “QI” carved in the left side.  (01-822 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 500 - 700. VIEW PHOTO
 
1080.    Colt Model 1849 Pocket Model Revolver. Cal. 31. S# 66518.  Overall condition is fair to good. Bore is bright with some pitting. Pistol is matching except for the 
wedge. Shows approx. 60% original finish with some scattered pitting present. Brass shows nice mellowing and grips show good. (01-816 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 900 
- 1300. VIEW PHOTO
 
1081.    Remington Model 1861 Revolver. Cal. 44. S#  144828.  Overall condition is good. Bore is bright and shiny. Revolver shows approx. 5-10% blue in protected 
areas of barrel and loading lever with the balance showing gray brown patina. Trigger guard has a nice mustard color. Grips are good. (01-815 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 
600 - 1000. VIEW PHOTO
 
1082.    Starr Army Double Action Revolver. Cal. 44. S# 13121.  Overall condition is fair. Bore is dark with pitting. Shows a heavy brown patina over scattered light 
corrosion. Mechanically sound and grips show good. (01-817 / BK / BS).Est. $ 600 - 850. VIEW PHOTO
 
1083.    Colt Single Action Army Revolver. Cal. 44. S# 185192.  Overall condition is fair as reworked. Bore is somewhat bright with light pitting. This Frontier Six 
Shooter had been entirely blued and is now fading to a light patina with moderate pitting. Hammer notches are broken and grips are replaced with two piece woods that 
fit small. Ejector rod has been replaced. (01-810 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 500 - 700. VIEW PHOTO
 
1084.    Group of 2 Smith & Wesson Revolvers. 
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1.  Smith & Wesson No. 2 Revolver. Cal. 38. S# 36660. Overall condition is good. Bore is bright and shiny. Retains approx. 80% original finish with some flaking and 
scattered light pitting present. Grips show good. (01-812 / BK / BS) Antique. 
2.  Smith & Wesson Frontier Model Revolver. Cal. 44. S# 30065. Overall condition is fair. Bore is frosty. Retains approx. 60% of the original nickel flaking with patina 
present. (01-813 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 350 - 500. for pair. VIEW PHOTO
 
1085.    Whitney Navy Percussion Revolver. Cal. 36. S# 7637K.  Overall condition is good. Bore is good and slightly dark. These Whitney Navies were a favorite of 
the Confederacy and finding one, in any condition, is rare. Revolver shows an even smooth gray patina overall with scattered light pitting and a couple of small dents in 
the barrel. Grips show good with a healthy coat of varnish on them and the trigger guard shows a nice mustard color. (01-808 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 1000 - 
1500. VIEW PHOTO
 
1086.    Moore Model 1860 Civil War Revolver. Cal. 31. S# 754.  Overall condition is fair to good. Bore is frosty. Brass shows good overall with a nice patina. Blue on 
the barrel and cylinder is turning plum with scattered surface corrosion present. Cylinder rod is a reproduction or a replacement. (01– 806/ BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 350 - 
550. VIEW PHOTO
 
1087.    Colt Model 1862 Police Revolver. Cal. 36. S# 2293.  Overall condition is fair. Bore is slightly frosty. This 62 police shows fair overall with no finish but is all 
matching including the wedge. Metal is smooth gray patina with the brass showing a nice mustard color. Grips are chipped and show poor. (01-807 / BK / BS) Antique. 
Est. $ 400 - 600. VIEW PHOTO
 
1088.    Joslyn Single Action Military issue Revolver circa 1858. Cal. 44. S# 2793.  Overall condition is fair. Bore is bright with some corrosion present. Pistol retains 
approx. 90% of a brown finish with scattered corrosion through out. Cylinder shows some original blue. Grips show good with good checkering and only minimal 
scuffing. (01-805 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 700 - 1200. VIEW PHOTO
 
1089.    Smith & Wesson 2 (Army Tip-Up) Revolver. Cal. 32 RF.  S # 4276.  Overall condition is very good. Bore is near excellent. Manufactured 1861-74.  5” Barrel. 
Barrel and cylinder numbered 44. Mechanically near excellent- possibly unfired. Retains most blue with considerable fading and some light pin-prick oxidation on the 
barrel. Very early serial number; likely first year. Latest cylinder patent date 1860. Grips are very good plus. Some varnish peeling on the bottom and a slight dent on 
each side at the bottom skirt. (01-801 / NW ) Antique.  Est. $ 700 - 1000. VIEW PHOTO
 
1090.    Colt Model 1849 Pocket Revolver. Cal. 31. S# 188785.  Overall condition is good. Bore is somewhat bright. This 4” barreled, 49 Pocket revolver shows 
matching except for the wedge, but could have been a stamping error at the factory. Serial number of gun is 188785 and wedge is stamped 87885. Shows an even gray 
brown patina with a very readable cylinder scene and with the trigger guard showing approx. 10-15% of the tarnished silver with the balance showing a nice mustard 
color. Grips show good with only light scuffing. (01-826 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 1200 - 1800. VIEW PHOTO
 
1091.    Colt Model 1849 Pocket Revolver. Cal. 31. S# 104502. Overall condition is good. Bore is slightly pitted with moderate wear. This 4” barreled, all matching 
revolver shows approx. 40% finish with scattered light to moderate pitting. Brass back strap and trigger guard show good with no silver left. Cylinder scene is very clear. 
Grips show good with one or two light scuff marks. A Colt mold is included. (01-825 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 1200 - 1800. VIEW PHOTO
 
1092.    Plant Revolver. Cal. 36. S# 1141. Overall condition is good. Bore is bright. Shows a coat of patina over the finish on the brass frame with the cylinder and 
barrel showing approx. 70% of the original blue turning brown. Grips show fair with cracks in both sides. (01-824 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 350 - 500. VIEW PHOTO
 
1093.    Savage Navy Revolver. Cal. 36. S# 12764. Overall condition is good as refinished. Bore is dark. Shows approx. 90% of an added finish and has been sanded 
previously. Mechanically sound and grips show good. (01-823 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 500 - 700. VIEW PHOTO
 
1094.    Prescott Pocket Revolver. Cal. 32. S# 22.  Overall condition is good. Bore is bright. Shows an even gray blue patina mix over the steel. Brass frame and grip 
strap show a nice even mustard color. Grips show good with minimal scuffing. (01-827 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 300 - 800. VIEW PHOTO
 
1095.    Prescott Navy Revolver. Cal. 38. S# 27.  Overall condition is fair to good. Bore is slightly frosty. Cylinder is a plum patina with the barrel being more of a gray. 
Brass frame and trigger guard assembly show a nice mustard color patina with the sideplate having been lightly cleaned. Grips show good with light nicking on the 
bottom. (01-828 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 500 - 700. VIEW PHOTO
 
1096.    Merwin & Hulbert Second Model Pocket Single Action Revolver. Cal. 38. S# 1396.Overall condition is fair to good. Bore is bright. Shows approx. 75-80% of 
the nickel finish turning dull with the balance flaked. Grips show good. (01-829 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 350 - 500. VIEW PHOTO 
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1097.    National (Moore’s Patent) Revolver. Cal. 32. S# 20589.  Overall condition is good. Bore is dark in the grooves. Brass of this revolver shows a little bit of silver 
left, mostly within the engraving. Steel shows a mixture of silver and bluish gray patina with a line of bright on the cylinder from having not been turned for many, many 
years. Grips show good with some varnish chipped off. (01-830 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 350 - 450. VIEW PHOTO
 
1098.    Lot of 2 Revolvers.  
            1.  Smith & Wesson First Model Second Issue Revolver. Cal. 22. S# 63078. Overall condition is fair to good. Bore is dark and pitted. Revolver shows pinprick 
pitting under the finish throughout with corrosion over most of the brass. Grips show good. (01-831 / BK / BS) Antique. 
            2.  Plant Pocket Model Revolver. Cal. 30. S# 8879. Overall condition is fair. Bore is frosty. Shows approx. 50% of the nickel finish over the brass with some 
tarnish. Barrel shows approx. 40% blue with the rest turning to patina with scattered spotting. Grips show fair with the right one having a fine crack in it. (01-834 / BK / 
BS) Antique. 
Est. $ 200 - 400. for pair. VIEW PHOTO
 
1099.    Group of 2 Antique Pocket Guns.
            1.  Whitneyville Pocket Revolver. Cal. 22. S# 426. Overall condition is fair. Bore is poor. Shows a mixture of scattered corrosion and tarnish. Barrel and 
cylinder show approx. 50-60% original blue. Grips show good. (01-832 / BK / BS) Antique.
            2.  Lombard Single Shot Pistol. Cal. 22. S# 612. Overall condition is fair. Bore is poor. Metal shows fair to poor with pitting and patina throughout. Brass frame 
shows good.  Grips show good with some scratching in the varnish. (01-833 / BK / BS) Antique. 
Est. $ 350 - 450. for pair. VIEW PHOTO
 
1100.    Colt Model New Line Revolver. Cal. 32. S# 2525.  Overall condition is fair. Bore is dark in the grooves. This revolver shows a smooth gray patina with some 
scattered brown spotting throughout. Grips show good. (01-835 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 300 - 450.  VIEW PHOTO
 
1101.    Slocum’s Patent Single Action Pocket Revolver. Cal. 32 R. S# 6941.  Overall condition is good. Bore is bright and  shiny. This unique pistol shows only 
about 2-3% silver left on the brass frame with the blued cylinder and barrel being plum in color and retaining approx. 60% finish with light surface rust. Rosewood grips 
show good with some flaking of the varnish. A very unique little revolver. (01-836 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 350 - 500.  VIEW PHOTO
 
1102.    Manhattan Bar Hammer Pistol (Copy of No. 1 Smith) Cal. 22. S# 3295. Overall condition is good. Bore is slightly frosty. Shows an even gray patina mixed 
with brown with scattered fine pitting. Grips show good with only minor scuff marks present. (01-837 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 350 - 450.  VIEW PHOTO
 
1103.    Group of 3 Pocket Arms.
1.         Frank Wesson First Model Pocket Pistol. Cal. 22. S# 845. Overall condition is good. Bore is frosty. Barrel shows approx. 5-10% original blue mixed with 
patina and scattered fine pitting. Brass shows good with some dinging on the bottom of the grip strap. Grips show cracked and repaired. (01-838 / BK / BS) Antique.
2.         Standard (Marlin) Revolver. Cal. 32. NSN. Overall condition is fair. Bore is pitted. Brass shows a nice smooth mustard color while the steel appears chemically 
cleaned showing cleaner residue. Balance shows gray gun metal with pitting. Grips show good. (01-839 / BK / BS) Antique.
3.         Colt New Line Revolver. Cal. 22. S# 9730. Overall condition is poor to fair. Bore is dark. Shows no finish on barrel and cylinder. Approx. 50-60% finish on 
hammer and trigger with brass frame and straps showing tarnished brass overall. Grips show good. (01-843 / BK / BS) Antique. 
Est. $ 350 - 500. for three. VIEW PHOTO
 
1104. Group of 2 Sharps Pepperboxes. 
        1.          Sharps Model 2 Pepperbox. Cal. 30. S# 567. Overall condition is good. Bores are slightly dark. Retains finish only in protected areas with smooth gray gun 
metal on the exterior. Grips show fair having a repaired crack. (01-840 / BK / BS) Antique.
2.         Sharps Model 4 Pepperbox. Cal. 32. S# 670. Overall condition is fair to good. Bores are frosty. Shows approx. 5-10% blue in protected area with the balance 
turning into a smooth gray gun metal finish. Birds head grips show good with 3 small dings in the left one. (01-842 / BK / BS) Antique. 
Est. $ 400 - 500. for pair. VIEW PHOTO
 
1105.    Remington Elliot Pepperbox. Cal. 32. S# 17895.  Overall condition is fair. Bores are dark.  Shows approx. 40% blue mixed with patina on barrels. Frame 
shows gun metal gray with significant surfaces corrosion. Grips show good. Has mechanical issue and cannot open. (01-841 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 350 - 450. VIEW 
PHOTO
 
1106.    Lot of 2 Saturday Night Specials.  
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1.         Harrington & Richardson Revolver. Cal. 32. S# 750714. Overall condition is good. Bore is bright and shiny. Pistol retains approx. 90% of the original blue with 
some surface dirt present. Grips show good. (01-845 / BK / BS) Antique.
2.         U.S. Revolver Company Safety Hammerless Revolver. Cal. 32. S# 22399. Overall condition is good. Bore is bright and shiny. Retains approx. 95% of the 
original nickel with some slight scattered bubbling. Blued trigger guard shows approx. 95%. (01-846 / BK / BS) Antique. 
Est. $ 250 - 400. for pair.  VIEW PHOTO
 
1107.    Lot of 2 Smith & Wesson Revolvers. 
1.         Double Action Revolver. Cal. 38. S# 53264. Overall condition is good.  Bore is bright and shiny. Shows overall near new condition retaining better than 95% of 
it’s original finish with some light scattered scuffing and no signs of ever being fired. Grips show near excellent. (01-844 / BK / BS) Antique.
2.         Safety Hammerless Second Model (Lemon Squeezer) Revolver. Cal. 32. S# 168817. Overall condition is good.  Bore is bright and shiny. Revolver shows 
approx. 90% of the original nickel with some bubbling and flaking present. Blued trigger guard shows approx. 75% while case colors on trigger are mellowed. Grips 
show good. (01-847 / BK / BS) Antique. 
Est. $ 350 - 450. for pair. VIEW PHOTO
 
1108.    Group of 3 22 Caliber Revolvers. 
1.         J. Reid Model 1 Revolver. Cal. 22. S# 27. Overall condition is fair. Bore is dark. Pistol shows brown patina throughout with the brass loading gate having been 
cleaned. Grips show fair with the left one being cracked. (01-848 / BK / BS) Antique.
2.         Little Giant Revolver. Cal. 22. NSN. Overall condition is fair to good. Bore is slightly dark. Revolver shows approx. 80-85% nickel finish with some flaking and 
scattered corrosion present. Wood grips show good with only light handling marks. (01-1313 was 07-2041 / BK / BS) Antique.
3.         Smith & Wesson First Model Second Issue Revolver. Cal. 22. S# 39581. Overall condition is fair. Bore is fair. Frame shows a mix of nickel with patina and 
brass while the barrel and cylinder show approx. 60% blue with light scattered pinprick pitting throughout. Rosewood grips show fair to good with a couple of small chips 
in the bottom. (01-1314 was 07-2039/ BK / BS) Antique. 
Est. $ 400 - 600. for three.  VIEW PHOTO
 
1109.    Warner Second Model Percussion Revolver. Cal. 28. NSN. Overall condition is fair to good. Bore is dark. This revolver shows approx. 95% of a patina over 
the entire revolver with the wooden grips showing good with only light scuff marks present. (01-853 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 300 - 400. VIEW PHOTO
 
1110.    Whitneyville Pocket Revolver. Cal. 38. S# 2201.  Overall condition is fair. Bore is bright. This spur trigger revolver shows approx. 50% fading blue on the 
barrel and cylinder with the brass frame showing a nice patina throughout. Grips show good. (01-864 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 300 - 400. VIEW PHOTO
 
1111.    German Reichs Model 1879/80 Service Revolver. Cal. 10.6. S# 4492.  Overall condition is good. Bore is bright. Pistol shows approx. 85% of a brown finish 
with some thinning on the grips straps and a little holster wear. All parts are matching. Includes lanyard loop. Grips show good with light scuffing. (01-861 / BK / BS) 
Antique. Est. $ 450 - 600. 
VIEW PHOTO
 
1112.    German Reichs Model 1883 Double Action Service Revolver. Cal. 10.6. S# 2453.   Overall condition is good. Bore is bright and shiny. Retains approx. 85% 
original blue with some flaking on the barrel and scattered light corrosion present. Checkered grips show good overall.  (01-862 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 400 - 600. 
VIEW PHOTO
 
1113.    Cogswell & Harrison Webley No. 4 Patent Revolver. Cal. 450. S# 2267.  Overall condition is good. Bore is bright and shiny. Pistol retains approx. 85% 
original blue with some scattered scratching and some light surface corrosion. Checkered grips show good with only light scuffing. (01-859 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 350 
- 450. VIEW PHOTO
 
1114.    Enfield No. 2 Revolver. Cal. 455. S# 4918.  Overall condition is good. Bore is bright and shiny showing moderate wear. Shows approx. 85% of the original blue 
finish with scattered surface corrosion and some nicking present. Grips show fair to good with light scattered nicking and dinging throughout. (01-858 / BK / BS) Antique. 
Est. $ 450 - 600. VIEW PHOTO
 
1115.    Group of 2 Firearms. 
1.         Bavarian Werder Model 1869 Single Shot Pistol. Cal. 11mm. S# 3259.  Overall condition is good. Bore is bright and shiny. This 1872 manufactured pistol 
retains approx. 85% original finish showing only light wear at the muzzle and some light corrosion at the breech block. Appears to have a slight mechanical problem 
upon closing. Grips show good with light scuff marks and are numbered to the gun. (01-860 / BK / BS) Antique.
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2.         Model 1883 German Reichs Revolver. Cal. 10.6. S# 3437. Overall condition is good as refinished. Bore is bright. Shows approx. 80% of an arsenal refinish. 
Grips show smooth having checkering taken off. (01-863 / BK / BS) Antique. 
Est. $ 350 - 450. for pair. VIEW PHOTO
 
1116.    Group of 2 Webley Revolvers.  
1.         Webley Royal Irish Constabulary Model 1872 Revolver. Cal. 442. S# 79396. Overall condition is good plus. Bore is bright and shiny. Shows approx. 90% of 
the original lustrous blue finish with the grips showing good with just some slight flattening of the checkering. (01-854 / BK / BS) Antique.
2.         Webley Model 1880 Metropolitan Police. Cal. 450. S# 88903. Overall condition is fair to good. Bore is bright and shiny. Revolver shows approx. 60-65% of the 
original blue finish mixed with scattered brown patina. Grips show fair to good with some flattening of the checkering and some minor nicks. (01-855 / BK / BS) Antique. 
Est. $ 350 - 500. for pair. VIEW PHOTO
 
1117.    Group of 2 Webley Revolvers.  
1.         Webley Royal Irish Constabulary Model 1872 Revolver. Cal. 442. S# 36644. Overall condition is fair. Bore is bright and shiny. Shows approx. 70-80% original 
blue with scattered nicking throughout. Grips show fair with a flattening of the checkering and some minor nicking present. (01-856 / BK / BS) Antique.
2.         Webley British Bulldog Revolver. Cal. 450. S# 34513. Overall condition is good. Bore is bright and shiny. This Dublin marked revolver retains better than 90% 
original finish with slight scattered surface corrosion. Grips show good with some flattening of the checkering. (01-857 / BK / BS) Antique. 
Est. $ 350 - 500. for pair.  VIEW PHOTO
 
1118.    French Model 1874 Revolver. Cal. 11mm. S# F18008.  Overall condition is good. Bore is bright and shiny. This navy pistol shows very little original finish 
showing mostly patina with slight blue and protected areas. Grips show good overall with some dinging in the right side. (01-804/ BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 500 - 700.  
VIEW PHOTO
 
1119.    French Model 1874 Revolver. Cal. 11mm. S# N34899. Overall condition is good. Bore is bright and shiny. This revolver retains approx. 85% of the original 
finish with some slight corrosion and nicking present. Grips show good overall. (01-803 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 400 - 600.  VIEW PHOTO 
 
1120.    French Model 1892 Revolver. Cal. 8mm. S # G1062.  Overall condition is very good plus. The bore is near excellent. Manufactured dated 1897. This is an 
army model. Very nice straw colors on hammer, trigger & loading gate. Little bit of blue wear at the muzzle. Complete with lanyard ring. Very good example of this 
model. (01-802 / NW / BS) Antique. Est. 350 - 500.  VIEW PHOTO
 
1121.    Belgium Nagant Revolver with a CF Gland loading Modification Cal. Approx. 11mm. NSN.  Overall condition is good. Bore is bright and shiny. This unique 
revolver shows approx. 90% of the original finish with some surface corrosion present. Grips show good overall with a minimal of scarring. (01-463 / BK / BS) Antique. 
Est. $ 700 - 1000. VIEW PHOTO
 
1122.    Dutch Model 1873 Military Service Revolver Cal. 9.4. S# 5777.  Overall condition is good. Bore is bright and shiny. Revolver shows approx. 85-90% the 
original blue. With the grips showing good with light scuffing and  a barely legible cartouche. (01-461/ BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 350 - 500. VIEW PHOTO
  
1123.    Dutch Military Revolver Cal. Approx. 8mm. S# 9639. Overall condition is good. Bore is bright and shiny. Revolver shows approx. 85% of the original blue with 
the grips showing good. A holster and screw driver are included. (01-462 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 400 - 550.  VIEW PHOTO 
     
1124.    Swiss Model 1882 Revolver Cal.7.5. S# 15564.  Overall condition is good. Bore is bright and shiny. Revolver shows approx. 95% of the original finish with 
straw showing approx. 90%. Plastic grips show good with a Swiss Emblem in the left one. (01-452 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 600 - 900.  VIEW PHOTO
 
1125.    Swiss Model 1882 Revolver Cal. 7.5. S# 19972. Overall condition is good. Bore is bright with scattered corrosion. This revolver shows approx. 90% of the 
original finish. With the trigger and hammer loading gate showing approx. 75% straw. Wooden grips show good overall. (01-451 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 500 - 700. 
VIEW PHOTO 
 
1126.    British Lee-Enfield Rifle MK I Bolt Action Military Issue Repeating Service Rifle by London Small Arms Co. with Bayonet. Cal. 303. S# 6216. Overall 
condition is good to very good. Bore is very good but slightly frosty. Shows very little abuse and lots of condition. Receiver and dust cover show better than 95% bright 
blue with just a little turning around the front receiver ring. Bolt shows patina for a finish. Barrel shows better than 95% bright blue with slightly less at the muzzle from 
having the bayonet installed. Barrel has “P. Webley & Son, Birmingham” inscribed on it. Barrel bands show better than 85% blue just beginning to fade. Rifle has volley 
sights. Upper hand guard is very good with a couple of very minute nicks. Front hand guard has minor bruises scattered throughout and is very good. Buttstock also 
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very good with minor bruising and a prominent makers mark. Brass buttplate is nicely patinaed with pull through in trap. Sling is very good though dry. Bayonet shows 
light scattered pitting. No scabbard present. (was 01-479/01-1159 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 500 - 700. VIEW PHOTO
 
1127.    British Lee-Enfield MK I Bolt Action Military Issue Repeating Service Rifle with Volley Sights by London Small Arms Co with Bayonet and Sling. Cal. 
303. S# 4555. Overall condition is very good. Bore is lightly frosted. Receiver and dust cover showing plum finish with some very fine pitting throughout. Bolt is bright, 
turned patina. Barrel shows better than 90% blue turning brown with very little corrosion within. Upper hand guard has a couple of very light dents. Lower front hand 
guard shows only the most minute of scarring and has a coat of varnish on it. Rear buttstock which is a slightly different color and shows good with just a few nicks 
which are mostly at the toe. Brass buttplate shows some nicks and dings and there is a pull through in the buttstock. Bayonet shows good with just a bit of fine pitting 
present. Sling is dry and barely pliable but has no rips and tears. (01-480/01-1161 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 300 - 500.  VIEW PHOTO 
 
1128.    British Martini-Henry Single Shot Lever Action Military Issue Rifle Model Circa 1899, Private Manufacture by Wesley-Richards for South African 
Republic. Cal. 577/450. S# 31433.  Overall condition is fair to good. Bore is bright and shiny. Scattered corrosion throughout. Receiver retains approx. 85% blue with 
light scattered pitting. Barrel shows approx. 75% with light scattered pitting running down the top. Barrel bands show approx. 80% bright blue turning plum. Cleaning rod 
shows patina where exposed. Front hand guards showing light and moderate scraping with a few minor dents present. Buttstock shows light to moderate scuffing. 
Buttplate and cocking lever are blue turning plum showing scattered corrosion. Sling is soft and pliable with a stamp with foreign characters embossed in it. (was 01-
486/01-1160 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 300 - 500.  VIEW PHOTO
 
1129.    Lee-Enfield British MK I Service Rifle with Volley Sights with Sling and Bayonet Equipped. Cal. 303. S# 2454A. Overall condition is good. Bore is dark 
with fine pitting throughout. Rifle has lots of finish and only slight marring of the wood. Receiver and dust cover show better than 90% of original blue. Barrel also shows 
better than 90%. Barrel does have some light scattered speckling. Bands show significantly less finish around 70%, thinning. Wood is in very good condition with the 
upper hand guards showing no abuse at all and the lower hand guard showing only a few minor depressions. Buttstock is also very good showing only scattered minor 
dings with the “M & D” logo showing very prominent. Brass buttplate is just starting to patina and rifle is equipped with a pull through in the butt. Sling is very good, just 
starting to dry and no cracking. Bayonet is fair with fine pitting and wood on the handle showing good. (was 01-478/01-1158 / BK / BS) Antique. 
Est. $ 300 - 500. VIEW PHOTO 
 
1130.    Lee-Enfield British MK I Service Rifle with Volley Sights with Sling and Bayonet. Cal. 303. S# L965.  Overall condition is fair. Bore is dark and somewhat 
frosty. Receiver shows about 80% original blue turning plum. Dust cover shows about 25% blue turning patina. Barrel and bands are brown with light pitting. Upper hand 
guard is a newer replacement and has a repaired break. Front hand guard assembly shows good with only light nicks and scuffs primarily on the right hand side. 
Buttstock is good with only minor nicks. Sling is dry but has no tears, has some slight cracking. Bayonet is fair to good showing scattered fine pitting with the wood on 
the handle showing good. Cleaning rod is a possible replacement. (was 01-477/01-1157 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 300 - 500. VIEW PHOTO
 
1131.    British Lee-Enfield Carbine Mark I Military Issue Bolt Action Repeating Service Carbine Royal Irish Constabulary Issue. Cal. 303. S# 1675. Overall 
condition is good plus. Bore is slightly frosting. Shows better than average use and retaining most finish. Receiver and dust cover show 95% original blue with high edge 
wear and slightly pluming. Dust cover shows some very fine scattered spotting. Barrel assembly shows better than 95% with the exception of the muzzle where the 
bayonet slides on and off, which has turned brown. Upper hand guard shows very little abuse and one slight crack about 1 1/2” long which doesn't detract and should be 
easily repairable. Lower hand guard shows modifications by an arsenal but are just faint line with very little light denting between the rear sight and the receiver where it 
appears that the rifle was laid on it’s side. Buttstock shows light and moderate scarring. Birmingham proof still very readable. Buttplate starting to patina. Trap contains a 
pull through. Bayonet fair with light scattered pitting and patina on handles. (was 01-476/01-1156 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 500 - 700. VIEW PHOTO
 
1132.    British Lee-Enfield Carbine Mark I* Military Issue Bolt Action Repeating Service Carbine Converted to use by Royal Irish Constabulary with Bayonet. 
Cal. 303. S# 8741A.  Overall condition is fair to good. Bore is slightly frosting. Has lots of blue. Receiver shows about 85-90% with high edge wear and turning plum. 
Barrel assembly also shows 85-90% blue except the muzzle where the bayonet goes on and off. Upper hand guard is in fair to good condition showing minor nicks 
throughout. There is an arsenal repair of a crack approx. 1 - 1 1/2” behind the front barrel band. Lower hand guard assembly shows modification to the front for the 
bayonet adapting and shows moderate with some slightly heavy scarring on the left hand side, while the right hand side shows only light. Buttstock shows good with 
mostly minor scarring and just a bit of moderate.  Birmingham cartouche in the buttstock is very prominent. Bayonet shows good with very little light pitting and the 
wooden handles are in good condition. (was 01-475/01-1155 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 500 - 800. VIEW PHOTO
 
1133.    British Magazine Lee-Enfield Carbine Fitted for Pattern 1888 Bayonet. Cal. 303. S# 2242.  Overall condition is very good plus. Bore is bright and shiny with 
a minimum of fine pitting in the grooves. Nice old Mark I Carbine that shows a little different from most, as it has no upper hand guard and is fitted for the pattern 88 
bayonet. Receiver shows better than 90% original blue with some slight scratches on the dust cover. Barrel and rear sight assembly also show better than 90% original 
blue turning slightly plum up towards the muzzle. Front sight has no ears and is of the ramp style. Bayonet shows patina throughout but is overall in good condition with 
fine pitting. Guard and handle show darker patina. Wood is in exceptional condition with just minor nicks throughout and a nice coat of varnish. Rear brass buttplate 
shows bright but does not appear cleaned. (was 01-474/01-1154 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 550 - 850. VIEW PHOTO
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1134.    British Lee-Enfield Carbine MK I Military Issue Bolt Action Repeating Service Carbine with Bayonet. 
Cal. 303. S# 2333.  Overall condition is good. Bore is good to very good. Has a nice plum brown patina throughout. Receiver, rear barrel, trigger guard assembly better 
than 90%. Barrel bands and front end are turning gun metal gray with slight patina. Barrel shows somewhat bright with just a little corrosion in the grooves. Rear sight 
cover is a modern repro. Buttstock and hand guard assembly show minor nicks but nothing moderate or heavy and no cracks or breakage. Brass buttstock shows nice 
patina with a pull through in the stock. Bolt is bright showing some oxidation. Dust cover is a nice plum that matches the receiver. (was 01-473/01-1153 / BK / BS) 
Antique. Est. $ 500 - 700.  VIEW PHOTO
 
1135.    British Lee-Enfield Carbine MK I Military Issue Bolt Action Repeating Service Carbine with Bayonet. Cal. 303. 
S# 1258. Overall condition is good. Bore is strong with fine pitting in the grooves. Shows 90% blue turning to brown on receiver and rear portion of barrel assembly. Dust 
cover present. Front barrel assembly and bands shows about 80% blue turning plum. Trigger guard and 5 shot magazine shows approx. 70-75%. Buttplate is brass. 
Wood is good with mostly minor and a couple moderate dings or nicks. Nice inspector stamps and unit markings on the buttstock leather rear sight cover is present and 
pliable but is deteriorating. Action in need of repair. Overall nice example of a MK I carbine. (was 01-472/01-1152 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 400 - 600.  VIEW PHOTO
 
1136.    British (BSA) Lee-Enfield Cavalry Carbine MK I Bolt Action Military Issue Repeating Carbine. Cal. 303 British. S# 2333.  Overall condition is fair to good. 
Bore is good with moderate use and a little dark in the grooves. Shows approx. 80% original blue on receiver and rear of barrel as well as sight cover. Front of barrel 
muzzle shows about 60% with scattered light pitting. Bolt is bright with patina. Trigger guard has scattered corrosion and small patches of fine pitting. Magazine shows 
good finish. Rear sight protector is in good condition with one small tear at the rear. Top wooden hand guard is good with light to moderate dings. Lower hand guard is 
slightly better with significantly less moderate dinging and light scuffs all the way thorough. Buttstock show slight and moderate scuffing with no major abuse. Sling near 
excellent. A very respectable cavalry carbine. (was 01-471/01-1151 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 500 - 700.  VIEW PHOTO
 
1137.    British Lee-Metford Rifle MK II or MK I* Military Issue Repeating Bolt Action Service Rifle Single Shot Training Rifle. Cal. Converted to 22LR. S# 
317. Overall condition is good. Bore is bright with moderate wear. Receiver showing better than 90% finish with dust cover turning slightly plum. Barrel shows better than 
90% matte black finish as do sights and barrel bands. Rifle equipped with a folding rear peep sight assembly that folds and is a micrometer sight. Wood is very good 
showing only minor nicks and scuffs as does the brass buttplate. (was 01-470/01-1150 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 800 - 1200. VIEW PHOTO 
 
1138.    British Magazine Rifle Lee-Metford MK2 Military Issue Bolt Action Single Shot Training Rifle (converted from .303 British) Cal. 22 LR. S# 14327. 
Overall condition is good. Bore is bright and shiny. Receiver retains approx. 85% original blue with dust cover as does magazine and trigger guard assembly. Barrel also 
retains better than 85% original blue with a bright shiny bore showing only light wear. AJP Model TZ folding target sight is in very good condition with only minor surface 
corrosion and in excellent working order. Upper hand guard is good with only a couple light nicks. Lower hand guard shows significantly more abuse with some 
moderate nicks and dings on left hand side and is notched out for the receiver sight. Buttstock shows good with only light nicks. Brass buttplate is in good condition. 
Overall a very nice trainer with rare sights. Sling is dry but in very good condition. (was 01-469/01-1148 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 800 - 1200.  VIEW PHOTO
 
1139.    Austrian Model 95 Steyr Straight Pull Bolt Action Military Issue Repeating Service Rifle Sniper Issue with Bayonet and Scope. Cal. 8mm. S#  
833V. Overall condition is good. Bore shows moderate wear, a little dark in the grooves. Receiver shows about 85% blue with some light spotting. Barrel bands show 
approx. 45-50% blue. Exposed portion of the barrel shows about 70% of finish with some light scuffs from the bayonet being put on and off. Bayonet is good with some 
fine pitting. Scabbard is fair and frog is very good plus. Trigger guard and floorplate assembly are very good showing 85-90% blue fading on edges. Buttplate shows 
better than 90% blue with just a bit of fine pitting starting. Stock and hand guards show almost no wear at all with no mars or gouges and some light scuffing with a 
heavy coat of varnish. Buttstock has the serial numbers of 3 different rifles with 3 #s crossed out. Telescope shows approx. 80-85% of a dull black finish with some wear 
spots and optics are clear with no debris. (was 01-468/01-1147 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 500 - 700. VIEW PHOTO
 
1140.    Swiss Model 1869/70 Vetterli Military Issue Tubular Magazine Bolt Action Service Rifle with Bayonet.  Cal. 11mm. S# 2360. Overall condition is very 
good to near excellent. Bore is near excellent. Receiver shows 90-95% case colors with barrel showing better than 90% of finish with a couple light rub marks about 
halfway down. Cleaning rod is bright and clean and appears new. Bayonet is in very good condition with minimal corrosion, and the serial number does not match. Front 
hand guard and bands are very good plus showing no wear or abuse. Buttstock shows no dings and does not appear sanded. Trigger guard and floorplate assembly 
show strong case colors with bolt handle showing bright. A very hard Vetterli to upgrade. Even magazine dust cover shows very strong blue. (was 01-439/01-1137 / BK / 
BS) Antique. Est. $ 500 - 700. VIEW PHOTO 
 
1141.    Swiss Vetterli Single Shot Sporting Target Rifle. Cal. 11mm Swiss. NSN.  Overall condition is very good. Bore is near excellent. Receiver shows approx. 
90% of a nice mellow case hardening. Barrel showing better than 90% blue. Barrel bands showing approx. 75% blue. Trigger guard shows gray gun metal with patina 
starting. Buttplate showing faded case hardening. Rear sight still shows better than 90% case hardening. One piece stock is in good condition showing light and 
moderate dents and scuffs with sharp checkering front and rear. Heavier dinging on cheekpiece itself. Sling is in good condition but starting to dry. Nice example of a 
very rare Vetterli. (was 01-438/01-1136 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 700 - 900. VIEW PHOTO
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1142.    Swiss Model 1871 Vetterli (experimental) Bolt Action Rifle with Bayonet. Cal. 41 Swiss RF. S# 11550.  Overall condition is good. Bore is bright and shiny. 
Nice mellowing case colors on receiver. Blue on barrel is good showing better than 85% turning plum. Bayonet is a very rich deep blue and shows better than 90% but it 
not numbered to the gun. Barrel bands are case hardened but mellow with some bright spots showing about 50%. Trigger guard and floor plate assembly show more of 
a patina with the buttplate tang showing good case colors spotty with scattered pitting on the back. Front wood shows fair to good with some light to moderate dents but 
good checkering and good inspector stamps while buttstock shows a little better with some light scattered dents and good inspector stamps. Overall a nice Vetterli. (was 
01-422/01-1120 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 300 - 500.  VIEW PHOTO
 
1143.    Swiss Vetterli Model 78/81 Tubular Magazine Bolt Action Military Rifle with Bayonet. Cal. 41 Swiss RF. S# 209105. Overall condition is good. Bore is 
good and bright with strong rifling. Shows better than 90% dulling blue with some fine scattered pitting throughout. Rifle accompanied by a rare sawback bayonet. Wood 
is very good showing very light bruising throughout as with any military rifle, and a couple of nice inspector marks in the buttstock. (was 01-421/01-1119 / BK / BS) 
Antique. Est. $ 400 - 600. VIEW PHOTO
 
      1144.     Group of 2 Portuguese Model 1886 Carbines. 
1.         Portuguese (Steyr) Model 1886 Kropatschek Bolt Action Tubular Magazine Repeating Carbine with Bayonet. Cal. 8mm. Portuguese. S# A651. Overall 
condition is fair. Bore is bright with slightly dark rifling. Blued finish with bright bolt. Barrel shows significant wear and light to moderate pitting throughout. Receiver 
shows good blue with approx. 80% remaining. Wood seems very dry but has no significant scarring and has a nice crest embossed in the right hand side. Sling is soft 
and pliable and in very good condition for it’s age. Front muzzle cap and magazine tube cap show about 60% blue with some very light pitting and matching numbers. 
Bayonet shows good condition with a few very light pits present and some nickel flaking on the handle.  (was 01-420/01-1118 / BK / BS) Antique. 
2.         Portuguese Model 1886 Kropatschek Bolt Action Tubular Magazine Repeating Rifle with Bayonet. Cal. 8mm.   S# X 904. Overall condition is fair to good. 
Bore is Retains about 85% blue on the receiver with the bright bolt starting to patina. Barrel shows about 70% of blue with some scattered light pitting mostly between 
the first and second band. Bore shows good with moderate use and is a little dark in the grooves. Barrel bands turning patina but otherwise in good condition. Trigger 
guard shows approx. 50% blue and no pitting. Buttplate is patina with scattered light pitting. Buttstock shows good with a couple dings on cheek piece and otherwise 
light scarring. Sling and bayonet good with bayonet showing wear from sharpening. (was 01-425/01-1123 / BK / BS) Antique. 
Est. $ 200 - 400 pair.  VIEW PHOTO
 
1145.    German Mauser Model 1871 Short Rifle. (GEW 71) Cal. 11mm. Mauser. S# 2364. Overall condition is good plus. Bore is bright and shiny with a small area of 
fine pitting toward the front. Receiver and bolt show bright and appear cleaned with no significant corrosion. Barrel shows a dark black finish that appears painted on 
over a smooth brown patina. Bands also show enamel paint as does trigger guard, floor pate and buttplate. None show any corrosion. Cleaning rod is cleaned to bright 
with some light to moderate pitting. Buttstock has been cleaned and shows only very light nicking and scuffing and still shows proofs on the right hand side with a rather 
heavy coat of varnish. (was 01-996/01-1284 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 300 - 500.  VIEW PHOTO 
 
1146.    German Mannlicher Model KAR 88 Military Issue Bolt Action Carbine, converted to Fire 4mm Gallery Ammunition—Single Shot. Cal. 4mm RF. S# 
801.  Overall condition is fair. Brass lined bore is good. Shows a bright receiver covered in patina with a little fine pitting present. Bolt also is bright covered with patina 
with the bolt handle turning brown. Modified barrel shows 80% dark blue mixed with spotting and fine pitting. Muzzle cover for the conversion shows a brown patina. 
Front sight is bare metal with light to moderate pitting. Middle band is smooth to moderate patina. Trigger guard assembly shows 90% scattered blue and brown and a 
couple of light dents. Buttplate is a smooth brown patina. Wood shows moderate denting throughout with no significant breaks or cracks. (was 01-995/01-1283 / BK / 
BS) Antique. Est. $ 500 - 800. VIEW PHOTO
 
1147.    KAR 88/93 Carbine by Erfurt. Cal. 8mm. S# 5825. Overall condition is good. Bore is dark with moderate pitting throughout. Receiver and bolt assembly are 
bright, possibly lightly cleaned and good with no corrosion present. Barrel retains approx. 90% dull blue with some slight scratching in front of the band, probably from a 
rack. Front nose cap shows better than 90% of the dull military blue with light scattered surface rust. Barrel band shows better than 85% rich blue with slight corrosion 
starting. Trigger guard and floorplate assembly show 90% of a military blue with the loss being on the bottom. Wood shows good overall with mostly light scuffing and a 
couple of moderate dings. Buttplate shows approx. 50% blue with the rest being smooth brown patina. Sling is very good overall. (was 01-994/01-1282 / BK / BS) 
Antique. Est. $ 400 - 600. VIEW PHOTO
 
1148.    Russian Berdan II Bolt Action Single Shot Military Rifle. Cal. 42 Russian Berdan. S# 2055.  Overall condition is very good plus. Bore is bright and shiny, 
slightly dark in the grooves. Retains better than 90% overall.  Receiver shows 85% blue with the loss being in one small area of light to moderate pitting on left flat about 
1 1/4” long. Barrel shows better than 90% blue with one or two small light spots from having been in a rack and a few small dings from the front sight drifting over. 
Bayonet is good plus showing better than 95% blue. Barrel bands show 90% of a deep rich blue just starting to get a little patina. Trigger guard show better than 90% of 
a bright rich blue with light surface scratching and some corrosion. Buttplate shows 80% worn blue worn to bare metal on high edges. Buttstock shows very good with 
minimal light rub marks and no significant gouges or dings. Butt may have been slightly cleaned and sanded because the buttplate hangs over slightly on the toe. 
Overall a super nice Russian Berdan. (was 01-991/01-1279 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 500 - 700. VIEW PHOTO
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1149.    German Imperial Model 1868 “Zundnadelgewehr” (Needle Rifle) made by Gebruder Mauser, Oberndorf with Bayonet.  Cal. Approx. 62. S# 9985.  
Overall condition is good plus showing better than 90% browning on barrel. Bore is bright and shiny, a bit dark in the grooves. Receiver is bright while barrel is browned 
with rear sight being blued. Minor wear on front 3” of barrel from bayonet. Bayonet is good with a bit of scattered fine pitting. Brass barrel bands and trigger guards show 
nice mellowing. Ramrod is in good condition. Stock cleaned at some point and re-stained showing virtually no nicking or scarring at all, however buttplate does slightly 
hang over and inspector stamps and stock are faint. Buttplate has been polished but still retains unit markings. (was 01-988/01-1276 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 300 - 
500. VIEW PHOTO
 
1150.    German Dreyse’s Patent Model 1862 Zundnadelgewehr (Needle Rifle) Bolt Action Single Shot Breech Loading Military Issue Rifle. Cal. 60. S# 3049. 
Overall condition is fair to good. Bore is slightly frosted but very good. Receiver shows approx. 10% finish in protected areas. The rest being a patina. Barrel shows 
approx. 75% dull blue with light scattered corrosion throughout, with the front 3” showing patina. Brass bands and trigger guard are very good having been lightly 
cleaned. Steel buttplate is good showing 80% strong patina with a very little fine pitting.  Has unit markings on butt. Wood shows light to moderate scarring throughout 
with no cracks or breaks. (was 01-987/01-1275 / BK / BS) Antique. 
Est. $ 300 - 500.  VIEW PHOTO 
 
1151.    German Mauser Model 1871 Single Shot Bolt Action Military Issue Service Rifle with Bayonet. Cal. 11mm. S# 1985G.  Overall condition is fair, having 
been cleaned. Bore is bright and shiny. Bolt is patina. Barrel and receiver have both been cleaned to bright showing no blue or corrosion at all.  Only barrel bands show 
some slight patina. Brass trigger guard shows nice mellowing. Buttplate is patina with fine to moderate pitting throughout. Buttstock shows good with light to moderate 
nicks throughout. Shows no inspector stampings or markings except the serial number. Cleaning rod is present and shows patina on the handle and some fine pitting. 
Bayonet is well used and shows patina with scattered fine pitting and a one piece brass handle. (was 01-986/01-1274 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 300 - 500.  VIEW 
PHOTO
 
1152.    Winchester Model 1895 Musket. Cal. 7.62mm. S# 237718.  Overall condition is poor. Bore is poor with heavy pitting and corrosion and little sign of rifling. This 
made for Russia musket shows an arsenal refinish over fine pitting covering most all of the receiver. Upper hand guard has a split that runs from the rear sight to the 
rear band. Rear band shows brown patina,  outside of barrel shows arsenal refinish over very light pitting  front band shows a brown patina also. Front lower hand guard 
shows good with sharp rifling and a couple of moderate nicks. Buttstock shows fair with a cross bolt installed in between the upper and lower tangs to reinforce it with an 
arsenal repair at the upper tang and a carving in the right side. Buttplate shows bare metal with fine pitting. These rifle come in two conditions. either brand new or 
seeing serious use, this one being of the later. (was 01-983/01-1271 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 300 - 500.  VIEW PHOTO
 
1153.    German GEW 88 Spandau Manufactured 1890 (Commission Rifle) Cal. 8mm. S# 749mr. Overall condition is good to very good. Bore is bright and shiny 
with moderate wear. Receiver shows bright finish with little corrosion as does bolt. Barrel/jacket shows about 65-70% of a plum brown finish with a couple slight dents 
present. Cleaning rod is present with light pitting halfway down. Front and rear barrel bands are showing better then 80% blue with regiment markings on the middle 
one. Trigger guard and floorplate assembly shows only about 15% of finish and have been cleaned but dust cover is present. Butt plate assembly shows bright with fine 
pitting throughout. Bayonet assembly has been painted “O.D. Green” except the blade which is good with light scattered pitting. Frog is dry but present. (01-981/01-
1269 / A / BS / BK) Est. $ 300 - 500. VIEW PHOTO
 
1154.    Model 71/84 Spandau Bolt Action Rifle. Cal. 11mm. S# 6195. Overall condition is very good plus. Bore shows bright and shiny with no sign of ever having a 
bullet in it.  Receiver and bolt show bright, showing no signs of ever being fired, with nitride blue bolt handle screw and safety spring. Barrel assembly shows 90% 
original rich blue with one cluster of pitting approx. 1 1/2” long between the bayonet lug and the second barrel band where the rifle must have been in a rack with some 
moister. Front of barrel shows better than 98% also. Barrel bands show 95+% of original rich blue finish with very little wear at all and are numbered to the gun. Trigger 
guard and floorplate assembly show better than 98% of a deep rich blue with a couple of very minor scratches in trigger guard itself. Buttplate assembly shows bright 
with added unit markings on the upper tang. Buttstock shows nearly flawless with deep rich inspector marks and just a couple of light scuffs overall. (was 01-982/01-
1270 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 500 - 700. VIEW PHOTO 
 
1155.    British Manufactured Lee Straight Pull Military Rifle. Cal. 303 British. S# 4.  Overall condition is good. Bore is bright and shiny. Receiver shows better than 
90% original blue with most wear being on the cocking handle. Barrel shows 85% original blue with scratches and wear about 4” in front of barrel band. Front bayonet 
lug assembly is good showing about 75% blue with minor scratches from screwdriver use. Middle band shows better than 90% of blue with slight wear. Trigger guard 
and floorplate assembly show approx. 60-65% blue with scattered patina. Floorplate has two holes in the bottom and the writing “Edwards Patent 13124” stamped in it.  
Buttplate shows smooth gray patina with no rust or pitting. Wood is fair to good with minor and moderate nicking and scarring and a fairly heavy coat of varnish. Sling 
shows heavy use and some type of white preservative. Rear rawhide tie has been replaced with a piece of rope. (was 01-980/01-1268 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 500 - 
800. VIEW PHOTO
 
1156.    British Martini-Enfield Conversion of Martini-Henry Lever Action Single Shot Military Carbine Mark II? Rifle with Bayonet. Cal. 303. S# 37251. Overall 
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condition is good plus. Bore is slightly frosted. Shows about 98% blue on receiver turning plum with good blue on loading gate. Barrel shows better than 90% turning 
slightly plum. Front barrel band shows about 85% bright blue. Front hand guard slightly loose. Trigger guard shows approx. 60% blue with cocking lever showing 25% 
and balance patina. Front hand guard assembly slight loose with light to moderate scuffing. Buttstock also showing light to moderate scuffing. Sling is overall good. 
Bayonet is fair with significant amount of fine pitting. Scabbard also fair. (was 01-979/01-1267 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 300 - 600.  VIEW PHOTO 
 
1157.    Durst’s Patent Experimental Breech Loading Bolt Action Rotary Magazine Repeating Rifle used in Trials of 1892. Cal. 30-40. S# 3. Overall condition is 
very good.  Bore is  very good plus.  Receiver and magazine assembly showing full blue almost plum. Retains no markings except “Durst’s Patent”. Bolt shows bright 
turned to patina with the exception of bolt  lock and cocking knob. Barrel and front sight assembly shows approx. 90% plum finish with a front sight protector present. 
Rear barrel band shows better than 95% bright blue. Front band approx. 90%. Cleaning rod and bayonet lug present. Front wood shows very good condition with minor 
bruising as does the upper hand guard. Front wood also has the #1 lightly embossed into it just below the upper hand guard. Buttstock shows very good with light 
scattered bruising with a British Enfield style brass buttplate with a brass oiler in the stock. Sling dry but present and appears to be a European type. (was 01-978/01-
1266 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 1500 - 2500. VIEW PHOTO
 
1158.    German (Danzig) Model 1857 Bolt Action Military Issue Single Shot Needle Fire Service Carbine. Cal. Approx. 70.  S# 200. Overall condition is fair to 
good. Bore is somewhat bright with scattered light pitting. Made in 1861. Shows a brown patina over all the metal. (bolt spring missing)  Front sight barrel band shows 
approx. 65% brown patina. Buttstock shows mild to moderate nicks and dings but no breaking or cracking. Brass trigger guard and buttplate assembly show a nice even 
mellowing. (was 01-969/01-1252 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 400 - 600.  VIEW PHOTO 
 
1159.    German Mauser Model 1879 Single Shot Bolt Action Military/Police Issue Service Carbine. Cal. 11mm. 
S# 19. Overall condition is fair. Bore is bright and shiny, a little dark in the grooves. Shows a plum and spotting finish on all metal parts. Receiver shows approx. 60% 
blue turning brown with heavy spotting and fine pitting. Bolt shows patina also with a heavy spotting and fine pitting. Barrel appears gray brown as if had some blue 
added over the spotting. Significant spotting and some fine pitting. Bayonet in good condition with very little corrosion,  nice patina on guard and mellowing of the brass. 
Cleaning rod shows nice aged patina as do the sling swivels and front cap.  Trigger guard shows some spotting with a bit of pitting present as does the buttplate. Beech 
wood stock is good showing a duffle bag cut and repair approx. 3” in front of the sling swivel. Otherwise minor bruises few and far between. (was 01-975/01-1263 / BK / 
BS) Antique. Est. $ 300 - 500. VIEW PHOTO 
 
1160.    Spandau Model 71 Mauser Bolt Action Military Rifle with Bayonet. Cal. 11mm. S# 9705.  Overall condition is good. Bore is bright and shiny. Receiver and 
bolt show bright with only safety, cocking piece and bolt screw showing blue. Barrel shows approx. 95% of a brown finish. Barrel bands appear color case hardened. 
Rear sight shows good blue with nice straw on spring and screw. Cleaning rod present and good. Brass trigger guard shows nice mellow patina. Buttplate shows bright 
with only a light patch of rust at the top. Bayonet shows good with a bright blade with minor spotting and fine pitting and a nice patina on brass handle. (was 01-973/01-
1261 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 400 - 600.  VIEW PHOTO
 
1161.    German Mauser Model 71/84 Bolt Action Rifle with Bayonet. Cal. 11mm. S# 1892.  Overall condition is very good plus. Bore is bright and shiny with no 
signs of ever being used. Receiver and bolt assembly are bright with take down latch, safety and bolt handle screw being a nitride blue. Barrel shows 98% original bright 
blue with one small spot of corrosion approx. 3” in front of the front barrel band. Numbered barrel bands show 98% of the blue, as does the rear sight base. Straw on 
rear sight spring show no loss. Bayonet shows like brand new. Correct numbered trigger guard shows a couple very light scratches on the bottom of the trigger guard 
itself that barely penetrate the blue and one very small, less that 1/4”, spot of corrosion by the rear screw. Proofs are very deep and show no disturbance at all. Buttplate 
shows bright with just one small spot of corrosion on the top and nitride blue screws showing no wear. Buttstock shows very strong proof marks with one or two minor 
nicks in the right cheek. As far as a 71 Mauser, this would be nearly impossible to improve on. (was 01-971/01-1259 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 500 - 800. VIEW PHOTO
 
1162.    Mauser Model 1871 Bolt Action Rifle with Bayonet. Cal. S# PH36.  Overall condition is good. Bore is bright and shiny with no apparent corrosion. Rifle has 
color case hardened receiver and bolt handle retaining better than 90% soft mottled color with the balance of bolt bright. Barrel retains 75-80% brown finish with a 
couple of bare spots where spotted rust has been cleaned off.  Front barrel band shows approx. 75% with a little brown patina blended in. Center band shows approx. 
40% with a heavier patina coating the balance. Rear band shows approx. 85% of a nice deep rich blue. Cleaning rod very good as is bayonet. Trigger guard and 
floorplate show approx. 85% of a bright blue with some spotting. Buttplate shows approx. 85% blue with a layer of patina over it. Wood shows mostly minor dinging with 
a few moderate borderline heavy around rear sight area and trigger guard. Otherwise light to moderate. (was 01-970/01-1258 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 300 - 500. VIEW 
PHOTO
 
1163.    French Model 1892 Lebel Carbine. Cal. 8mm. S# 38725. Overall condition is good. Bore is bright and shiny, dark in grooves. Showing most blue finish with 
scattered patina over it. Receiver shows approx. 90% blue with some patina on the front half. Barrel also shows approx. 85% blue, thinning on the top with patina over 
rear section. Trigger guard and floorplate assembly also show about 80% original blue with patina mixture. Buttplate bright with moderate pitting. Bolt shows bright with 
patina on handle. Bayonet is fair with moderate spotting throughout. (was 01-965/01-1254 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 300 - 500. VIEW PHOTO
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1164.    French Model 1890 Gendarmerie Lebel Carbine. Cal. 8mm. S# A4250. Overall condition is good. Bore is near excellent.  Retains better than 85% blue on the 
action just beginning to plum. Barrel is bright and shiny with no corrosion and bands show better than 85% of a duller blue. Trigger guard and floorplate assembly show 
85% blue. Buttplate shows 65% with some spotting. Wood is good overall with a couple of scratches. (All numbers match) Bolt bright turning to patina. Bayonet is bright 
and very good on the blade, fine pitting on the handles. Sling is dry and good overall. (was 01-963/01-1253 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 300 - 500. VIEW PHOTO
 
1165.    Remington - Lee Model 1882 Bolt Action Magazine Fed Military Issue Repeating Service Carbine - Second Chinese Contract. Cal. 43-45?  NSN. Overall 
condition is very good. Bore is bright and shiny. Has two rows of Chinese characters running across the front receiver ring. Shows better than 90% blue with bolt 
showing bright. Barrel retains better than 90% with 2 clusters of fine pitting. One on rear directly above the receiver bridge measuring about 1” around and a small patch 
of scattered fine corrosion between front sight and muzzle. Front barrel band showing better than 95% bright blue. Magazine and floorplate assembly showing better 
than 80% thinning. Wood shows no abuse at all just a couple very light rub marks. (was 01-954/01-1244 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 800 - 1200. 
VIEW PHOTO
 
1166.    Remington Model 1899 Bolt Action Commercial Magazine Fed Repeating Carbine. Cal. 30. S# 150041.   Overall condition is very good. Bore is good with 
a light amount of frosting. Retains most blue with very little corrosion. Nice wood. Receiver retains better than 90% original finish with bolt showing approx. 80% with the 
wear being on the body. Barrel shows better than 95% blue, just a little thin up around the muzzle. Upper hand guard shows very good with a couple of minor nicks. 
Buttstock shows one moderate bruise up at the front with just very light scuffing behind that. Finger grooves are sharp. Sling swivels are mounted on the side and show 
about 75% blue turning brown. Magazine, trigger guard and floorplate retain about 75% blue. (was 01-953/01-1243 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 1000 - 1500. VIEW PHOTO
 
1167.    U.S. Remington Lee Model 1882 Bolt Action Magazine Fed Repeating Rifle. Cal. 45-70. S# 903.  Overall condition is good plus. Bore is bright and shiny 
with a little corrosion , possibly surface rust about halfway down.  Has no martial markings. Shows better than 90% original condition overall. Receiver retains approx. 90-
92% bright blue from Remington while bolt is bright. Barrel shows better than 90% blue also with minor nicks behind front barrel band and some wear at the muzzle. 
Bayonet very good plus. Both barrel bands better than 95% original blue, balance turning to patina. Magazine shows a dark arsenal type blue showing approx. 70%. 
Trigger guard and floorplate assembly better than 90% blue. Buttplate shows approx. 60%. Overall a really nice Remington. (was 01-952/01-1242 / BK / BS) Antique. 
Est. $ 1000 - 1500. VIEW PHOTO
 
1168.    French Daudeteau Bolt Action Rifle. Cal. 6.5mm. S# 127.  Overall condition is fair. Bore is bright bore showing no corrosion. Rifle retains most of it’s blue with 
stock having been sanded and refinished. Receiver and barrel shows approx. 80% blue with one large patch of moderate to heavy pitting on the top of the barrel approx. 
halfway between the bands measuring approx. 1” long. Otherwise just scattered fine corrosion. Bolt shows bright but is covered with patina. Bands show very little fish 
and are patina with fine pitting. Brass tipped cleaning rod appears cleaned. Trigger guard and magazine floorplate assembly show patina and fine pitting with two 
gouges on the bottom of magazine. Buttplate shows patina with scattered fine pitting  sling shows very good and is very pliable. (was 01-943/01-1234 / BK / BS) 
Antique. Est. $ 300 - 500. VIEW PHOTO
 
1169.    French Model 1886 Civilian Issue Bolt Action Tubular Magazine Repeating Rifle. Cal. 8mm. S# 576.  Overall condition is good plus. Bore is bright and 
shiny. Showing better than 95% of original blue on receiver with only or two very light scratches.  Barrel shows better than 90% blued finish with a little patina around roll 
dies at the rear. Bands show 85-90% blue aging to patina. Bolt is bright as is buttplate that shows just a little patina and scattered fine pitting. Front hand guard is good 
plus with light nicks throughout that barely go through the varnish and buttstock is also very good with three or four light nicks. Overall a nice civilian rifle. (was 01-
939/01-1230/ BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 500 - 700. VIEW PHOTO
 
1170.    French Model 1886 M93 Rifle with Bayonet. Cal. 8mm Lebel. S# 91667.  Overall condition is good. Bore is bright and shiny with moderate use. Blue finish 
and some existing marks that appear to be pipe wrench marks from possibly trying to remove the barrel at some point in time. Receiver shows better than 90% original 
blue with scattered corrosion. Barrel shows approx. 85% blue and light scattered corrosion and wrench marks. Barrel bands are good showing better than 90% of finish. 
Trigger guard is bright with a patina glaze over it. Buttplate is bright with some light pitting on the top inch. Spiked bayonet show light scattered corrosion throughout with 
an aluminum handle. (01-938/01-1229 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 300 - 500. VIEW PHOTO
 
1171.    French Model 1886 M27 Bolt Action Carbine (Conversion of Model 1886 M93) Rifle. Cal. 7.5mm (converted from 8mm Lebel) S# 1389. Overall condition 
is good plus. Bore is frosted. Has what appears to be an enamel finish showing light nicks on the receiver and more moderate on the barrel and front barrel band. Rear 
barrel band and front sight are blued. Bolt shows bright with some patina on the handle. Spiked bayonet shows patina and scattered fine pitting throughout. Buttplate is 
also enamel with approx. 70% finish and light scattered pitting. Sling is soft and pliable and overall good condition. (was 01-937/01-1228 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 300 - 
500. VIEW PHOTO
 
1172.    French Gras Model 1874 Military Bolt Action Rifle with Bayonet. Cal. 11mm. NSN. Overall condition is fair. Bore is  bright with slight fine pitting approx. 
halfway down the barrel and is dark in the grooves. Bright bolt shows patina when closed. Receiver shows approx. 80% blue with wear on high edges and fine pitting. 
Barrel shows approx. 80% blue with fine pitting and oxidation and blending throughout. Brass hardware is good with a nice smooth gray patina and a lot of fine dings 
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and dents in the buttplate. Buttstock shows extensive bruising. Light to moderate with only heavy gouge approx. 2” behind the front barrel band. Bayonet is very good 
with just a little bit of corrosion on the guard and a nice bright blade. Scabbard is very good with better than 95% original blue. (was 01-936/01-1227 / BK / BS) Antique. 
Est. $ 300 - 500. VIEW PHOTO 
  
1173.    French Model 1880 Gras Bolt Action Carbine with Bayonet. Cal. Approx. 11mm. NSN. Overall condition is good. Bore is bright inside with what appears to 
be rings more than rifling that start approx. 2” from the muzzle and go to the breech. Showing approx. 90% blue on the barrel and receiver with some scattered patches 
of fine pitting. Shows very little signs of ever being used. Hardware is brass showing good condition with the exception of the buttplate which has numerous dings 
throughout. Cleaning rod present, buttstock good with minor nicking and a few moderate dings present. Bayonet shows a bright blade with some very light corrosion and 
the cross guard and brass handle turning patina. (was 01-935/01-1226 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 300 - 500. VIEW PHOTO 
 
1174.    French Gras 1866-74 Single Shot Bolt Action Military Issue Rifle with Bayonet. Cal. 11mm. S# 38075, all matching. Overall condition is good plus. Bore is 
near excellent. Shows better than 90% of the blue on the barrel and receiver and just a little patina and surface corrosion starting. Bore is bright and shiny. Bolt is bright 
and shiny and shows no use. Barrel bands are patina and have been slightly cleaned at some point. Trigger guard and floorplate assembly is bright metal with scattered 
patina. Buttplate shows bright with moderate pitting in the top two inches. Buttstock is good with mostly minor dings and a few more moderate. (was 01-933/01-1224 / 
BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 300 - 500. VIEW PHOTO 
 
1175.    French Conversion of a German Model 1871 Infantry Rifle with Practice Bayonet. Cal. 6.5mm. S#  83855.  Overall condition is fair to good. Bore has light 
to moderate pitting. Receiver shows better than 90% blued finish with some high edge wear and turning plum. Bolt is bright with matching serial number. Barrel is patina 
with scattered surface rust. Barrel bands have been cleaned to bright with just a little patina. Brass trigger guard assembly shows a nice patina with the buttplate bright 
with scattered to moderate pitting. Practice bayonet shows moderate corrosion but still functions well. (was 01-932/01-1223 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 300 - 500. VIEW 
PHOTO
 
1176.    French Experimental Hotchkiss Military Tubular Feed Bolt Action Repeating Rifle - Conversion of Model 1867 Chassepot Rifle. Cal. 11mm Gras. S# 4. 
Overall condition is good. Bore is bright and shiny. All metal shows bright with just a minimal of patina and corrosion on the barrel and receiver. Bolt shows a little patina 
on the handle. Barrel bands are browned and in good condition showing better than 95%. Cleaning rod present. Buttplate shows light to moderate pitting. Magazine tube 
shows scattered light pitting. Buttstock is good with light and moderate dings with the more serious being up toward the muzzle. Bayonet shows light scattered pitting, 
scabbard is blued and good condition. (was 01-931/01-1222 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 500 - 700. VIEW PHOTO 
 
1177.    French Chatellerault 1884 Bolt Action Rifle. Cal. Approx. 12mm. S# 8362.  Overall condition is in very good original bright condition. Bore is near excellent. 
Rifle gives the appearance of being unfired. No marking inside of the bolt on the top of the magazine or in the barrel that would prove otherwise. Bolt is bright with 
receiver retaining approx. 95% original blue with a bit of high edge wear. Barrel is blue better than 95% with a couple of nicks and a little wear around front of muzzle. 
Barrel bands show 85-90% of finish with slight wear and minor nicks. Cleaning rod near excellent, bright with brass tip and no corrosion. Trigger guard is bright with 
absolutely no corrosion on it. Buttplate also bright but has a 2 1/4” long by the width of buttplate scattered patch of  light to moderate pitting near tang. Buttstock shows 
good with a couple of moderate dings and light handling marks. Serial number of gun embossed in stock as well as makers insignia on right hand side, dated 1884. 
Sling is near excellent, slightly dry but showing no wear. Overall a very nice French rifle. (was 01-928/01-1219 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 500 - 700. VIEW PHOTO 
 
1178.    French Experimental/Transitional Military Issue Tubular Magazine Bolt Action Repeating Service Rifle - Cross between Kropatschek Model 1884 and 
Model 1886 (Lebel) Rifles. Cal. 11mm. NSN. Overall condition is good. Bore is bright and shiny, a bit dark in the grooves. Nice bluing all over, light to moderate 
scuffing in wood. Receiver shows 85-90% original finish with high edge wear. Bolt is bright with a patina. Barrel shows approx. 75-80% blue with light scattered frosting 
up toward the muzzle. Front barrel band shows approx. 65-70% finish turning plum. Cleaning rod is patina while rear barrel band sows approx. 75% blue slightly turning 
brown. Trigger guard is bright with a patina coating over it as is the buttplate. Top third of buttplate shows light to moderate pitting. Front wood is good with light to 
moderate dinging as does the buttstock. Leather sling is very good, showing just a bit of surface rust on the button. (was 01-929/01-1220 /1356 BK) Antique. Est. $ 300 - 
500. VIEW PHOTO 
 
1179.    Swiss Vetterli  1878 Bolt Action Rifle with Bayonet. Cal. 8MM. S# 188283. Overall condition is very good, original condition showing better than 95% of it’s 
blue. Wood good with light to moderate handling marks and no major dents or dings. Bore is shiny and clear with no major pitting. (was 01-320/01-1023 / BK / BS) 
Antique. Est. $ 400 - 600. VIEW PHOTO 
 
1180.    Norwegian Underhammer Percussion Musket. Cal. 66. S# 60. Overall condition is good. Bore shows bright and shiny. Rifling is extremely thick. Shows a 
plum finish on the receiver and barrel with the receiver showing some scratches and nicks. All external numbers appear to match. 3 barrel bands, trigger guard and 
buttplate are brass while the breech block , rear tang and hammer assembly are bright showing patina. Wood shows very good plus with just a few minor nicks in the 
buttstock and nice proof marks on the butt. Bayonet is very good though not numbered to the gun. Sling is dry with no tears or rips. (was 01-321/01-1024 / BK / BS) 
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Antique. Est. $ 500 - 700. VIEW PHOTO
 
1181.    German Mauser 1893 Bolt Action Rifle with Bayonet. Cal. 8MM. S# H7649.  Overall condition is fair with finish turning plum. Bore is lightly to moderately 
frosted. Wood in good condition showing good proof marks and only minor scuffs and dings. Bayonet not numbered to rifle. (was 01-325/01-1028 / BK / BS) Antique. 
Est. $ 300 - 500. VIEW PHOTO
 
1182.    1893 Spanish Mauser Bolt Action Repeating Military Issue Service Rifle.  Cal. 8MM. S# G9302.  Overall condition is fair. Bore is fair with moderate pitting. 
Receiver retains approx. 95% of the Mauser military blue with nitride blue bolt release and follower. Bolt is bright. Barrel shows approx. 85% blue with light pitting 
present from the middle band to the muzzle tip. Barrel bands show blue turning brown and approx. 85% finish. Floorplate and trigger guard shows approx. 90% blue with 
scattered patches of rust present. Upper hand guard is very good with a couple minor bruises. Buttstock slightly less with moderate bruises throughout. Crest in left rear 
side of buttstock. Buttplate shows patina with slight rust present. Leather sling in good condition and bayonet is fair. All matching gun with the exception of the bayonet. 
(was 01-327/01-1030 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 300 - 500. VIEW PHOTO
 
1183.    Model 1887 (Mauser) Turkish Military Bolt Action Rifle. Cal. 43. S# 222996. Overall condition is good to very good. Bore is bright and shiny. Receiver is 
bright (polished), showing no scuffing or marring with clear, crisp nomenclature and proofs. Bolt and safety are also bright and numbered to the gun. Barrel  and rear 
sight assembly show better than 90% blue turning plum with some very fine pitting throughout. Barrel bands showing better than 95% bright blue. Magazine tube cap 
and cleaning rod assembly are both bright. Floorplate shows nearly all of it’s bright blue and the buttplate is bright. Wood shows good with only light bruising throughout. 
Sling is present and in good condition. (was 01-328/01-1031 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 300 - 500. VIEW PHOTO 
 
1184.    Spanish Mauser Bolt Action Rifle with Bayonet and Sling. Cal. 7mm. S#  86. Overall condition is very good. Shows better than 90% original blue. Bore is 
very good and shiny. Wood very good with minor scuffing. Sling very good but slightly dry. (was 01-334 /01-1037 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 500 - 700. VIEW PHOTO
 
1185.    Spanish Mauser Bolt Action Rifle with Bayonet and Sling. Cal. 8mm. S# 28. Overall condition is good. Shows 85% original blue turning plum with some 
moderate pitting up near the muzzle. Bore is slightly frosty with very strong rifling. Bolt is bright and shows light corrosion and pitting. External numbers appear to match. 
Has some lettering on left side of stock put in neatly with a punch that is unreadable. (was 01-335/01-1038/ BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 500 - 700. VIEW PHOTO
 
1186.    Italian Vetterli by Brecia Bolt Action Model 1873 Rifle with Bayonet. Cal. Approx. 10mm. S# 4915. Overall condition is good showing better than 90% of 
blue, slightly less on barrel bands. Bore is bright and shiny. Receiver turning to patina. Wood very good with very little scarring and nice proof marks. (was 01-337/01-
1039 / BK /BS) Antique. Est. $ 500 - 700. VIEW PHOTO
 
1187.    Italian Vetterli Naval Model 1870/84 Bolt Action Rifle with Bayonet and Cleaning Rod.  Cal. 10.4x47. S#  6401. Overall condition is good with finish turning 
plum and light oxidation on barrel.  Bore is bright and shiny, slightly dark in the grooves. Wood very good showing only a few minor bruises and a nice crisp cartouche. 
Bayonet in very good condition. (was 01-339/01-1041 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 400 - 600. VIEW PHOTO
 
1188.    Italian Vetterli by Brecia Model 1870/87 Carbine with Bayonet. Cal. Approx. 10mm. S# A-B491. Overall condition is good showing lots of blue with a fair 
amount of spotting and surface corrosion.  Bore is bright and shiny. Bayonet good, wood is good with a few light scuffs. Sling present. (was 01-340/01-1042 / BK / BS) 
Antique. Est. $ 500 - 650. VIEW PHOTO
 
1189.    Antique Bolt Action Tube Fed 1883 Rifle. Cal. 43. S# 730. Overall condition is very good. Bore is bright. 32” barrel. All matching numbers. Shows better than 
85% blue on barrel and receiver. Bands and trigger guard and bolt show patina. No major dents or marring of the wood. (was 01-342/01-1044 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 
400 - 600. VIEW PHOTO
 
1190.    French Gras Bolt Action Tube Fed Magazine Carbine. Cal. Approx. 43. S# 3333. Overall condition is very good with no finish left above the wood line and 
metal turning patina. Bore is bright and shiny. 22 1/2” barrel. Austrian experimental bolt action that works very well. Wood is very good with slight dinging and marring 
and is numbered to the gun. (was 01-344/01-1046 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 600 - 800. VIEW PHOTO
 
1191.    Austrian Single Shot Bolt Action Rifle with Bayonet. Cal. Approx. 43. S# 22038. Overall condition is good. Shows significant patches and spotting 
throughout barrel and action. Bore is very good, showing bright with a little dark in the grooves. Wood shows very good plus with only minor scuffing. (was 01-346/01-
1048 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 300 - 500. VIEW PHOTO
 
1192.    Steyr Model 1895 Straight Pull Cavalry Carbine. Cal. 8mm. S# 4945K. Overall condition is very good. Bore is bright and shiny but shows some wear. Better 
than 90% blue with some speckling on barrel. Wood is very good with sharp finger grooves and light scratches, only a couple of which go through the finish. (was 01-
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361/01-1059 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 350 - 500. VIEW PHOTO
 
1193.    Schulhof’s Patent Rotary Magazine Bolt Action Rifle. Cal. 8mm  S# B5. Overall condition is good. Bore is dark but with strong rifling. Majority of blue is 
turning brown with light to moderate pitting on the trigger guard and grip strap. Barrel shows a little bit of spotting. Cleaning rod may be a replacement. Wood is in fair to 
good condition showing light to moderate scuffs with sharp checkering (original?)  (was 01-363/01-1061/ BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 300 - 500. VIEW PHOTO
 
1194.    Steyr Model 1895 Infantry Rifle with Bayonet and Sling. Cal. 8mm.  S# 1755.  Overall condition is very good. Bore is strong with dark grooves. Shows better 
than 95% of blue. Slightly beginning to plum on receiver and barrel. Magazine and bands show nearly all blue as does the buttplate. Wood is in near excellent condition 
showing only a couple of minor bruises. Bolt is bright and just beginning to show patina. Bayonet is fair to poor. (was 01-364/01-1062 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 300 - 
500. VIEW PHOTO
 
1195.    Steyr Model 1895 Cavalry Carbine. Cal. 8mm. S# 8792N.  Overall condition is good plus. Bore is bright with moderate use. No bayonet lugs, sling swivels on 
side. 19.5” barrel.  Shows 90-95% original blue. Very light speckling on barrel and magazine. Wood shows fair to good with very sharp finger grooves and moderate 
dings. Sling good condition with no tears or rips. (was 01-365/01-1063 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 300 - 500. VIEW PHOTO
 
1196.    Steyr Infantry Model 1895 Rifle with Bayonet and Sling. Cal. 8mm. S# 6279A. Overall condition is good. Bore is dark in the grooves and shows a bit of 
pitting towards the muzzle. Showing most blue with moderate surface rust on barrel. Bayonet is very good with a bit of nickel flaking off. Scabbard is well used but still 
together. Wood is in very good condition with a couple of bruises and two small chips near rear sling swivel. (was 01-366/01-1064/ BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 300 - 500. 
VIEW PHOTO
 
1197.    Swiss Vetterli Bolt Action Model 1878 Rifle with Bayonet and Scabbard. Cal. 11mm. S# 1478.  Overall condition is good. Bore is serviceable, bright and 
shiny. All exterior numbers match. Receiver retains no finish with some patina and slight fine .pitting. Rear barrel shows about 80% blue turning plum and some small 
patches of small pitting. Wood is good with no significant dings or mars. A few light ones on the buttstock. Rifle has a Schutzen style buttplate. Bayonet very good 
showing better than 90% blue. (was 01-371/01-1069 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 300 - 500.  VIEW PHOTO
 
1198.    Swiss Vetterli Infantry Model 1871 Stuzer Sharp Shooter Rifle. Cal. Approx. 11mm. S# 426.  Overall condition is good.  Bore is bright and shiny. Has a 9 
round magazine, double set triggers and a 30” barrel. Has bayonet and dust cover. Shows about 60-65% thinning finish on receiver, with barrel showing better than 
80%. Bayonet not numbered to gun. Wood shows good plus with just a few nicks overall. All numbers appear to match other than on bayonet. Sharp shooter rifle is a 
rare variation and thought to be quite desirable. Sight graduates to 1000 meters. (was 01-372/01-1070 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 500 - 700. VIEW PHOTO
 
1199.    Werndi Rolling Breech Carbine. Cal. Approx. 43. S#  8.38.  Overall condition is fair. Bore is bright and shiny, a little dark in the grooves with moderate wear. 
Outside finish is spotty and scratchy. Seems to have some sort of coating on it. Breech shows no finish. Wood is fair with nicks and light dings throughout but no cracks 
or breakage. Numbers appear to match on visible external parts. (was 01-373/01-1071 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 300 - 400. VIEW PHOTO
 
1200.    Bruwith Bolt Action Carbine with Bayonet. Cal. Approx. 43. S# 2962.   Overall condition is fair to good. Bore is dark in grooves but otherwise bright and 
shiny. Rifle has nice crisp action and functions well. Barrel and receiver shows about 75-80% of original finish with some scattered fine pitting on the barrel. Trigger 
guard shows 80+% with a little rust on the hook. Bolt is bright with a bit of patina. Wood is very good with a few light dings and a fairly heavy coat of varnish. (was 01-
374/01-1072 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 300 - 500. VIEW PHOTO
 
1201.    Group of 2 Remington 1858 Revolvers.
1.         Remington Model 1858 Revolver. Cal. 44. S# 45043. Overall condition is poor. Bore is dark and pitted. Pistol has been painted and most of the black enamel 
paint has flaked off with a layer of surface rust underneath. Trigger guard is dented. Grips show fair to good. (01-809 / BK / BS).
2.         Remington Model 1858 Revolver. Cal. 44. NSN. Overall condition is poor. Bore is dark and pitted. Pistol shows moderate to heavy pitting over a dull gray 
patina. Brass trigger guard shows good. Grips show fair with light to moderate nicking and gouging. (01-811 / BK / BS). Both Antiques. 
Est. $ 400 - 600. for pair. VIEW PHOTO
 
1202.    Swiss Model 1878 Double Action Revolver Cal. 10.4mm. S# 2882.  Overall condition is good. Bore is bright and shiny. Pistol retains approx. 95% of the 
original blue with the straw showing approx. 85%. Grips show good overall and a lanyard loop is present. (01-450 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 800 - 1000. VIEW PHOTO
 
1203.    Swiss Model 1842 Percussion Pistol Cal. 69. NSN.  Overall condition is very good. Bore is slightly frosty. This smooth bore pistol shows a nice even patina 
over the gray metal with very little pitting present and nice proof marks. The brass shows a very nice patina the wood shows good overall with a minimum of scuffing. 
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(01– 454/ BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 400 - 600. VIEW PHOTO
 
1204.    U.S. Aston 1842/51 Single Shot Percussion Pistol. Cal. Approx. 54. NSN.  Overall condition is good. Bore is good. Pistol shows a smooth brown patina 
overall. Metal shows smooth brown patina overall. Brass has a nice mustard patina with a couple of dents on the butt. The stock shows fair to good with some scattered 
light bruising and two small cracks from being improperly disassembled. Cartouches are present and strong. (01-852 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 700 - 1200. VIEW 
PHOTO
 
1205.    Swiss Model 1842 Percussion Pistol Cal. 69. NSN. Overall condition is very good. Bore is bright and shiny. This smooth bore pistol shows a nice even patina 
over the gray metal with very little pitting present and nice proof marks. The brass shows a very nice patina the wood shows good overall with a minimum of scuffing. 
(01-453 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 600 - 800. VIEW PHOTO 
 
1206.    No Lot.
 
1207.    Group of 4 Foreign Single Shot Pistols.  
1.         Lot of 2 Fiancots Thomas Flintlock Pistols. Cal. Approx. 60. NSN. Overall condition is fair. Bore is poor. Metal shows brown patina with scattered corrosion 
present. Wood shows broken at the handle and is held together by the brass trim. This description fits both guns. (01-849  / BK / BS)
2.         Dutch? Flintlock Pistol. Cal. Approx. 69. S# 23. Overall condition is fair. Bore is dark. Metal of this flintlock pistol shows a thick brown patina with very ornate 
pearl or pearllite embedded into the wood with some missing. (01-851 / BK / BS)
3.         Golcher Percussion Single Shot Percussion Pistol. Cal. Approx. 40. Overall condition is fair. Bore is dark. Shows a smooth brown patina over all metal with 
the stock/grip showing fair as cracked. (01-850 / BK / BS). 
All 4 are Antiques. Est. $ 400 - 550. for all four guns. VIEW PHOTO 1    VIEW PHOTO 2
 
1208.    Group of 2 Antique Pistols. 
1.        Ruger Model Old Army Percussion Pistol. Cal. 44. S# 140-06604. Overall condition is new unfired. Bore is bright and shiny. Pistol shows 99% original finish 
with a little scattered surface corrosion present around the front sight. Grips show near excellent with just minor rub marks present. (01-869 / BK / BS)
2.         Hopkins & Allen Underhammer Percussion Single Shot Pistol (by Numrich) Cal. Approx. 44. S# 477. Overall condition is good. Bore is bright and shiny. 
Barrel shows good retaining approx. 90% of the finish with the grips also showing good with only light handling marks. (01-870 / BK / BS). Both Antiques. 
Est. $ 350 - 450  for the pair.  VIEW PHOTO
 
1209.    Cogswell & Harrison Webley No. 4 Patent Revolver. Cal. 450. NSN. Overall condition is refinished. Bore is bright and shiny. Revolver retains approx. 80% of 
a refinish. Grips show good with a lanyard loop. (01-871 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 300 - 400. VIEW PHOTO
 
1210.    Group of 2 Antique Revolvers. 
1.         Smith & Wesson Model 1 1/2 Second Issue Revolver. Cal. 32. S# 79781. Overall condition is good. Bore is frosty. Pistol retains approx. 80% of the original 
nickel with the loss being on the grip straps and cylinder. (01-814 / BK / BS).
2.         Copy of a Colt Model 1860 Army Revolver. Cal. 44. S# 117744. Overall condition is fair as altered.  Bore is bright with some pitting present. I believe this to be 
a reproduction that was aged to resemble a Colt 1860 Army revolver. Grips show good. (01-818 / BK / BS). 
Both Antiques.  Est. $ 350 - 450. for pair.  VIEW PHOTO
 
1211.    Russian Model 1895 Nagant Revolver. Cal. 7.62. S# 5140. Overall condition is good. Bore is slightly frosty. This pistol meets all of the criteria for a KGB 
revolver except for the date which is 1925 instead of 1926. It may or may not be, but regardless it is refinished with a chrome plating overall. Retains approx. 95% of the 
added chrome. Grips show fair overall with flattening of the diamonds and a few minor scuffs. (07-3273 / BK / BS) Curio..  Est. $ 350 - 500. VIEW PHOTO 
 
1212.    Dutch Model 1873 New Model Revolver. Cal. 9.4. NSN. Overall condition is good. Bore is bright and shiny. Shows better than 75% of the arsenal finish with 
some slight corrosion present. Grips show good. A lanyard loop is present. (07-1861 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 350 - 500. VIEW PHOTO 
 
1213.    French Nagant Model 1872 / 99 Revolver. Cal. 7.5MM. S# G 30175. Overall condition is good. Bore is bright and shiny. Shows approx. 80% of original finish 
with slight corrosion present. (was 01-800/07-2364 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 350 - 450. VIEW PHOTO
 
1214.    Colt New Service Revolver. Cal. 45. S# 57281. Overall condition is fair. Bore is bright. Retains approx. 70% of the deep rich Colt blue with moderate to heavy 
scattered corrosion. Grips show good. (07-2304 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 350 - 500. VIEW PHOTO
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1215.    Group of 2 Webley MK IV 38 Revolvers. 
1.         Webley MK IV 38 Revolver. Cal. 38. S# B17269. Overall condition is good. Bore is bright and shiny. This early version shows higher polish blue that shows 
about 90% with some light scratching. Grips show good. (07-3174 /BK / BS)
2.         Webley MK IV 38 Revolver. Cal. 38. S# 68707. Overall condition is good. Bore is bright and shiny. This pistol shows a duller blue finish that the previous with 
the words “war finish” roll died next to the serial number. Retains 95-97% of the original military finish with the grips showing good and a lanyard present. (07-3175 / BK / 
BS). Both Curios. 
Est. $ 400 - 600 for pair. VIEW PHOTO
 
1216.    Group of 2 British Webley Revolvers.  
1.         Webley MK I Revolver. Cal. 455. S# 1956. Overall condition is fair. Bore is bright and shiny. Shows approx. 80% blue with scattered light and moderate pitting 
primarily concentrating to the cylinder. An Arrow has been ground into the top strap that may signify Canadian use. Grips show good and a lanyard is present. (07-
3170 / BK / BS)
2.         Webley MK II Revolver. Cal. 455. S# 49651. Overall condition is good. Bore is bright and shiny. Retains approx. 85% of the original military finish with some 
slight scattered corrosion present. Grips show good and lanyard is present. (07- 3171/ BK / BS). Both Curios. 
Est. $ 400 - 550. for pair. VIEW PHOTO
 
1217.    Lot of 2 Enfield No. 2 MK I Revolvers. 
1.         Enfield No 2. MK I Revolver. Cal. 38. S# D9204. Overall condition is good. Bore is bright and shiny. This revolver shows approx. 90-95% original military blue 
finish. This is the single and double action model with the hammer spur. Grips show good. (07-3172 / BK / BS)
2.         Enfield No 2. MK I* Revolver. Cal. 38. S# 66107. Overall condition is good. Bore is bright and shiny. This revolver shows approx. 90-95% original military blue 
finish. This is the later model with the double action only operation. Grips show good. Lanyard is included. (07-3173 / BK / BS). Both Curios. 
Est. $ 350 - 400. for pair. VIEW PHOTO
 
1218.    Lot of 2 Curio Revolvers. 
1.         Webley MK IV Revolver. Cal. 38. S# 90501. Overall condition is good. Bore is bright and shiny. Shows approx. 75-80% of the original finish with light scattered 
surface corrosion present. Grips show good overall with the number 967 painted in the left one. (07-3165 / BK / BS). 
2.         Smith & Wesson Hand Ejector Revolver. Cal. 455. S# 30915. Overall condition is good as reworked. Bore is bright and shiny. This British service pistol shows 
approx. 95% of an arsenal refinish to phosphate. The grips show good and a lanyard loop is present. (07-3167 / BK / BS). Both Curios. 
Est. $ 350 - 450 for pair.  VIEW PHOTO
 
1219.    Lot of 2 Webley MK VI Semi-Auto Pistols.  
1.         Webley MK VI Revolver. Cal. 455. S# 277019. Overall condition is very good. Bore is bright and shiny. Pistol shows approx. 98% of the original finish with very 
minor edge wear and a couple light nicks. Grips show good overall with some light nicking on the bottom. (07-3164 / BK / BS).
2.         Webley MK VI Revolver. Cal. 455. S# 364234. Overall condition is good. Bore is bright and shiny. This Webley is a little later than the previous showing a dull 
military type blue and retaining approx. 90% of the finish with some holster  wear and a small spot of surface corrosion approx. halfway down the barrel. Brown plastic 
grips show good and a lanyard is present.  (07-3166 / BK / BS). Both Curios. 
Est. $ 500 - 700 for pair. VIEW PHOTO
 
1220.    Group of 3 1895 Nagant Revolvers. 
1.         Model 1895/1945 Pistol Revolver Cal. 7.62. S# CR228. Overall condition good as reworked. is  Bore is bright and shiny. This import marked Revolver shows 
approx. 98% of an arsenal refinish. With the grips showing fair with worn checkering and a lanyard present. (07-3213 / BK / BS).
2.         Model 1895/ 1943Nagant Revolver Cal. 7.62. S# AF1562. Overall condition is good. Bore is bright and shiny. Pistol retains approx. 95% of original finish. With 
the grips showing good as slightly worn. (07-3214 / BK / BS)
3.         Model 1895/1937 Nagant Revolver Cal. 7.62. S# 60192. Overall condition is very good. Bore is slightly frosty. This revolver shows approx. Better then 95% of 
the original finish with some slight ware around the muzzle and front sight. Grips show good with a couple of very small dents present. (07-3215 / BK / BS). All 3 Curios. 
Est. $ 350 - 550 for lot of 3. VIEW PHOTO
 
1221.    Lot of 2 Russian Model 1895 Nagant Revolvers. 
1.         Russian Model 1895/1921Nagant Revolver Cal. 7.62. S# 7199. Overall condition is fair. Bore is slightly frosty. This 1921 dated pistol shows approx. 80% of the 
original finish turning to a brown patina. Grips show moderately worn.(07-3210 / BK / BS).
2.         Russian Model 1895/1941 Nagant Revolver Cal. 7.62. S# N5217. Overall condition is good. Bore is bright and shiny. Pistol shows approx. 90% of the original 
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war time finish. With some hostel ware present. Grips show good. (07-3212 / BK / BS)Both Curios. Est. $ 300 - 400 for pair. VIEW PHOTO
 
1222.    Group of 3 Russian Model 1895 Nagant Revolvers. 
1.         Russian Nagant 1895/1912 Revolver Cal. 7.62. S# 19912. Overall condition is good. Bore is bright and shiny. Pistol shows approx. 95% or and arsenal 
refinish. With some slight scattered corrosion through out. Grips show good with the left one having a small dent in it. (07-3207 / BK / BS).
2.         Russian Nagant Model 1895/1915 Revolver Cal.7.62. S# 27857. Overall condition is good/ Bore is bright with some corrosion present. Pistol retains approx. 
90% of the original finish. With some ware around the muzzle and cylinder. Grips show good. (07-3208 / BK / BS).
3.         Russian Nagant Model 1895/1928 Revolver Cal. 7.62. S# 9663. Overall condition is good. Bore is bright with some scattered pitting. Pistol shows approx. 80% 
original finish with some warring around the muzzle and on the cylinder. Grips show fair with moderate ware to the checkering. (07-3209 / BK / BS).All 3 Curios. 
Est. $ 350 - 500 for lot. VIEW PHOTO
 
1223.    Group of 2 Webley 455 Revolvers. 
1.         Webley MK III Revolver. Cal. 455. S# 79296. Overall condition is good. Bore is frosty and dark. Shows approx. 75% of an arsenal refinish with some light 
scattered corrosion present. Plastic grips show good. Accompanied by a lanyard. (07-3183 / BK / BS).
2.         Webley MK V Revolver. Cal. 455. S# 170342. Overall condition is good. Bore is bright and shiny. Revolver has a 6” barrel. Shows approx. 70% of a thinning 
blue turned brown with light scattered corrosion. Grips show good. (07-3184 / BK / BS)Both Curios. Est. $ 350 - 450. for pair.  VIEW PHOTO
 
1224.    Group of 2 Webley Revolvers. 
1.         Webley MK IV Revolver. Cal. 455. S# 85986. Overall condition is good. Bore is bright and shiny. This 4” barreled revolver retains approx. 85% original blue with 
some scattered spotting present. Grips show good. (07-3185 / BK / BS).
2.         Webley MK III Revolver. Cal. 38. S# 8084. Overall condition is good. Bore is bright and shiny. This revolver shows approx. 70% of the original finish with the 
balance turning to brown. Grips show good. (07-3186 / BK / BS). 
Est. $ 350 - 500 for pair. VIEW PHOTO
 
1225.    Lot of 2 Curio Revolvers.  
1.         Enfield No. 2 MK I Revolver. Cal. 38. S# H3102. Overall condition is good. Bore is frosty. Pistol shows approx. 80% original dull blue turning brown with surface 
corrosion present. Grips show fair with some nicking and denting. (07-3263 / BK / BS).
2.         Webley MK VI Revolver. Cal. 455. S# 172850. Overall condition is good. Bore is bright and shiny. No grips are present. Shows better than 90% original blue. A 
lanyard is present. (07-2309 / BK / BS). Both Curios. 
Est. $ 200 - 400.  VIEW PHOTO
 
1226.   Group of 2 Foreign Made Handguns. 
1.         Belgian Nagant Model 1878? Revolver. Cal. 7mm. S# 3987. Overall condition is good. Bore is bright and shiny. Retains approx. 70-75% of the blue finish 
mixing with a gray brown patina with some light scattered corrosion. Wooden grips and straps show good overall with some flattening to the checkering but no significant 
dents, cracks or gouges. (07-1827 / BK /BS).
2.         Beretta Model 1915/19 Military Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 32. S# 238171. Overall condition is good as reworked. Bore is bright showing slight wear. Retains 
approx. 0% of an arsenal applied finish with some light scattered corrosion. Metal grips show goof with no dents or nicks. (07-1828 / BK / BS). Both Curios. 
Est. $ 350 - 500. for pair. VIEW PHOTO
 
1227.    Group of 2 Austrian Gassers. 
1.         Austrian Montenegran Gasser Revolver. Cal. 11.3. S# 144279. Overall condition is fair. Bore is pitted. Revolver retains approx. 60% of a brown finish with the 
balance turning patina and some light scratches present. Bone grips appear homemade as do not fit well and have 2 screws rather than 1. (07-1866 / BK / BS).
2.         Austrian Montenegran Gasser Revolver. Cal. 11.3. S# 110301. Overall condition is good. Bore is bright and shiny. Retains approx. 50% of an added blue 
finish. Pistol is engraved. Checkered wooden grips show fair with flattening of the checkering. A lanyard loop is present. (07-1867 / BK / BS). Both Curios. 
Est. $ 400 - 600.  VIEW PHOTO
 
1228.    Lot of 2 Husqvarna Revolvers. 
1.         Husqvarna Model 1887 Officer’s Model Revolver. Cal. 7.5mm. S# 8815. Overall condition is good. Bore is bright and shiny. Shows better than 75% of the 
original blue with significant light scratching in the finish. Straw on trigger, hammer and loading gate show good overall. Grips show good but moderately worn with no 
nicks or gouges. (07-1883 / BK / BS). 
2.         Husqvarna Model 1887 Officer’s Model Revolver. Cal. 7.5mm. S# 10466. Overall condition is good. Bore is bright and shiny. Shows better than 85% of the 
original blue with significant light scratching in the finish. Straw on trigger, hammer and loading gate show good overall. Grips show good but moderately worn with no 
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nicks or gouges. (07-1884 / BK / BS). Both Curios. Est. $ 350 - 500 for lot. VIEW PHOTO
 
1229.    Lot of 2 Perhaps Prototype Handguns. 
1.         Single Shot Clamp Breech Double Action Pistol. Cal. Approx. 8mm. S# 5272. Overall condition is good. Bore - none. This is a 2 piece locking clamp style 
breech with a single button release to insert or extract the shell. Has proof mark that appears to be French or Belgian and is European in style. Equipped with a swing 
lever safety. Metal retains approx. 80% of the original blue with some corrosion and scuffing present. Grips show fair with checkering worn and the left one having a 
heavy dent in it and being slightly warped. A lanyard loop is present. (07-1921 / BK / BS).
2.         Double Action Revolver. Cal. Approx. 11mm. S# 38 on cylinder and under grips. Overall condition is good. Bore is  slightly rusty. Frame and barrel 
assembly are a single casting. This revolver has a folding trigger with a fixed firing pin on the hammer and what appears to be grips modified from another revolver. It is 
a 5 shot, double action, smooth bore and a lever safety. Is equipped with a folding trigger. (07-1922 / BK / BS). Both Curios. 
Est. $ 350 - 500 for both. VIEW PHOTO
 
1230.    Swiss Model 1929 Military Revolver. Cal. 7.5x23R. S# 66026.  Overall condition is near excellent. Bore is bright and shiny. Retains better than 95% of it’s 
original Swiss military finish with all numbers matching and a slight bit of surface corrosion. Brown plastic grips show near excellent with no scuffs or dings. Lanyard loop 
is present. (07-1923 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 900 - 1200. VIEW PHOTO
 
1231.    British Webley No. 2 MK IV Revolver. Cal. 38. S# B88166.   Overall condition is new in display case. Bore is new. Includes certificate from Webley & Scott. 
Interior of case shows new, exterior has some light scuffing. Key is included. (07-1930 / BK / BS) Modern. Est. $ 350 - 450. VIEW PHOTO
 
1232.    Cased Set of Two Colt 3rd Model Reproduction Derringers. Cal. 22. S# 22344 & 22345. Description for both guns: Overall condition is new in case. Bores 
are new.  Red velvet lined case shows new inside, exterior shows scattered nicking and scratching. (07-1929 / BK / BS). Both Modern. Est. $ 350 - 450. VIEW PHOTO 
 
1233.    Lot of 2 Curio Revolvers. 
1.         Chinese Nagant Revolver. Cal. 8mm. S# 22119. Overall condition is good. Bore is bright and shiny. Revolver shows approx. 95% of an arsenal refinish with 
scattered corrosion on the cylinder. Grips show overall near excellent and a lanyard loop is present. (07-1942 / BK / BS). 
2.         Arminus Model 10 Revolver. Cal. 32. S# 585. Overall condition is good plus. Bore is bright. Revolver shows approx. 90% of the original finish with light 
scattered corrosion and a single scratch at the safety lever. Grips show good with no cracking or chipping. (07-1943 / BK / BS). Both Curios. 
Est. $ 350 - 450. for pair. VIEW PHOTO
 
1234.    Group of 2 Handguns.
1.         Star Model BM Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 9mm. S# 2190. Overall condition is near new. Bore is bright and shiny.  Pistol retains approx. 99% original finish with 
the grips showing near new and with little signs of any use. Comes in original plastic, in original box with a spare magazine and cleaning rod. (07-1955 / BK / BS) 
Modern.
2.         Colt Model 1901 Military Revolver. Cal. 38. S# 5622. Overall condition is very good as restored. Bore is bright and shiny. Shows approx. 98% of an arsenal 
refinish with just a little light scattered spotting within. Grips show good overall with just a few light scuffs and a ice coat of varnish. (07-1956 / BK / BS) Curio. 
Est. $ 400 - 600 for pair. VIEW PHOTO
 
1235.    Group of 3 Handguns.  
1.         Spanish Longines Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 32. S# 97454. Overall condition is good. Bore is bright and shiny. Shows approx. 80% of the original finish with 
scattered corrosion throughout. Grips show good with only minor scuffing present. (07-1970 / BK / BS).
2.         Russian Nagant Model 1914 Revolver. Cal. 8mm. S# 81047. Overall condition is good. Bore is bright and shiny. Shows better than 90% of original finish with 
some scattered corrosion. Grips show good overall with a slight flattening of the checkering but no significant nicks or dings. (07-1972 / BK / BS).
3.         Smith & Wesson 4th Model Double Action Revolver. Cal. 32. S# 481535. Overall condition is fair. Bore is poor. Pistol retains approx. 50-60% original nickel 
finish with the right side of the barrel having been sanded because of significant corrosion. Grips show good with a couple of light scuffs but no cracks. (07-1973 / BK / 
BS). All 3 are Curios. 
Est. $ 350 - 450 for three.  VIEW PHOTO
 
1236.    Model 1887 Husqvarna Revolver. Cal. 9mm. (Experimental)  S# 282. Overall condition is very good. Bore is bright and shiny. This revolver retains better than 
90% original finish with a few light scuffs and good straw on the hammer, trigger, takedown and loading gate. Grips show good with a couple of minor scuffs on the right 
hand side. (07-1971 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 350 -  450. VIEW PHOTO 
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1237.    Cashmore Revolver MK III (similar to Webley) Cal. 22 (Sleeved) S# 3764.  Overall condition is good as reworked. Bore is bright and shiny. Retains approx. 
90% of an arsenal blue finish. Grips show good with moderate wear to the checkering. (07-2056 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 350 - 500. VIEW PHOTO
 
1238.    Baby Hammerless Revolver. Cal. 22. S# 654. Overall condition is good. Bore is bright. This little folding trigger revolver shows approx. 95% of the original 
nickel with the folding trigger and screws being blued and pearl grips that show near excellent. (07-2042 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 350 - 450. VIEW PHOTO 
 
1239.    Model 1929 Swiss Revolver. Cal. 7.5x23R. S# 52272.  Overall condition is good. Bore is slightly frosty. Pistol retains approx. 90-95% of the original finish with 
just a little holster wear present and a little surface rust on the front sight. Grips show overall good and a lanyard loop is present. (07-2047 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 800 - 
1000. VIEW PHOTO
 
1240.    Group of 2 Husqvarna Model 1887 Revolvers. 
1.         Husqvarna Model 1887 Officer’s Model Revolver. Cal. 7.5. S# 8803. Overall condition is good. Bore is bright and shiny. Shows approx. 90% original finish 
with some slight wear toward the end of the muzzle. Straw parts show good. Grips show moderate wear with checkering flattening. (07-2082 / BK / BS).
2.         Husqvarna Model 1887 Officer’s Model Revolver. Cal. Converted to 22. S# 8800. Overall condition is fair. Bore is bright and shiny. Shows approx. 90% 
original finish with some light scattered surface corrosion throughout. Straw parts are weak. Grips show moderate wear with checkering flattening. (07-2083 / BK / BS). 
Both Modern. 
Est. $ 400 - 600. VIEW PHOTO
 
1241.    Group of 3 Charter Arms Undercover Revolvers. 
1.         Charter Arms Undercover Revolver. Cal. 38. S# 270259. Overall condition is good. Bore is bright and shiny. Pistol retains approx. 95% of the original blue and 
is accompanied by a leather clip on holster than is left handed. Wooden grips show good overall. (07-2059 / BK / BS)
2.         Charter Arms Undercover Revolver. Cal. 38. S# 93458. Overall condition is good. Bore is bright and shiny. Pistol retains approx. 98% of the original blue and 
is accompanied by original box. Wooden grips show good overall. (07-2070 / BK / BS)
3.         Charter Arms Undercover Revolver. Cal. 38. S# 636332. Overall condition is good. Bore is bright and shiny. Pistol retains approx. 98% of the original blue and 
is accompanied by original box. Wooden grips show good overall. (07-2073 / BK / BS). 
All Modern Guns. Est. $ 350 - 500 for three. VIEW PHOTO
 
1242.    Lot of 2 Modern Handguns. 
1.         Walther Model 4 Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 32. S# 124155. Overall condition is fair. Bore is frosty. Shows approx.70-75% original finish with scattered corrosion 
and some nicking on the front sight sleeve. Grips show fair to good overall with some minor nicking present. (07-2065 / BK / BS)
2.         Colt Detective Special Revolver. Cal. 38. S# 548126. Overall condition is fair. Bore is bright. Pistol shows approx. 70% of the original finish with the grips 
showing fair with modest wear. A holster is included. (07-2066 / BK / BS). Both Modern. 
Est. $ 350 - 500 for pair. VIEW PHOTO
 
1243.    Colt Officer’s Match Revolver. Cal. 22. S# 88014. Overall condition is good. Bore is bright but slightly dirty. This heavy barrel target pistol, produced in the 
1950s shows approx. 90% of the original finish with slightly thinning on the barrel and a couple of minor nicks. Replacement grips (from Python) show overall near 
excellent with just a little varnish rubbing off the front. (07-2062 / BK / BS) Modern. Est. $ 450 - 650. VIEW PHOTO
 
1244.    Group of 2 Pre-War Colt Revolvers.  
1.         Colt Police Positive Revolver. Cal. 32. S# 185424. Overall condition is fair as reblued. Bore is bright with some pitting.  Pistol retains a non-factory refinish that 
has resulted in the majority of the identifying marks being polished off. Both grips are chipped on the rear. Accompanied by a non-descript leather holster. (07-2096 / 
BK / BS) Curio.
2.         Colt Pocket Positive Revolver. Cal. 32. S# 740958. Overall condition is good. Bore is bright and shiny. Retains approx. 90-95% original finish with only a little 
bit of light surface corrosion present. Grips show good overall. (07-2101 / BK / BS). Both Curios. Est. $ 400 - 500 for pair. VIEW PHOTO
 
1245.    2 Harrington & Richardson “Saturday Night Special” Revolvers. 
1.         H&R “The American” Model Revolver. Cal. 35. S# 92475. Overall condition is good. Bore is bright and moderately worn. Shows approx. 95% of the original 
nickel finish with a little night scratching. Pearl grips show good overall. (07-2108 / BK / BS).
2.         H&R Safety Hammerless Top Break DAO Revolver. Cal. 32. S# 255528. Overall condition is good. Bore is bright. Shows approx. 90-95% original nickel with 
some slight scuffing from sliding around in the original box. Grips show good with no nicks or cracks. Box is tattered but complete. (07-2109 / BK / BS). Both Curios. 
Est. $ 350 - 450 for pair. VIEW PHOTO
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1246.    Model 1895 Nagant (KGB) Revolver. Cal. 7.62. S# 8643.   Overall condition is fair. Bore is slightly frosty. This is the Model 95/1926. This 3.5” barrel and small 
grip frame was used by the Russian Secret Police during the Stalin years. Shows only approx. 25-30% of original finished in protected areas and pinprick pitting 
throughout. Grips show significant wear, in some place worn to smooth, with a nick and a fine crack in the left side.  (07-2107 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 1000 - 1500. VIEW 
PHOTO
 
1247.    Belgian Nagant Model 1910 Revolver. Cal. 7.62. S# 278. Overall condition is good. Bore is bright showing moderate use. Shows approx. 80% original finish 
overall with some light scattered corrosion present grips show good with moderate wear and a couple minor nicks. (07-2110 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 350 - 500. VIEW 
PHOTO 
 
1248.    Group of 3 Antique Belgium Guns.
1.         Belgium Flint lock Pistol. Cal. Approx. 59. NSN. Overall condition is fair. Bore is Bright and frosty. Metal appears to have been cleaned but is original flint. A 
belt strap is present, cleaning rod is repro. And stock shows good with slight scuffing present. (01-447 / BK / BS). 
2.         Antique Belgium Pin fire Revolver Cal. 40. S# 16. Overall condition is fair. Bore is dark and pitted. Revolver shows no marking except with the exception of the 
Belgian proofs. It shows approx. 40% of a plum brown finish. With the grips showing good with only miner scuffing present. (01-448 / BK / BS). 
3.         Lefaucheux Belgium Pin fire Cal. 32. S# 223346. Overall condition is good. Bore is dark. This engraved revolver with a folding trigger shows approx. 85% of a 
nickel finish. Pearl grips show good. (01-449 / BK / BS). 
All three Antiques. Est. $ 350 - 500 for three of them.  VIEW PHOTO
 
1249.    Russian Model 1895/1915 Moisin Nagant Revolver. Cal. 8mm. S# 52147. Overall condition is good as reworked. Bore is bright and shiny. This import marked 
revolver shows approx. 90% of an arsenal finish with the grips worn almost to smooth and a lanyard loop present. (07-1986 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 150 - 300. VIEW 
PHOTO 
 
1250.    Ruger Bearcat Revolver. Cal. 22. S# 77950. Overall condition is near excellent. Bore is bright but dirty. This early production Ruger shows approx. 98+% 
original condition and is accompanied by original box, wax paper, instruction sheet, parts list, and sleeve that held the box. Everything is just the way this little gun was 
made. These are rarely encountered with this much providence. (07-1993 / BK / BS) Modern. Est. $ 450 - 650. VIEW PHOTO 
 
1251.    Argentine Model 1891 Mauser Carbine. Cal. 8mm. S# B5348.  Overall condition is fair. Bore is good with moderate wear. Has a full length stock with straight 
grip, front sight protectors. A very clean Argentine carbine, complete with original bayonet and scabbard. Receiver, front and middle barrel band may possibly be 
refinished. Receiver shows 98% of a bright blue that does not quite match the barrel. Barrel shows 98% of a duller more military type blue with some that is beginning to 
plum. Front sight and rear barrel band match the barrel and finish while the front and middle bands match the receiver and floor plate. Buttstock and upper hand guard 
show very good with virtually no abuse, however the front of the lower wood. Front of stock shows some significant scratches in the finish which cannot be explained 
because in removing the barrel bands it appear to be one stock, not 2 pieces that were fitted together. Bayonet is fair showing some scattered fine pitting throughout. 
(was 01-375/01-1073 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 150 - 250. VIEW PHOTO
 
1252.    Argentine Remington Rolling Block Model 1874 Rifle. Cal. Approx. 43. NSN.  Overall condition is very good. Bore is bright and shiny. With sling and 
bayonet. Rifle retains better than 80% original military blue. Wood is in very good condition showing no scratches and a minimum of scuffing. Slight nick in hand guard 
between middle 2 bands on bottom where ramrod goes in. Sling in near excellent condition, a bit dry but no cracking. Brass buckle has nice patina. (was 01-376/01-
1074 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 300 - 600. VIEW PHOTO
 
1253.    Unknown European 3 Band Musket with Bayonet. Cal. Approx. 58. S# 860.  Overall condition is fair to good. Bore is fairly good. Barrel starts out octagonal 
and goes to round. Finish is patina with some significant dents behind the rear sight. Wood in fairly good condition with a couple moderate dents on the cheek piece. 
Sling is very dry but still intact. (was 01-377/01-1075 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 300 - 500. VIEW PHOTO
 
1254.    Bruwith Bolt Action Carbine. Cal. Approx. 40. NSN.  Overall condition is near excellent. Bore is dark in grooves but otherwise bright and shiny. Shows nearly 
100% vivid case hardening on receiver and about 70% (mellowing) on the trigger guard. Rear sight also shows significant case colors. Barrel shows about 85% original 
blue with the wear being toward the front with some light scratching and rub marks. Front buttstock cap also shows about 80% mellow case hardening. Buttstock shows 
very good with just the lightest of bruising here and there. Buttplate shows about 90% mellowing case colors. All screws other than the 2 receiver screws show nitride 
blue finish. Sling is dry and cracking with some loss of stitching. (was 01-378/01-1076 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 700 - 900. VIEW PHOTO
 
1255.    Austrian Cewg Straight Pull Military Short Magazine Rifle. Cal. 11mm. S# 3932. Overall condition is good. Bore is bright and shiny. Has stamping in butt as 
follows “79 L.St.B.242” in top tang of butt. Rifle retains most of it’s blue, approx. 95%. Only significant wear being the front 3” of the barrel and the front barrel band. 
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Cleaning rod maybe a replacement. Wood is good plus with fairly sharp finger grooves and only a couple of moderate bruises. The rest being very minor. Bolt is bright 
as is the magazine follower. Overall a nice example of a pretty rare rifle. (was 01-379/01-1077 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 300 - 500. VIEW PHOTO 
 
1256.    Mauser Model 1891 Military Rifle with Bayonet and Sling . Cal. 8mm. S# 9.  Overall condition is very good. Bore is bright and shiny. Mechanics quite crisp. 
Very little finish loss throughout. Retains about 95% of the original dull military finish on the receiver, barrel and bands. Bolt release shows about 80% nitride blue finish 
as does the magazine release and follower. Trigger guard and floorplate assembly shows 85% with the most loss being on the bottom of the floorplate itself. Bands very 
good. Wood shows good with moderate bruising about halfway down and no cracks or significant dents. Sling is near new as is bayonet and frog. Scabbard is very 
good. (was 01-380/01-1078 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 800 - 1200. VIEW PHOTO
 
1257.    Remington (Argentine) Model 1879 Rolling Block Rifle with Bayonet and Sling. Cal. 43. NSN.  Overall condition is good. Bore is bright and shiny and 
shows no corrosion. Shows 60% mellowing case colors on receiver. Assembly pins, hammer and breech block itself have been at some point removed and polished. 
They now show bright. Barrel retains about 65-70% of pluming blue with some very fine spotting blended in. Bayonet has turned patina with fine pitting throughout. 
Leather scabbard shows good. Front hand guard assembly shows good with just very minor scuffing throughout. Buttstock shows fair with a couple significant dents on 
right cheek piece and 4 holes from a plaque apparently being removed. Scabbard dry but complete with no tears. (was 01-381/01-1079 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 300 - 
500. VIEW PHOTO
 
1258.    Model 1891 Spanish Mauser Carbine. Cal. 7.65. S# 1350.  Overall condition is good. Bore is good but a little dark in the grooves. Full stock with lanyard loop 
attached behind the trigger guard. Shows moderate wear but not abuse. Metal surfaces show about 85% pluming dull blue with the bolt turning patina. Wood is in good 
plus condition showing only minor scuffs throughout. No cracks or gouges. Buttplate retains about 80% blue. Overall nice example of an 1891 Argentine. (was 01-
382/01-1080 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 300 - 500. VIEW PHOTO
 
1259.    Argentine Model 1891 Short Rifle. Cal. 8mm. S# A9740. Overall condition is good. Bore has strong rifling and some pitting throughout.  Shows same as an 
1891 Carbine with the exception of having sling swivels. Shows strong blue approx. 85% with some wear spots on barrel. Barrel also shows some speckling of oxidation 
toward the front. All numbers appear to match.  Equipped with a brass muzzle cap that is not seen very often. Bayonet is good, and though it has been sharpened, it 
shows little corrosion. Buttstock and hand guards are good with a minimum of bruising on matching numbered buttstock. Trigger guard and floorplate show better than 
80% original blue and are matching numbers also. Buttplate shows about 75% with some surface rust. Nice little 1891 short rifle. (was 01-383/01-1081 / BK / BS) 
Antique. Est. $ 300 - 500. VIEW PHOTO 
 
1260.    Incomplete Remington Experimental Magazine Bolt Action Rifle. Cal. 45.  NSN.  Overall condition is very good. Bore is bright and shiny. No markings with 
the exception of a brass tag that is nailed into the lower buttstock with the number 126 on it. Rifle is missing parts. Receiver retains about 98% of blue with the bolt being 
bright but turning patina. Barrel and barrel bands show better than 95% of original blue with some high point edge wear on bands. Front nose cap has turned plum but 
retains better than 90% of it’s finish. Trigger guard shows about 80% with one wear spot behind trigger guard where ones finger would go. Checkered buttplate is very 
good and shows some 80% of it’s finish with nitride blue screws. Rear sight is missing. Cleaning rod and magazine missing. Wood shows very good with light handling 
marks throughout and one small chip about 1/4” behind upper tang. (was 01-392/01-1090 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 500 - 1000. VIEW PHOTO
 
1261.    British (T. Wilson & Co.) Straight Pull 3 Band Musket.  Cal. 450. S# A173. Overall condition is fair to good. Bore shows strong rifling but dark in the grooves.  
Experimental rifle retains 70-75% blue with a lot of very fine pitting. Action tight, crisp and works well. Three bands are bare metal turning patina. Wooden buttstock is 
fair with one or two moderate dents and an approximate 3” crack on the right rear of the receiver extending from the bolt down towards the trigger guard. The rest is 
minor bruising. (was 01-393/01-1091 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 500 - 700.  VIEW PHOTO
 
1262.    Spandau GEW 88 (commission rifle) Rifle. Cal. 8mm. S# 7154K. Overall condition is fair. Bore is bright and shiny. Shows no finish but some oxidation on the 
receiver and bolt assembly. Barrel jacket shows about 65% blue with a couple of small dents and some moderate surface oxidation from the front sight to muzzle cap. 
All external parts appear to be matching. Wood is fair to good with several moderate dents but mostly slight scuffs. Inspector markings on right side of stock are crisp. 
Sling swivels present and in good condition as is cleaning rod. (was 01-394/01-1092 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 150 - 250. VIEW PHOTO
 
1263.    BSA British Enfield Type Sporting Bolt Action Rifle. Cal. 303. NSN. Overall condition is fair. Bore is dark but serviceable with some fine pitting in the 
grooves. Manufactured on the SMLE design with a 5 round boxed magazine, checkered sporting rifle wood, commercial sling swivel eyelets. Shows better than 75% 
blue but turning plum with wear on high edges. Bolt is turn down with the top portion being milled flat and retains about 80% of a blue turning brown. Stocks are fair with 
some wear to the checkering and minor to moderate bruising throughout. Hard rubber BSA embossed buttplate is also in fair condition. Rifle is equipped with multi-leaf 
sights for 200, 300 meters and then an adjustable sight for up to 1000 meters. (was 01-396/01-1094 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 300 - 500.
VIEW PHOTO
 
1264.    G. Zeller Belgian Falling Block Rifle. Cal. Approx. 43. S# 234 on buttplate.  Overall condition is good. Bore is  bright. Shows 95% brown finish on metal with 
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bright bands that are just beginning to patina. Cleaning rod is also bright. Good mechanics. Buttstock is good with a little moderate bruising but mostly minor. Has a 
small 1/8” hole drilled partly into the buttstock on the left side near the rear. Overall a nice European falling block rifle. (was 01-397 /01-1095 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 
300 - 500. VIEW PHOTO
 
1265.    Remington Rolling Block Carbine (Uruguay) Cal. 7mm. NSN.  Overall condition is fair with moderate to heavy use. Bore is dark showing moderate to heavy 
wear with fine pitting in the grooves. Outside metal is brown but has no pitting or spotting. Upper hand guard shows good with a couple of moderate nicks but mostly 
minor. Lower hand guard shows fair with several chips and nicks and the usual denting. Has the initials “GM” scratched into it. Buttstock shows slightly better with 
moderate and minor bruising. The Uruguay crest is still quite readable. (was 01-398/01-1096 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 300 - 500. VIEW PHOTO
 
1266.    Kynoch’s Patent Military Bolt Action Musket with Bayonet. Cal. Approx. 43. S# 61612. Overall condition is good. Bore is bright but dark in the grooves. 
Barrel and receiver show brown but retain better than 70% of finish. Bolt assembly is bright with the number “22” on the bottom of the handle. Cocking piece retains the 
correct serial number for the gun. Barrel bands show a nice rich blue with about 90% coverage mixed with a little fine corrosion. Trigger guard is good showing strong 
blue. Buttstock very good with a minimum of scarring and nice finish. Bayonet is very good with French script writing on the top dated 1879. Overall a very nice 
European bolt action rifle. (was 01-399/01-1097 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 300 - 500. VIEW PHOTO
 
1267.    LSA Co. Action Rifle with Bayonet. Cal. Approx. 30. S# 1936.  Overall condition is fair. Bore is dark and shows strong rifling and no pitting present. Rifle 
appears to be made on an Enfield style action. Has what appears to be British proofs but also has a foreign crest, possibly Mid-Eastern on the front receiver ring. Metal 
is not matching and has several different number codes on different pieces. Metal is turned brown and shows scattered corrosion throughout. Bands are bright turning 
patina with some scattered corrosion. Wood shows moderate to heavy use throughout with no cracks or significant breakage but heavily scuffed and worn. Bayonet in 
like condition. (was 01-401/01-1099 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 100 - 250. VIEW PHOTO
 
1268.    Swiss Vetterli 1871 Commercial Version of a Military Issue Rifle. Cal. 41 Swiss with double set triggers. NSN.   Overall condition is  Bore is good with 
dark grooves. All faded blue finish showing about 75% with scattered light pitting. No provision for bayonet and a Schuetzen style buttplate. Wood is good showing very 
few significant bruises but does have what appears to be a repair or not yet spread crack from the rear wrist to the front of the front trigger. Muzzle cap present. (was 01-
405/01-1103 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 300 - 500. VIEW PHOTO
 
1269.    Swiss Model 1871 Vetterli (experimental) Bolt Action Rifle. Cal. 41 Swiss RF. S# 3.  Overall condition is very good plus. Bore is bright and shiny. 33” brown 
barrel with 2 bands. Tubular magazine service rifle. Rifle shows 95% brown on barrel with just a couple slight rub marks. Blued bands and cocking piece show better 
than 85% of a deep rich blue. Receiver and trigger guard assembly show case hardened colors with receiver showing 95+% mellowing case hardening while the trigger 
guard assembly shows approx. 70%. Sliding magazine cover and buttplate screws are nitride  blue. Buttplate itself is color case hardened and shows very pleasant. Has 
many unusual features. Bayonet shows nearly all blue. A really nice experimental Vetterli. (was 01-406/01-1104 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 750 - 950. VIEW PHOTO
 
1270.    French Manufactured Daudeteau Bolt Action Magazine Rifle possibly Salvadorian Military Issue. Cal. 303. 
S# 2215. Overall condition is very good. Bore is bright and shiny. Receiver shows better than 90% original blue just starting to plum. Barrel and bands show better than 
95% with a few minor nicks and scratches. Trigger guard shows about 85% of fading blue. Buttplate shows about 80% with some light nicks and scratches. Wood shows 
good plus with just a few minor bruises throughout and a nick about 2” long where the buttplate bolts to the wood. Overall a really nice French rifle. (was 01-407/01-
1105 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 300 - 500. VIEW PHOTO
 
1271.    British Martini-Henry Commercial Version of Mark I Lever Action Single Shot Military Issue Rifle. Cal. 303 British. S# 555. Overall condition is very good 
plus. Bore is slightly dark with some minor pitting in the grooves. Retains 90% thinning blue on receiver with 95% or better on barrel and bands. Trigger guard and 
cocking lever show about 80% thinning. Blue buttplate is case hardened but mellowed. Bayonet shows a bright blade in very good condition with nice proofs. Wooden 
handle shows very little bruising or abuse. (was 01-408 /01-1106 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 300 - 500. VIEW PHOTO
 
1272.    Belgian Albini’s Patent Single Shot Breech Loading Trapdoor Military Issue Rifle with Bayonet. Cal. Approx. 45. S# 2344 (on barrel). Overall condition 
is very good. Bore is bright and shiny. Has strong finish with barrel retaining about 85% of the browning. Bands show about 85% of the blue with some light scattered 
pitting throughout. Trigger guard also shows about 85% blue with some light scattered pitting. Wood is good with a few moderate nicks about 1 1/2” behind the front 
band, the rest being very light. No cracks present. Mechanics work well. Even the firing pin numbered to the gun. (now 01-410/01-1108 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 400 - 
600. VIEW PHOTO
 
1273.    Austrian Werndl Model 1868 Military Issue Rotating Block Single Shot Rifle. Cal. 11mm Werndl. S# 883.   Overall condition is fair. Bore is metal shows 
brown with light scattered pitting throughout. Rotating breech block assembly shows patina with a few minor dents in it. Bands and nose cap match the rest of the metal 
while the trigger guard assembly shows some degree of cleaning. Wood shows good plus condition with a couple of moderate bruises, the rest being fairly light and non-
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descript. (was 01-412/01-1110 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 300 - 400. VIEW PHOTO
 
1274.    Belgian A. Francotte Musket with an Amsler breech loading conversion. Cal. 577. S# 472. Overall condition is good. Bore is slightly dark. Breech block, 
barrel and receiver shows approx. 80% of their browning finish with a reproduction ramrod. Buttstock shows good with light scattered scuffing throughout. And a nice 
Belgian cartouche on the butt. Buttplate shows gray patina overall. (was 07-1156/01-1312 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 400 - 700. VIEW PHOTO
 
1275.    British Martini Henry Falling Block Rifle. Cal. 577. S# 15.  Overall condition is good as arsenal reworked. Bore is bright showing moderate wear. Sling and 
bayonet are included. Rifle shows approx. 95% of an arsenal refinish with the but stock and hand guard showing good with only light scuffing throughout. Bayonet 
shows fair with light scattered corrosion and sling showing good. (was 07-1155/01-1311/ BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 400 - 600. VIEW PHOTO
 
1276.    British E.A. Company Model 1861 Single Shot Officer’s Model Musket. Cal. 577. NSN.  Overall condition is good.  Bore is good. Barrel and barrel bands 
show better than 90% blue with the lockplate showing better than 90% case hardening. The trigger guard and but plate show a nice even patina with an inscription in the 
tang of the buttplate that reads “JN Borland”. Buttstock shows very good with an 1862 London cartouche and very sharp checkering. (was 07-1154/01-1310 / BK / BS) 
Antique. Est. $ 1000 - 2000. VIEW PHOTO
 
1277.    1850’s German Gebr. Hoffman Percussion Jaeger Rifle. Cal. 50-52. NSN.  Overall condition is good. Bore is rusty. Nice engraving on the silver breechblock, 
rear tang, buttplate, sideplate and hammer. Rifle has double set triggers and a safety which is very unusual for a rifle of this era and is equipped with a later leather 
sling. Nice carved wooden patch box with a button that slides open to the rear. Leather wrapped trigger guard tang shows some deterioration of the leather on this 150 
year old rifle. (was 07-1106/01-1309 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 1000 - 2000. VIEW PHOTO
 
1278.    3rd Model Snider Conversion of an 1870 Enfield. Cal. 577. S# B737. Overall condition is fair to good. Bore is bright and shiny. Finish shows fair to good 
retaining better than 80% of blue and case hardening with scattered corrosion throughout. Buttstock shows good with only light scuffing throughout and 2 screws 
approx. 2 1/2” in front of the sideplate, 1 in each side that I can only assume held some kind of sling or hook. (was 07-1105/01-1308 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 600 - 
1000. VIEW PHOTO 
 
1279.    British Snider 1st Model Conversion of an 1862 Enfield Musket. Cal. 577. S# 5930.  Overall condition is good. Bore is bright and shiny. Musket shows 
approx. 80% mixed browning and patina over all metal with the brass mellowing nicely on the nose cap, trigger guard and buttplate. Buttstock shows good overall with 
light scuffing and some moderate. Bayonet shows good with scattered spotting throughout. White sling shows good. (was 07-1104/01-1307 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 
800 - 1200. VIEW PHOTO
 
1280.    British 2nd Model Snider’s Conversion Musket. Cal. 577. NSN.  Overall condition is good. Bore is bright and shiny. Musket shows better than 90% of the 
finish. Bayonet shows fair with scattered spotting throughout. Barrel bands show better than 70-75% finish with balance turning plum. Brass furniture shows nice patina 
while the buttstock shows good with a few light and moderate scuffs throughout. White sling shows good. (was 07-1103/01-1306 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 650 - 1000. 
VIEW PHOTO
 
1281.    1867 Snider’s 3rd Pattern Patent Conversion of a Rifle or Musket. Cal. 577. S# 248.  Overall condition is good. Bore is bright and shiny. Receiver shows a 
patina with scattered light browning while the barrel assembly shows better than 75% of the browning. Bayonet shows good. Barrel bands show approx. 50% bluing 
turning plum with some scattered fine pitting. Buttstock shows fair to good with light and moderate scuffing throughout. Sling is overall good. (was 07-1102/01-1305 / 
BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 500 - 800. 
VIEW PHOTO
 
1282.    British Snipers Pattern 3 Conversion of an 1867 Sergeant's Model Short Rifle. Cal. 577. S# C871.  Overall condition is good.  Bore is bright and shiny. 
Carbine shows better than 85% of the arsenal finish with scattered light corrosion present. Buttstock shows good overall with light scuffing throughout. (was 07-1101/01-
1304 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 750 - 1000. 
VIEW PHOTO 1   VIEW PHOTO 2
 
1283.    Martini Henry Cavalry Single Shot Carbine MK I. Cal. 577. S# 251. Overall condition is good. Bore is poor. Retains better than 90% of the original finish with 
some surface corrosion. The wood shows good with only light scuffing throughout. (was 07-1100/01-1303 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 800 - 1100. VIEW PHOTO
 
1284.    Martini Henry Artillery Single Shot Carbine MK II, Manufactured by HRB. Cal. 303. S# B611.  Overall condition is good. Bore is bright and shiny. Shows 
overall 90% of the original blue with some heavy corrosion around the muzzle. Buttstock and hand guard show good with light scuffing throughout. (was 07-1099/01-
1302 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 800 - 1100. VIEW PHOTO
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1285.    Martini Henry MK IV Single Shot by Enfield. Cal. 577. S# 360.  Overall condition is good. Bore is frosty. This rifle is issued to Nepal. Retains better than 85% 
of the original finish. Wood shows good with mostly light but a couple of moderate scuffs present and Napalanese writing present. Bayonet is good and sling is dry but 
overall good. (was 07-1098/01-1301 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 600 - 800.  VIEW PHOTO
 
1286.    Martini Henry MK III Single Shot Rifle by Witten. Cal. 577. S# 675. Overall condition is good. Bore is slightly frosty. Rifle shows approx. 95% original blue 
with the case hardened cocking lever showing approx. 80% fading case colors.  Buttstock and hand guard show good with only minor scuffing throughout with a nice 
Witten cartouche in the left hand side. (was 07-1096/01-1300 BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 600 - 900. VIEW PHOTO
 
1287.    Martini Henry MK IV Single Shot Rifle. Cal. 577. S# 37. Overall condition is good as arsenal reworked. Bore is frosty. Bayonet shows overall good. This 1887 
rifle shows good overall as refinished with the metal retaining better than 95% of the arsenal blue. Buttstock and hand guard show good with light scuffing throughout. 
Bayonet and sling both show good. (was 07-1095/01-1299 BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 400 - 600.  VIEW PHOTO 
  
1288.    British Soper’s Pattern Single Shot Rifle. Cal. 577. S# 697. Overall condition is good.  Bore is slightly bright with moderate wear. This two band musket 
shows having had patina or finish cleaned off of it and now shows somewhat of a mixture of patina and bright. Buttstock shows good having mostly light but a couple 
moderate dings in it. (was 07-1093/01-1298 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 700 - 1000.  VIEW PHOTO 
 
1289.    Martini Henry Single Shot Rifle with Bayonet and Sling. Cal. 577. S# 9062 (on breech block)  Overall condition is fair to good. Bore is bright with moderate 
wear. Shows approx. 80% original finish with eh receiver showing signs of having been cleaned. Buttstock and hand guards show fair with the hand guard showing light 
scuffing and the buttstock having more moderate with a 1” crack at the top from the upper buttplate screw. Bayonet shows good with scattered spotting throughout. Sling 
is dry but in good condition. (was 07-1092/01-1297/ BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 500 - 800. VIEW PHOTO
 
1290.    Russian Model 1865 Sylvester Krnka’s Patent Single Shot Breech Loading Military Issue Rifle. Cal. Approx. 62. S#  3283.  Overall condition is good. 
Bore is good with a little corrosion on top, about 6” behind the muzzle. Shows all metal turning plum brown. Brass breech is good overall. Barrel assembly shows 
approx. 65-70% of a brown patina with a couple small areas being cleaned. Bands show approx. 70% patina with wear on high edges. Sideplate and hammer show 
strong blue brown better than 90%. Ramrod shows patina on end and light to moderate pitting on the length. Brass portion of trigger guard shows nice mellowing while 
iron shows a nice brown patina. Brass buttplate shows only minor nicks. Wood shows light to moderate dings through out but is pleasing to look at. Has nice inspector 
stamp dated 1869 very prominent in the rear. (was 01-1001/01-1289 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 500 - 700.  VIEW PHOTO
 
1291.    Russian Model Circa 1855 Military Issue Single Shot Percussion Rifle Musket. Cal. 69. NSN.  Overall condition is fair.  Bore is fair with scattered spots of 
moderate to heavy pitting. Shows pinprick pitting throughout. Lockplate shows good  with nice patina. Rear mounting screw is a modern replacement. Barrel has 
pinprick pitting down it’s entire length. Ramrod is present but shows fine to moderate pitting throughout. Front brass barrel band is split. Middle and rear barrel band are 
good showing nice mellowing brass. Brass trigger guard shows nicks and dings but is overall good while steel portion shows pitting throughout. Brass buttplate is good 
with minor dings throughout. Wood is overall good with no significant mars and scattered light nicks. (was 01-1000/01-1288 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 300 - 500. VIEW 
PHOTO
 
1292.    Flintlock Benchrest Target Rifle. Cal. Approx. 43. NSN.  Overall condition is good. Bore shows brown but appears to be in good condition as best as can be 
seen. Has a dull bluing better than 80% down the entire length of the barrel. Has 3 Unertl scope blocks mounted to the barrel. Rear tang strap and sideplate are 
browning color with light pitting throughout. Hammer, striker and frizzen pan are all in good condition. Rifle is a re-conversion. Ramrod is a reproduction. Brass hardware 
on stock is very good and very ornate. Buttstock itself shows very good pus with a couple of light scratches. A very unique handmade bench rest rifle. (was 01-999/01-
1287 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 300 - 500. VIEW PHOTO
 
1293.    French Model 1866 Chassepot Rifle Cut Down and Converted in Germany to Carbine Length for 11mm Model 1871 Cartridge. Cal. 11mm. Mauser. S# 
B40574. Overall condition is good. Bore is bright and slightly dark in the grooves.   Receiver and bolt assembly showing bright with just a little patina and no pitting 
present. Barrel shows approx. 75% brown, thinning toward the front with scattered spotting. Barrel bands show approx. 85% of a military blue with the cleaning rod 
being patina. Trigger guard assembly is plum turning brown and a few patches of light rust present. Buttplate shows bright with a 1”cluster of moderate pitting toward the 
top and a unit marking on the tang. Wood shows good with a couple of moderate bruises and the rest being very light with good inspection stamps. Sling is old and dry 
with no rips or tears. (was 01-998/01-1286 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 300 - 500. VIEW PHOTO 
 
1294.    Suhl Model 71/77 Short Rifle. Cal. 11mm. S# 1434.   Overall condition is good. Bore is bright. All matching numbers. Receiver and bolt assembly are bright 
with a nice coat of patina and a bit of fine pitting. Barrel shows brown, approx. 90-95% of finish with light scattered corrosion between front sight and middle band. Front 
sight assembly shows approx. 85% of a nice rich blue with the balance being bright metal. Middle band shows 85% with the balance turning to a brown patina. Front 
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sling swivel appears to have been replace with a saddle ring. Trigger guard assembly shows gray metal with some light scattered pitting. Buttplate also shows gray with 
some light scattered pitting and a unit number is present. Buttstock assembly shows light and moderate dinging and scuffing throughout with the majority being around 
the swivel area and one scuff up in front. (was 01-997/01-1285 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 300 - 500. 
VIEW PHOTO
 
1295.    Sharps Borchardt Model 1878 Military Rifle Cal. 45 - 70. S # 8079. Overall condition is fair to good. Bore is bright showing moderate wear. Metal retains 
approx. 70-75% of the original finish with some scattered brown patina. Rifles equipped with a bayonet and scabbard that show good. Buttstock and hand guards show 
good with only light scuffing throughout.  (4- 34000 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 1000 - 1500. VIEW PHOTO
 
1296.    Swiss Model 1852 Scharfschutz/Enstutzer Percussion Single Shot Muzzle Loading Sharpshooter’s Rifle with Bayonet. Cal. 10.5mm. S# 883. Overall 
condition is fair to good. Bore is dark. Barrel assembly retains about 75% brown finish with some surface corrosion. Sideplate and trigger guard with double set triggers 
show patina throughout. Wood shows good with mostly light but a couple of moderate dings with an embossment toward the rear just in front of the Schuetzen style 
buttplate. Bayonet bright with some fine patches of pitting. Sling is overall in good condition, just a little dry. (was 01-411/01-1109 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 400 - 600. 
VIEW PHOTO
 
1297.    Westley/Richards 1867 Conversion of a Whitworth Musket. Cal. 450. S#  P692. Overall condition is good. Bore is  Action and barrel finish shows blue turned 
brown and shows 90% thinning finish. Sideplate in the white, while buttplate, trigger guard, and muzzle cap are brass. Rifle works off of a paper patch cartridge with a 
percussion cap. Wood is good showing light to moderate scattered nicks throughout. Retains a very pleasing appearance. (was 01-404/01-1102 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. 
$ 400 - 600. VIEW PHOTO
 
1298.    E.M. Reilly London 2 Band Rifle or Short Musket. Cal. Approx. 577. S# 25. Overall condition is very good. Bore is very good to excellent. 29.5” barrel. Has a 
swing up reverse trapdoor action that opens opposite of what most do.  Shows better than 90% blue on barrel and receiver assembly with one significant scratch on the 
receiver under the hammer from the firing pin when action is retracted and some moderate wear towards the muzzle. Barrel bands, hammer, breech block and sideplate 
assembly are all case hardened. Breechblock and sideplate show strong colors while the bands have mellowed. Cleaning rod, buttplate and cocking handle are bright. 
Sideplate screws appear to have been polished. Bore shows bright and shiny with very good rifling. Wood is in very good plus condition with only a few light nicks 
throughout and has embossed in the right hand side “Warranted by EM Riley & Co. London & Paris”. A really fine exotic rifle for the European collector. (was 01-403/01-
1101 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 600 - 900. VIEW PHOTO 
 
1299.    Vaud / Sig Patent Trapdoor Cal. Approx. 11mm.. S# various numbers on parts. Overall condition is fair. Bore is very good but dark in the grooves. Swiss S.
I.G. conversion to cartridge with #11 on breech block. Barrel  number is 1704 while the breech block is number 11 and buttstock has a number 132 embossed in it. 
Outside of barrel retains about 80% browning finish while barrel bands show bright. Trigger guard and lockplate assembly also show a mixture of brow and bright. 
Buttplate is bright. Wood is in fair to good condition showing minor to moderate denting and no significant chips and a small crack running about 2 1/2” long from the left 
side of the buttplate tang. Locking assembly does not lock hammer back. (was 01-402/01-1100 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 150 - 250. VIEW PHOTO
 
1300.    Belgian EM & L Nagant Drop Block Model 1892 Carbine. Cal. Approx. 43. S# 1171.  Overall condition is fair. Bore is fair with moderate pitting in front third.  
Shows plum color on metal mixed in with scattered spotting. Wood shows fair to good with some significant bruising on front wood. Buttstock which appears to be a 
replacement shows a little better. Cleaning rod may be a replacement. Sling present. (was 01-356/01-1056 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 300 - 500. VIEW PHOTO
 
1301.    Foreign Rolling Block Rifle. Cal. 50. S# 3721. Overall condition is good. Bore is good, but dark in the grooves. Outside is patina with some speckling. All 
visible numbers appear to match. Rack numbers carved in stock. (was 01-322/01-1025 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 300 - 500. VIEW PHOTO
 
1302.    Spanish Rolling Block Model 1886 Carbine with Bayonet and Sling. Cal. Approx. 43. NSN.  Overall condition is good with finish turning plum and surface 
oxidation. Bore is overall good. Wood is good with no major dings and dents. (was 01-326/01-1029 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 500 - 700. VIEW PHOTO
 
1303.    British Rolling Rock Model 1882 Rifle with Bayonet. Cal. Approx. 54. S. # 51521. Overall condition is good retaining most blue and turning plum. Mellowing 
case colors on receiver. Bore is very good, bright & shiny with no pitting. Sling present but slightly deteriorating. (was 01-331/01-1034 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 400 - 
600. VIEW PHOTO
 
1304.    Remington Rolling Block Rifle with Bayonet. Cal. Approx. 43. NSN. Overall condition is fair. Bore is fair with light to moderate pitting. Wood has numerous 
moderate to heavy dings and scuffs. #11 carved in left side of stock  Patina and corrosion over metal. (was 01-333/01-1036 / BK /BS) Antique. Est. $ 200 - 400. VIEW 
PHOTO
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1305.    Maastricht Model 1875 Rifle with Bayonet. Cal. Approx. 43. S# 726. Overall condition is good. Bore is bright and shiny. Metal bright, starting to patina with 
blue on rear sight leaf and magazine. Wood very good, showing very few nicks and dings and nice inspector stamps. (was 01-338/01-1040 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 
300 - 500. VIEW PHOTO
 
1306.    Beaumont 1871 Bolt Action Rifle with Bayonet. Cal. Approx. 50.  S# 2797. Overall condition is good. Finish is turning patina and some very fine pitting on 
receiver. Bore is bright and shiny though slightly dark in the grooves. Wood shows moderate denting and gouging. Bolt does not match. (was 01-341/01-1043 / BK / BS) 
Antique. Est. $ 300 - 500. VIEW PHOTO
 
1307.    Unknown European Percussion 3 Band Musket Dated 1847. Cal. Approx. 69 Smooth Bore. NSN.  Overall condition is good plus. Shows some patina with 
a few small spots of scattered pitting. Wood very good with minor bruising. Bore is illegible proof mark on right side of stock. Has British proof marks, dated 1847. (was 
01-343/01-1045 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 500 - 800. VIEW PHOTO
 
1308.    Italian Vetterli Baby Carbine Model 1885 with Bayonet. Cal. Approx. 10mm. S# V23. Overall condition is good plus. Shows approx. 80-85% blue turning 
plum with small spots of scattered corrosion. Bore is bright and shiny. Sling present and is dry but not cracked. (was 01-347/01-1049 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 600 - 
800. VIEW PHOTO
 
1309.    Brecia Made Vetterli Model 1873 with Bayonet. Cal. 10mm. S# 8656. Overall condition is very good. Bore has some pitting and shows a couple of rings. 
Balance is fairly bright. All exposed numbers matching. Approx. 90% blue. (was 01-348/01-1050/ BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 300 - 500. VIEW PHOTO
 
1310.    Belgian Falling Block Model 1889 Carbine. Cal. Approx. 43. S# 6273.  Overall condition is fair to good. Blue turned brown but shows no rust or heavy pitting. 
Bore is bright and shiny. Wood is fair with some moderate nicks and dings and a heavy coat of varnish. European proofs show prominently although not identifiable. 
(was 01-352/01-1054 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 300 - 500.  VIEW PHOTO
 
1311.    Belgian Combla.N Falling Block Rifle. Cal. Approx. 7.65. S# 115960.   Overall condition is near excellent. Bore is bright and shiny. Metal shows better than 
95% blue with some slight pluming on cocking lever and action. Wood is near excellent showing slight scuffing. Brass bands and brass tipped cleaning rod show a nice 
patina. (was 01-355/01-1055 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 500 - 800. VIEW PHOTO
 
1312.    Steyr Model 1895 Short Straight Pull Rifle with Bayonet. Cal. 8mm. S.# 5712N. Overall condition is good condition. Bore is bright but dark in grooves with 
some moderate pitting. Matching numbers throughout. Shows blue turning plum with light to moderate pitting on the barrel. Bayonet show slight pitting throughout. Sling 
in good condition showing no tears or splits. (was 01-362 /01-1060 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 150 - 250. VIEW PHOTO
 
1313.    Steyr Model 1895 Short Rifle. Cal. 8mm. S# 105.  Overall condition is good. Bore is bright and shiny and shows moderate wear. Shows strong blue and some 
very light spotting. Wood shows only moderate dings but has been sanded and refinished. (was 01-367/01-1065 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 150 - 250. VIEW PHOTO
 
1314.    Argentine Mauser 1891 Bolt Action Rifle with Bayonet. Cal. 7.65mm. S# BU36.  Overall condition is very good. Bore is fairly bright with moderate wear. 
Rear of barrel marked (behind rear sight) “BATALLON UNIVERSITARIO DELA” and below that “CAPITAL FEDERAL”. Above that there is an engraving of an open 
book. On the left page of the book shows “LA JUVENTUD” and below that “ES LA”. On right page “ESPERANZA” and below that “DE LA” and “PATRIA”. Original 
nomenclature has been ground off. Receiver shows 95% of its blue with a nitride blue bolt release and follower. Barrel shows about 85-90% of it’s blue, slightly pluming. 
Bayonet is bright and in good condition with a couple of numbers scratched out. Scabbard and frog also in very good condition. Bands, trigger guard and floorplate 
assembly are all matching numbers and show better than 90% blue, as does the buttplate. All screws and trigger are also nitride blue. Bolt is bright with just little patina 
starting. Sling is dry but in very good overall condition. Nice variation of the 1891 Mauser. (was 01-385/01-1083 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 500 - 700. VIEW PHOTO
 
1315.    Argentine Model 1891 Bolt Action Rifle with Bayonet. Cal. 7.65mm. S# EM7. Overall condition is very good. Bore is fairly bright with moderate wear. Rear of 
barrel marked (behind rear sight) “ESCUELA MILITAR” with a castle above it. Bare spot on top of front receiver ring from possibly having nomenclature ground off. 
Other than that, receiver shows 95% of its blue with a nitride blue bolt release and follower. Barrel shows about 85-90% of it’s blue, slightly pluming. Bayonet bright in 
good condition with a couple of numbers scratched out. Scabbard and frog also in very good condition. Bands, trigger guard and floorplate assembly are all matching 
numbers and show better than 90% blue, as does the buttplate. All screws and trigger are also nitride blue. Bolt is bright with just little patina starting. Sling is dry but in 
very good overall condition. Nice variation of the 1891 Mauser. (was 01-384/01-1082 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 500 - 700. VIEW PHOTO 
 
1316.    Mauser Model 71 Bolt Action Rifle with Bayonet. Cal. Approx. 43. S# 52H.  Overall condition is fair to good. Bore is slightly dark with some frosting in the 
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grooves but very serviceable. About 40% blue remaining, turned to patina. Wood with imperial proofs in the rear shows good with a some moderate denting but mostly 
very minor. Bayonet well used with some nicks and surface corrosion. There is one piece of wood missing just in front of the trigger guard assembly measuring about 
3/8” x 1/2” as if it has been broken out while trying to remove the trigger guard. (was 01-390/01-1088 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 150 - 250.  VIEW PHOTO
 
1317.    1864 Bridesburg Contract Rifled Musket. Cal. 58. NSN. Overall condition is fair. Bore is dark and pitted. Proofs on barrel are present but hard to read 
because of heavy pitting from the rear sight back, sideplate and hammer show only light to moderate pitting. Front 3/4 of barrel show fair to good with light to moderate 
scattered pitting. Bands have only light pitting. Ramrod is good without much corrosion. Wood is good with only light scuffs present and “IN” stamped in the left opposite 
the sideplate and “NWI” stamped in both sides of the butt. Trigger guard assembly shows somewhat bright with fine pitting throughout as does the buttplate. (was 01-
907/01-1198 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 600 - 1000.  VIEW PHOTO
 
1318.    Springfield 1863 Rifled Musket. Cal. 58. NSN. Overall condition is good. Bore is somewhat bright with scattered light pitting. Stamping in trigger guard shows 
“Co. C 106 N.Y.” with the initial “LHW” present. All barrel proofs are present. Moderate pitting around the nipple. Other than that, scattered fine pitting throughout. 
Ramrod very good. Stock cap and bands show very good with just a little very light pitting. Wooden stock very good with light to moderate nicks down the ramrod chute. 
Other than that, only minor nicks. No readable cartouches in the stock. Buttplate is bright with scattered dings and pitting. (was 01-908/01-1199 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. 
$ 800 - 1200. VIEW PHOTO
 
1319.    Springfield 1879 Trapdoor Cadet Rifle with Bayonet. Cal. 45-70. S# 6290. Overall condition is fair to good. Bore shows frosting throughout. Light mottled 
case colors and browning on barrel. Some moderate damage to stock but not bad. Bayonet shows bright and is overall good condition with little rust. Sideplate and 
hammer show better than 90% original blue, pluming just a little bit. Breech block shows very little case color turning brown. Rear tang is in same condition. 1st Model 
1873 rear sight shows better than 90% blue with just a little bit of freckling. Balance of barrel turned plum to brown with light scattered surface corrosion. Front band 
shows a better than 80% blue while middle band has turned brown. 1st model cleaning rod is very good with most all blue and handle turning slightly brown. Buttstock 
and nose cap show brown patina all over where buttstock shows light nicks and dings throughout with a very faint illegible cartouche. Trigger guard assembly turned 
plum. Stock has several significant dents between the trigger guard assembly and the buttplate. Buttplate assembly is fair with moderate pitting. (was 01-920/01-1211 / 
BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 500 - 700. VIEW PHOTO
 
1320.    1868 Springfield Trapdoor Rifle. Cal. 50-70. S# 19444. Overall condition is very good. Bore is good showing light frosting. Shows moderate use without a lot 
of damage. Sideplate shows a nice mellowing patina with an 1864 date on it and hammer and breech block being blued in finish. Has correct musket in fine condition. 
Barrel is bright with light scattered pitting. Barrel bands are also bright in good condition with very little oxidation present. Trigger guard assembly shows bright with 
some fine pitting and appears to have been cleaned. Buttplate shows patina with moderate pitting. Ramrod present and in good condition. Buttstock is overall good with 
some nicks and chips from previously storing a ramrod. Rear half of buttstock shows good with minor scarring present. Overall a decent ‘68. Bayonet in good condition 
showing patina overall. (was 01-921/01-1212 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 800 - 1400.  VIEW PHOTO 
 
1321.    1870 Springfield Trapdoor Rifle. Cal. 50-70. S# 31767. Overall condition is fair. Bore is dark with patches of moderate pitting. Shows no finish on metal with 
moderate nicks and gouges in the wood. Breech shows a heavy surface rust. Breech block assembly also mounts rather loose. A well used service rifle. Sideplate dated 
1863 and shows bright with a couple light patches of pitting and some wear. 1870 breech block also shows bright with significant use. Barrel and band assembly shows 
bright with a bit of scattered pitting throughout. Cleaning rod shows good condition as does the nose cap and barrel bands. Wood shows significant hard use with a lot of 
nicking and gouging along the top edges from the nose cap to the second band. Rear portion of buttstock in better condition with a couple moderate gouges, the rest of 
scuffs minor. #25 embossed in top of stock in front of buttplate. Buttplate appears to have been cleaned and shows patches of heavy pitting. Trigger guard assembly 
also appears to have been cleaned. (was 01-922/01-1213 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 600 - 1000. VIEW PHOTO
 
1322.    1888/91 Springfield Trapdoor Service Rifle. Cal. 45. S# 527554.  Overall condition is good. Bore is bright and shiny with light to moderate wear. Sideplate 
shows blue finish with some flaking of finish and turning brown primarily toward the front. Receiver and breech block show mottled surface finish with the inside showing 
nice case colors. Rear tang shows nice mellow case hardening. Barrel has turned brown with extremely minor corrosion throughout. Barrel bands are good with a blue 
brown patina and a little surface corrosion on the front band. Ramrod bayonet is good condition and works well. Buttplate is good, being plum and having a takedown 
wrench in the trap. Sling is very dry. Trigger guard assembly shows better than 95% blue with surface rust present. Wood shows very good with only a couple light 
bruises on the right side and one or two on the left. A very crisp “SWP 1891” cartouche is present. Overall a pretty fair example of a ramrod trapdoor. (01-940 / 01-1231 / 
BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 750 - 950.  VIEW PHOTO
 
1323.    U.S. Rifle Musket Model 1861 Miller’s Conversion of Parker & Snow’s Contract Rifle. “Ref. Flayderman's p: 470.” Cal. 58. S# 596. Overall condition is 
good. Bore is bright but has light to moderate pitting around the grooves. Conversion block works well and is tight with the extractor working well also. “1864 Parker: 
Snow & Company, Meriden, CT” sideplate shows bright with light scattered pitting. Barrel assembly shows bright with light scattered pitting. Bands are bright with less 
pitting. Hammer is patina. Bayonet is good showing some corrosion. Ramrod very good showing surface patina throughout. Trigger guard assembly is bright and clean. 
Buttplate shows scattered corrosion with light pitting on the tang. Buttstock overall god with light to moderate dinging and a repair where the toe was broke off about 4” 
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long and then reattached. Repair done very well but still shows a white outline from the blue. Buttstock also has “IV” embossed on the left over “GR”. Overall a nice 
conversion. (was 01-941/01-1232 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 900 - 1300. 
VIEW PHOTO
 
1324.    Joslyn Breech Loading Rifle with Bayonet made by Springfield Armory from Jan. to June 1865. “Ref. Flayderman p:472.” S# 356M. Overall condition is 
good and shows moderate use. Bore is good rifling and shows heavy use with some scattered pitting.  Made at Springfield armory as a breech loader and is not a 
conversion. Breech block shows plum brown that matches the hammer well. 1864 sideplate also shows a patina finish. Barrel was bright and shows a lot of patina with 
some very fine pinprick pitting throughout. 3 bands show bright turning to patina with some fine pitting. Cleaning rod is good. Wood shows light to moderate dents and 
nicks but not many. Buttplate shows patina with fine pitting on high spots. Bayonet shows patina with light to moderate scattered pitting throughout. Overall a very nice 
example of a not often found conversion. Sling dry but pliable with no tears or repairs. (was 01-942/01-1233 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 1000 - 1500. VIEW PHOTO
 
1325.    Swiss Model 1863 Military Version of 1876 to Milbank-Amsler “Trapdoor” Breech Loading System. Cal. 10.5mm. S# 1717 top front rec., 242 top bbl., 
3095 left butt. Overall condition is good. Bore is bright and shiny though slightly dark in the grooves. Military Issue Single Shot Musket Conversion. Musket appears to 
have been painted, showing black enamel on breech block and barrel with a significant amount of scratches showing brown patina underneath. Bands show a nice rich 
blue showing better than 80% as does the trigger guard. Buttplate, rear tang and sideplate are all case hardened showing very nice colors. Ramrod is a possible 
replacement. Wood is very good showing only light bruising which is few and far between and is number 390 embossed in the stock. A nice musket that should look 
better if paint is removed. (was 01-417/01-1115 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 300 - 500. VIEW PHOTO
 
1326.    Swiss Model 1863 Military Issue Single Shot Musket Conversion of 1876 to Milbank-Amsler “Trapdoor” Breech Loading System. Cal. 10.5mm. S# 
6899.  Overall condition is very good. Bore is bright, shiny, somewhat dark in grooves.  Barrel shows better than 90% of brown with no pitting or abuse visible. Front 
barrel band shows good finish but with a couple of heavier scratches in it. Middle 2 bands show bright blue in near excellent condition. Trigger guard assembly shows 
thinning 90% blue with nitride blue screws present throughout the rifle. Breech block, buttplate and sideplate all show very prominent mellowing case colors while 
hammer and rear tang are somewhat patina. Sling is soft and pliable. (was 01-418/01-1116 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 400 - 600.  VIEW PHOTO
 
1327.    Swiss Model Circa 1817 Military Issue Smooth Bore Single Shot Musket Converted to Percussion in Circa 1842. Cal. Approx. 70. S# 1185. Overall 
condition is fair to good. Bore is good showing some very light pitting throughout. Shows bare metal turned to patina with some very fine pitting throughout. Lockplate 
also bright. All other hardware is brass with a coppery tint. Wood is good with only minor bruising and no cracks or chips and is numbered to the gun. Sling is soft and 
pliable though slightly dry. Ramrod also in good condition. Overall condition is good. (was 01–419/01-1117 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 400 - 600. VIEW PHOTO
 
1328.    Swiss Model 1851/1867 Milbank-Amsler Conversion Breech Loading “Trapdoor” Single Shot Military Issue Rifle (Conversion of Model 1851 Rifle 
Musket) with Bayonet. Cal. 10.5mm. S# 1173. Overall condition is good. Bore is bright though dark in the grooves. Little finish remaining, mostly turning brown. 
Bayonet is not numbered to the gun and shows a couple spots of moderate pitting on it. Double set triggers function and work very well. Schuetzen buttplate has very 
nice patina as has the sideplate and hammer. Trigger guard also shows a mellow, smooth patina. Stock is overall good with what appears to be a repaired crack 
extending about 10” from the front of the trigger guard which blends very well. One screw is missing in the rear swivel mount. (was 01-423/01-1121 / BK / BS) Antique. 
Est. $ 300 - 500. VIEW PHOTO 
 
1329.    Swiss Model 1842 Cantonal Percussion Smoothbore Military Issue Single Shot Musket by A. Francotte, Belgium with Bayonet. Cal. 18mm 
Smoothbore. S#  6072. Overall condition is good. Bore is overall good with dirt and light corrosion. Shows a bright finish with light scattered corrosion on the barrel and 
bands. Breech block, sideplate and hammer and trigger and buttplate show more of a patina with light scattered pitting present. Buttstock shows good condition with a 
“TC” in a circle embossed in the left hand side over the serial number and another proof in the right hand side. Other than that, light and moderate scattered nicks. (was 
01-433/01-1131 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 300 - 500. VIEW PHOTO 
 
1330.    Swiss (Vaud) Rifle Musket Model 1842 Converted in 1867 to Millbank-Amsler Breech Loading “Trapdoor” system with Bayonet. Cal. .71/.72.  S# 
14673. Overall condition is fair to good. Bore is good with very fine rifling, bright and shiny. Shows a bright barrel and bands with fine scattered corrosion throughout. 
Has been lightly cleaned. Trigger guard and buttplate are bright metal showing just a little scattered corrosion. Breech block, sideplate and hammer are all blued 
showing about 75-80% of finish with a slight patina. Wood is good with one chip and repair approx. halfway down barrel in front of middle band and scattered light to 
moderate dings throughout. Otherwise no cracks or splits. Sling is old and well used but soft and pliable with no tears. (was 01-434/01-1132 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 
300 - 500. VIEW PHOTO
 
1331.    Swiss Model 1851 Sharpshooter’s Rifle Converted to Model 1867 Millbank-Amsler Breech Loading Trapdoor Single Shot Rifle with Bayonet. Cal. 
10.5mm. S# 620 (101 on barrel, 269 on most parts) Overall condition is fair. Bore has strong rifling but dark in grooves. Plum and brown finish and scattered light 
pitting throughout. Bayonet is clean and bright with a few small spots of scattered pitting. Wood shows fair with some very minor scuffing and one repair about 3” in front 
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of the front sight on the left side as well as a very fine crack where the sideplate screw comes through the left side. Double set triggers function well. Sling is dry and has 
a hallmark in it but has no rips or tears and slight cracking is beginning. (was 01-435/01-1133 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 300 - 500.  VIEW PHOTO
 
1332.    Swiss Cantonal Model 1842 Cadet Percussion Single Shot Smoothbore Musket for Cadets, La Chaux de-Fonts by Beuret-Freres, Liege, Belgium with 
Bayonet. Cal. Approx. 57. S# 98. Overall condition is good. Bore shows slight corrosion. Rifle has been cleaned entirely. Scattered light pitting on all metal. Bands and 
lockplate no longer fit properly from cleaning. Trigger guard and buttplate fit fairly well. Wood is in fair to good condition having been cleaned and revarnished but shows 
well. Still has legible hallmark in the stock. (was 01-436/01-1134 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 300 - 500. VIEW PHOTO
 
1333.    Swiss Infantry Rifle Model 1817, modified 1842/1859, Preliz-Burnand Conversion from Flintlock (French Model 1777) with Bayonet. Cal. 18mm. S# 
2075. Overall condition is fair. Bore is fair showing dust and light rust. Typical flintlock era musket that has been updated to percussion. Shows bright metal turning 
patina with some scattered light pitting throughout. Wood is similar to metal in wear and shows moderate scuffing throughout with no significant cracks or breaks. (was 
01-437/01-1135 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 300 - 500. VIEW PHOTO
 
1334.    Turkish Peabody-Martini Model 1872 Lever Action Single Shot Military Issue Service Rifle with Bayonet. Cal. 11mm. S# 382868 (Arabic). Overall 
condition is good plus. Bore is bright, slightly dark in the grooves and shows moderate use. Real nice example of a Turkish Martini showing nearly all blue. Barrel and 
receiver retain better than 90% original blue with just a small scratch through nomenclature on receiver and two very small clusters of fine pitting on barrel. Barrel bands 
show better than 90% bright blue finish. Front wood is very good with a few slight scuffs and a slight nick. Buttstock shows better than good with just very minor scuffing 
and crisp inspector marks. Bayonet is bright in finish and has scattered light pitting mostly on the handle. Wooden handles are worn. (was 01-440/01-1138 / BK / BS) 
Antique. Est. $ 400 - 600. VIEW PHOTO
 
1335.    Portuguese Model 1885 Guedes-Castro Single Shot Dropping Block Military Issue Rifle. Cal. 8mm. S# 8346. Overall condition is fair to good. Bore is 
reasonably bright and dark in grooves with moderate wear. Bayonet in very good condition inscribed and dated 1886 on top of the blade. Receiver and barrel show 
about 75% of blue with scattered light to moderate pitting. Front hand guard shows fair condition with some fairly heavy gouges on bottom about halfway down, the rest 
are light to moderate. Buttstock shows moderate dings and scuffs with serial numbers and inspectors stamps present and the initial “MJS” inscribed by hand in the left 
side. Sling is in good condition, soft and pliable with most original finish. (was 01-441/01-1139 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 100 - 200. 
VIEW PHOTO
 
1336.    Swedish Model 67/69 Rolling Block. Cal. 8mm. S# 2612. Overall condition is fair. Bore is poor and pitted. Receiver shows light case colors, mostly faded. 
Barrel shows about 60-65% thinning blue. Wood shows very nice having sharp finger grooves and no major dents and scuffs in forearm or buttstock. Buttplate shows 
gray gun metal starting to patina with some fine pitting. (was 01-446/01-1144 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 300 - 500. VIEW PHOTO
 
1337.    German Manufactured “Pottsdam” Single Shot Smoothbore Percussion Musket used in U.S. Civil War—Model Circa 1847.  Cal. 72. S# 7957. Overall 
condition is good. Bore is good with scattered moderate pitting and the remainder bright and shiny. Barrel and lock assembly show a gray brown patina with scattered 
fine pitting throughout. Brass bands and trigger guard have mellowed nicely with the trigger guard showing just a few nicks.  Steel buttplate is patina with moderate 
pitting.  Buttstock shows good with a couple of moderate nicks but mostly light dings. Overall a pretty nice Pottsdam musket. (was 01-989/01-1277 / BK / BS) Antique. 
Est. $ 400 - 600. VIEW PHOTO
 
1338.    Austrian Model Circa 1847 (1852) Percussion Musket—the “Garibaldi Rifle” of the Augustin Type. Cal. Approx. 72. S#  10. Overall condition is fair to 
good. Bore is poor with moderate to heavy pitting in the grooves. Shows brown patina with light patches of scattered pitting throughout and heavier area on rear sight 
and on the “unique” knife blade bayonet.  Brass furniture shows a nice even mellowing. Wood shows fair with front swivel missing and some moderate nicking below the 
rear sight. Otherwise light scuffing. Still has varnish. (was 01-990/01-1278 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 400 - 600. VIEW PHOTO
 
1339.    Antique Percussion Shotgun with Potomac Lock, Half Stocked, Brass Fitting, Ramrod, probably British manufacture, proof marks on barrel. 10 Ga. 
NSN. Overall condition is good.  Bore is brown with moderate to heavy scattered pitting.  Moderate to heavy pitting around the nipple. Moderate scattered rust on the 
Potomac musket lock. Barrel shows nice smooth gray brown patina for the most part and has 2 significant digs about 6” in front of the breech. Wooden cleaning rod is 
present and in good condition. Half stock buttstock is good with a couple of moderate dents and a significant coat of varnish. Trigger guard is brass with patina. Buttplate 
is bright and appears to have been cleaned. (was 01-950/01-1241 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 200 - 300. VIEW PHOTO
 
1340.    Harper’s Ferry (Conversion) Musket Circa 1822. Cal. 69. NSN.  Overall condition is poor. Bore is heavily pitted as is the barrel. Action functions. Appears to 
have been cut down to a 2 band rifle from a 3 band musket showing poor condition throughout with heavy pitting on sideplate, hammer barrel and bands. More 
moderate on the trigger guard and buttplate. Homemade wooden ramrod is repaired but present as well as a sticker on the bottom in front of the trigger guard saying 
“Black Eagle” and the initials “TH” on left side of buttstock behind the sideplate support screws. (was 01-949/01-1240 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 300 - 500. VIEW PHOTO
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1341.    Marlin-Ballard 1861/64 Single Shot Rifle with Original Sling. Cal. 46RF. S# 9578.Overall condition is good. Bore is bright and shiny with sharp rifling and 
little wear.  30” round barrel shows 95% or better of a nice bright blue with the three bands showing some degree of corrosion and surface rust. Receiver shows a blend 
of blue and patina covering 90% with  couple of very small bright spots. Breech block and hammer show mottled case colors with patent info roll died in left side of 
hammer. Front wood shows very good with a few minor nicks and dings. Buttstock shows slightly better with less dings that are even less significant. Sling dry but good 
with no rips or tears. (was 01-913/01-1204 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 600 - 1200. VIEW PHOTO
 
1342.    Remington No. 2 Rolling Block Rifle. Cal. 32RF. S# 22885. Overall condition is good. Bore is somewhat bright but well worn. Nice appearing little rolling block 
with a case colored receiver that is mottling pretty much all the way through with very good blue on the hammer and breech block itself. Barrel shows approx. 85% of the 
bright Remington blue of that period with  several nicks and small dents through out. Front wood shows very good with a couple of light dings in it. Buttstock also very 
good with a couple light dings. Buttplate shows much of original case hardening. (was 01-912/01-1203 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 300 - 500. VIEW PHOTO 
 
1343.    Norwegian Model 1894 Krag Rifle. Cal. 6.5. S# 50. Overall condition is good plus. Bore is bright and shiny. Barrel action retains better than 90% original blue 
with some minor scattered corrosion present. Bolt shows an even patina overall with a blued extractor showing some patches of corrosion. Case hardened trigger guard 
and barrel bands have mellowed to a gray patina. Sling swivels are not present. Non-matching bayonet shows good plus overall with just a little discoloration on the 
blade. Hand guard and numbered buttstock show good plus with only fine scuffing present and a coat of varnish. (was 07-1488 / 01-1295 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 1000 
- 1500. VIEW PHOTO
 
1344.    Norwegian Model 1894 Krag Rifle. Cal. 6.5. S#  578. Overall condition is good. Bore is bright showing some wear. Receiver of this 1897 dated rifle shows 
better than 95% original blue with half a dozen light nicks just above the backing plate. Extractor shows a nice nitride blue with about 90% coverage. Magazine and 
backing plate show better than 90% blue as does the barrel. Case hardened barrel bands and trigger guard show very light case colors left. Bright bolt shows patina on 
the handle and cocking piece. Bayonet shows fair to poor with scattered light pitting throughout. Buttstock and hand guard show good with mostly light and some 
moderate scuffing present and a heavy coat of varnish. (was 07-1489 / 01-1296 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 600 - 800. VIEW PHOTO
 
1345.    Springfield Model 1894/96 Krag Bolt Action Rifle with Bayonet. Cal. 30. S# 20743. Overall condition is good. Bore is good though somewhat pitted in the 
grooves. Receiver retains approx. 50% finish with the balance turning to a gray mottled patina. Bolt and extractor showing ‘96 updates with the bolt showing patina and 
a small cluster of very fine pitting on the extractor approx. halfway down. Barrel shows better than 80% strong blue with the barrel bands showing about the same. Stock 
appears to be original to the gun as you can see the cleaning rod filler in the bottom with reasonably sharp finger grooves, cartouche present but not legible. 1895 
bayonet with later style scabbard shows very good condition. Original Rock Island embossed leather sling is dry but has no tears present. (07-1232/01-1290 / BK / BS) 
Curio. Est. $ 1000 - 2000. VIEW PHOTO
 
1346.    Belgian Mauser Model 1889 Military Issue Bolt Action Repeating Service Rifle by Hopkins & Allen, Norwich, CT. Cal. 7.65mm. NSN.  Overall condition is 
near excellent. Bore is bright and shiny. Shows better than 98% of its original blue finish with slight wear and a couple light scratches here and there. Muzzle cap and 
cleaning rod are bright with the front band turning plum. Middle band and trigger guard show better than 98% original blue. Buttplate is mottled plum showing almost a 
case-hardened look. Buttstock is very good plus with just a few scattered handling marks. Bayonet is fair having been cleaned. Sling is good but very dry. (was 07-
1283 / 01-1291 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 600 - 900. VIEW PHOTO
 
1347.    GEW 91/93 Carbine by Erfurt. Cal. 8mm. S# 7094D. Overall condition is fair to good. Bore is bright and shiny. Receiver is bright with scattered light pitting. 
Bolt also bright. Barrel shows blue faded to brown, approx. 80% with some scuffing on the front half that appears to have been cleaned. Front nose cap shows better 
than 70% bright blue turning to brown. Middle band shows only gray patina. Trigger guard and floorplate assembly are blue turning to an even brown. No dust cover 
present. Buttplate bright with scattered spotting on edges. Buttstock is good with one or two moderate scuffs and the rest fine scuffing. Bayonet overall is good. (was 01-
993/01-1281 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 400 - 600. VIEW PHOTO 
 
1348.    German KAR Model 1883/88 Carbine by Erfurt. Cal. 8mm. S# 466. Overall condition is fair to good. Bore is slightly dark with just a little bit of frosting. 
Receiver shows bright with heavy patina spotting that does not appear to be pitting. Numbered bolt is bright with heavy patina on the handle. Barrel shows brown overall 
showing better than 90% with a couple of significant dents on the top. Numbered bands show patina with fine rust starting. Front cap and sight protector shows a unit 
marking. Trigger guard and floorplate assembly show heavy patina and some scattered fine pitting. Dust cover is present. Buttplate shows heavy patina. Sling is present 
but is delaminating. (was 01-992/01-1280 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 300 - 500. VIEW PHOTO
 
1349.    German Mauser Model 1871 Single Shot Bolt Action Military Issue Service Rifle with Bayonet. Cal. 11mm. S# 182. Overall condition is good. Bore is 
bright and shiny with very good rifling. Bare metal receiver covered with patina shows mellow, browning of barrel shows better than 90%. Rear band shows approx. 50% 
fading to patina. Middle barrel band shows better than 90% with a couple light nicks or scuffs and front barrel band shows approx. 65-70% blue blending to patina. 
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Cleaning rod present showing patina and light scattered pitting. Trigger guard assembly shows approx. 70% blue with scattered nicks and patina. Buttplate is bright with 
a small approx. 1” patch of pitting at very top edge. Buttstock shows good plus showing some scuffs in varnish but very little as far as physical damage, just a nick or 
two. (was 01-985 /01-1273/ BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 300 - 500. VIEW PHOTO 
 
1350.    Amberg 71/84 Bolt Action Military Rifle with Bayonet. Cal. 11mm. S# 88333. Overall condition is good. Bore is bright and shiny. Receiver and bolt show 
bright with the only blue being the bolt screw and the safety spring. Barrel shows approx. 85-90% original arsenal type blue. Barrel bands on this matching rifle show 
better than 90% original blue with the front one showing light scratching and the rear one showing slight corrosion on the bottom  muzzle cap and sight protector is 
present.  Bayonet shows overall good condition and some very fine scattered pitting present. Leather scabbard is also good  frog is slightly dry. Trigger guard assembly 
shows approx. 90% of a bright rich blue and a couple very minor nicks. Even floorplate screws are numbered. Numbered buttplate and screws are bright with a little 
scattered patina near the top. Also has unit markings on top of buttplate. Buttstock is good showing very minor nicks and dents throughout. Very good inspector and sub-
inspector stamps in butt end. (was 01-984/01-1272 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 300 - 500. VIEW PHOTO 
 
1351.    French Gras Model 1874 Military Issue Single Shot Bolt Action Rifle, Converted to 22LR. Cal. 22LR.
S# 52899. Overall condition is good to very good. Bore is bright and shiny with no pitting or corrosion.  This 1874 Gras has been redone into a training rifle in 22 caliber 
showing strong blue as refinished. Bolt assembly is bright and shows near excellent with just a little bit of patina starting and some dried grease. Receiver shows about 
98% arsenal finish. Barrel shows approx. 80% of the same arsenal applied finish with a few areas of minor to moderate spotting present. Bands show approx. 98% 
coverage with fine pitting underneath. Cleaning rod assembly is excellent as a 22 replacement. Trigger guard is bright showing patina in overall good condition, minimal 
corrosion. Buttplate shows bright with approx. the top third showing mild to moderate pitting. Buttstock shows light scarring and bruising throughout with one moderate 
dent along receiver on left side. Is numbered to the gun. French proof on right of stock is prominent and legible. Sling seems a little dry but is pliable and in reasonable 
condition. (was 01-972/01-1260 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 400 - 600. VIEW PHOTO 
 
1352.    French Model 1886/93 Bolt Action Military Carbine with Spiked Bayonet. Cal.8mm Lebel. S# R39504. Overall condition is good. Bore is bright and slightly 
dark in grooves. Mismatched bolt. Receiver shows 80-85% original finish, slightly thin in a couple areas. Barrel shows approx. 70% original finish turned thin in areas. 
Barrel may have some touch up blue on it. Front and middle barrel bands show patina/cold blue with pitting underneath. Floor plate and trigger guard also show pitting 
and some degree cold blue. Hand guard has an arsenal repair that measures 1” x 1 1/2” about 2” in front of middle barrel band. Buttstock is good without significant 
dents of dings but has a pressure crack forward of the buttplate about 3” long on the left, not extending to the left side. Bayonet shows patina and scattered pitting 
throughout. (was 01-968/01-1257 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 150 - 200. VIEW PHOTO 
  
1353.    Bavarian Werder “Lightning Rifle” Model Circa 1874 Single Shot Dropping Block Military Issue Rifle. Cal. 11mm. S# 114889.  Overall condition is fair to 
good. Bore is good and dark in grooves. Retains about 70% blue turned brown on receiver. Barrel retains about 75% of a dull military blue. Barrel bands show 75-80% 
blue turning brown with a small scratches in the front one. Cleaning rod is good with a little patina on the end. Trigger guard is 90% blue turning patina on the flats. 
Buttplate shows a good strong 90% blue. Buttstock shows a couple of heavy bruises on the front third and light to moderate from there back. (was 01-967/01-1256 / BK / 
BS) Antique. Est. $ 300 - 500. 
VIEW PHOTO
 
1354.    French Model 1866/93 Bolt Action Rifle. Cal. 8mm Lebel. S# AB29434. Overall condition is good. Bore is bright and shiny but dark in grooves. Shows 
approx. 75% finish on receiver with coating over it and wear on left hand side and couple minor scratches on right hand side. Barrel shows approx. 70% original finish 
with protective coating with thinning on top. Bayonet is fair with light to moderate pitting. Barrel bands show better than 90% original blue. Trigger guard is bright metal 
with some patina. Butt pate is about 70% thinning blue. Front wood is in good condition with one moderate nick about a third away from the muzzle, the rest scattered 
fine bruising. Rear buttstock shows very good with a couple of minor dings. Small number “12-J” is painted on buttstock in red. Sling is in excellent condition. (was 01-
966/01-1255 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 300 - 500.  VIEW PHOTO
 
1355.    French Model 1866/74 Gras Bolt action Single Shot Cartridge Military Issue Service Rifle with Bayonet. Cal.  91199. Overall condition is fair to good. 
Bore is bright and shiny. Receiver shows better than 90% plum blue finish. Bolt showing heavy patina when closed. Non-exposed parts are bright. Barrel bands show 
better than 80% blue with the balance showing brown patina. Cleaning rod is good. Trigger guard assembly and buttplate are bare metal. Trigger guard is bare metal, 
buttplate shows patina with light and moderate pitting throughout. Wood shows light to moderate dents and scuffs throughout with a hole approx. 3/8” drilled halfway 
through the right hand side approx. 2 1/2”-3” in front of the buttplate right through the middle of some sort of inspection stamp. Bayonet shows good plus condition with 
very little corrosion on the blade and the guard showing patina. Frog is dry but very good condition. (was 01-934/01-1225 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 300 - 500. VIEW 
PHOTO 
 
1356.    French Chassepot Model 1866 Needle Fire Rifle with Bayonet. Cal. 11mm French. S# F59460. Overall condition is fair to good. Bore is good. All matching 
numbers. All metal is bright. Barrel and receiver has patina with light scattered pitting. Barrel bands shows brighter with less patina as does the trigger guard assembly. 
Buttplate shows patina with light to moderate scattered pitting throughout. Buttstock is good with only light dings and no moderate or serious dents or scrapes present. 
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Mechanics work well. Sling is good, just a little dry. Bayonet overall shows very good with just a few blemishes throughout, more on the guard than the blade.  Scabbard 
and frog are good. (was 01-930/01-1221 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 300 - 500. VIEW PHOTO
 
1357.    Indian or Nepalese Manufactured Martini System Single Shot Lever Action Military Issue Rifle - Model Unknown - Circa 1870’s/1880’s with Bayonet. 
Cal. 577. S# 286. Overall condition is good. Bore is frosty. Receiver shows 90-95% brushed blue with some fine scattered spotting throughout. Barrel shows 90% of the 
same blue as the receiver with some bright spots up toward the front from having a bayonet on it at some point. Bands show 80% blue which is pluming. Front hand 
guard shows good with some light nicking a just a couple moderate dings toward the rear. Buttstock appears sanded and refinished as it is slightly small around the 
buttplate and shows good condition with a couple of slight dents and nothing more. Buttplate shows plum with very little corrosion present. Cocking lever shows a 
foreign characters and retains about 80% pluming blue. Receiver also has characters preceding from the rear of the breech block halfway down the tang. (was 01-
487/01-1165 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 400 - 600. VIEW PHOTO
 
1358.    French Manufactured Experimental Model Circa 1887 Japanese Morata Repeating Bolt Action Magazine Fed Military Service Rifle. Cal. 8mm. 
NSN. Overall condition is good externally. Rifle has a mechanical problem as the bolt will not open, therefore the bore can not be inspected. Receiver retains 98% of a 
military type blue while the bolt assembly is bright. Barrel is unexposed. Rear sight assembly shows 90% blue with light scattered pitting as do the front and middle 
bands. Trigger guard assembly and grip safety show better than 98% original blue. One piece front and guard assembly shows light and moderate scuffing throughout. 
Buttstock shows a little better with only light scuffing. Buttplate shows patina with a 1 1/2” x 1” patch of pitting at the top edge. (was 01-483/01-1163 / BK / BS) Antique. 
Est. $ 300 - 500. VIEW PHOTO
 
1359.    Swiss Vetterli Model 1878 Bolt Action Rifle. Cal. 43. S# 161860. Overall condition is good. Bore is good showing moderate use. Metal of gun shows approx. 
80-85% blue with light surface rust and spotting throughout. Bands show slightly better. All external numbers appear to match. Front hand guard shows one moderate 
scuff just in front of the middle band otherwise light scratches and dings and good proof marks. Buttstock shows light to moderate scuffing and depressions. Numbered 
buttplate about 90% blue with surface rust starting on tang. (was 01-444/01-1142 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 300 - 500. VIEW PHOTO 
 
1360.    Swiss Vetterli Model 1871/1878 Tubular Magazine Bolt Action Military Rifle with Bayonet. Cal. 41 Swiss RF. S# 31058.  Overall condition is good plus. 
Bore is good, somewhat bright with strong rifling. Case hardened receiver retains good finish, about 80% with mellowing colors. Bolt bright with some oxidation present. 
Barrel and bands show better than 90% of a plum blue with some fine oxidation on the front half of the barrel. Front hand guard is very good plus with one or two small 
bruises. Buttstock shows a bit more bruising. Matching trigger guard and floorplate assembly is nice showing patina throughout. Bayonet bright with moderate scattered 
pitting. Sling is very dry but intact. (was 01-415/01-1113 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 300 - 500. VIEW PHOTO
 
1361.    Winchester 10 Ga. Salute Canon. (Not repro.) Overall condition is good. Bore is bright but slightly pitted. Cast Iron carriage shows good. Canon and carriage 
show approx. 65% of the original black paint. (02-1118 / BK / BS).Est. $ 600 - 800. VIEW PHOTO 
 
1362.    Swiss 1878 Short Sword/Bayonet.  Overall condition is very good. Marked on blade “S.J.G. Neuhausen”. Blade is bright and shiny. Leather scabbard has 
some cracklature. Est. $ 250 - 350. VIEW PHOTO 
  
1363.    Six European Bayonets including a French 1842, two Belgian 1868s, an Italian 1856, an Austrian-Werndl, and a British 1887. Est. $ 350 - 450.  VIEW PHOTO 
1   VIEW PHOTO 2 
 
1364.    Lot of Six U.S. Springfield Bayonets. Overall condition is good. Est. $ 200 - 300.  VIEW PHOTO
 
1365.    Lot of 9 Japanese Bayonets. Includes three with wooden scabbards. Overall condition is fair to good. Est. $ 600 - 800. 
VIEW PHOTO
 
1366.    Lot of 8 Foreign Bayonets. Seven for Martini Henrys, one unknown. Overall condition is good. Est. $ 250 - 350. VIEW PHOTO
 
1367.    Lot of 15 European Bayonets. From various countries in various conditions. Est. $ 300 - 400.  VIEW PHOTO
 
1368.    Lot of 15 German and French Bayonets.  Includes 5 French Lebel, German GEW98s, 1871 Mausers, and SMLE. All in various conditions. Est. $ 300 - 400.  
VIEW PHOTO 
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1369.    Lot of 20 Russian Bayonets.  17 are 1891 Nagant spike bayonets and 3 are SVT 38/40 bayonets. Overall condition is good. Est. $ 500 -650.   VIEW 
PHOTO                                       
 
1370.    Lot of 10 European Bayonets. Includes Austrian, Russian, Belgian, Dutch, Norwegian, and Yugoslavian. Overall condition is good with some scabbards 
missing. Est. $ 300 - 400. VIEW PHOTO 1    VIEW PHOTO 2  
 
1371.    2 U.S. Bayonets. 1 PF Justice Civil War and 1 1847 Ames Musketoon. Neither has scabbard. Est. $ 400 - 600. VIEW PHOTO
 
1372.    9 Bayonets.  Includes 3 Swiss Vetterli, 2 Swiss flintlocks, 3 Dutch, and 1 unknown. Overall condition is good. Est. $ 250 - 350.  VIEW PHOTO
                                                                                                                                                                                
1373.    Winchester Marked Bayonet for an 1895 Musket. Overall condition is very good. Scabbard has slight surface blemishing. Est. $ 150 - 250.  VIEW PHOTO
 
1374.    Lot of 3 Remington Bayonets.  1 for Remington rolling block. Condition is very good with scabbard. Other two are both for an 1895 musket. Overall conditions 
are good with no blemishes on blades and no scabbards. Est. $ 200 - 300.  VIEW PHOTO
 
1375.    Lot of 5 U.S. Bayonets/Machetes.  Including two Winchester Model 1895 bayonets with scabbards, a 1941 Johnson Rifle bayonet with scabbard, 1911 SA 
Hospital Bolo w/ 1908 scabbard, and one 1945 Collins machete. Overall condition is good on all. Est. $ 550 - 750. VIEW PHOTO 
            
1376.    Lot of 7 Swiss Machetes.  Includes 6 for Schmidt Rubin and 1 Swiss Vetterli saw back. Overall condition is good and all have scabbards. Est. $ 500 - 700.  
VIEW PHOTO
            
1377.    Webley MK-VI Revolver Bayonet. Dated 1916. Overall condition is very good with scabbard. Est. $ 650 - 800.  VIEW PHOTO
 
1378.    Lot of 9 Bayonets.   Includes 4 1917 bayonets and scabbards, 3 WWI 1917 scabbards, and 2 Vietnam 1917 bayonets with scabbards. Overall condition is 
good. Est. $ 450 - 600.  VIEW PHOTO 1 VIEW PHOTO 2
 
1379.    9 Bayonets with Scabbards. Includes three 10” M1 Garand bayonets, one 6” German M5 A1, 10” Italian for Garand, Philippine M16, Panamanian M16, Israeli 
M16, and a Dutch M4. Overall condition is good. Est. $ 350 - 500. VIEW PHOTO
 
1380.    Lot of 8 British Assault Weapon and Machine Gun Bayonets. Overall condition is very good. Est. $ 500 - 700. VIEW PHOTO
 
1381.    Lot of 7 Machetes and Knives. Includes a Plumb 1917-18 Bolo, an American Cutlery 1917-1918 Bolo, an Essay 1904-1912 Hospital Bolo, a French WWI 
trench knife, an American Cutlery 1917 trench knife, a Case WWII Bolo machete, and a Mill Mark II fighting knife. Overall condition is good. Est. $ 600 - 800. VIEW 
PHOTO
 
1382.    Lot of 17 Assorted British Bayonets. Various conditions, mostly good. Est. $ 500 - 700. VIEW PHOTO
 
1383.    Lot of 5 German Bayonets.  Includes two 1869 Wernders, an 1871, an 1848 Dresden, and an 1859 Jaeger. Overall condition is fair to good. Two without 
scabbards. Est. $ 300 - 400. VIEW PHOTO 1   VIEW PHOTO 2 
 
     1384.    Belgian Model 30 B.P.R. Bayonet with Scabbard. Overall condition is good. Pitting on metal scabbard. Est. $ 400 - 500. VIEW PHOTO
 
1385.    Lot of 6 Bayonets and Fighting Knives.  Includes three U.S. M3 fighting knives and scabbards and three U.S. M4 bayonets and scabbards. Overall condition 
is good. Est. $ 450 - 600.  VIEW PHOTO
 
1386.    Russian 1936 AUS Select Fire Rifle Bayonet. Overall condition is good. Blade is bright and shiny. Scabbard has some finish loss. Frog is present. Est. $ 600 - 
800. VIEW PHOTO
 
1387.    Swiss Mfg. Bush Knife/Short Sword. Made for Mexican Army. Circa. 1908-10. Overall condition is very good. Blade is bright and shiny. Scabbard has only 
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minor blemishes on leather. Est. $ 600 - 800.  VIEW PHOTO
 
1388.    Lot of 8 Bayonets. Includes a Japanese Murata Type 22, a Czech V Z 33, an Indonesian for Beretta, a BM59, a FN 1949, a Czech V Z-24, WWI GEW/98 saw 
back, a Japanese modified for a K98, and a Japanese Type 30. Overall condition is good. All have scabbards. Est. $ 500 - 700.  VIEW PHOTO
 
1389.    Pistol Rack for a 45 Colt 1911-A1. Mfg. at Naval Yard, Philadelphia, PA. Overall condition iv very good. Oxidation around brass screws. (02-1195•) Est. $ 250 - 
350. VIEW PHOTO
 
1390.    Navy Luger Holster. Marked on back L. Z. A.  J. Kanlsruhe. Overall condition is good with minor scuff marks.  With accompanying cleaning tool. Est. $ 250 - 
350. VIEW PHOTO
 
1391.    6 WWII Luger Holsters.  All German marked and in good condition. Est. $ 600 - 800. VIEW PHOTO
 
1392.    Lot of 15 WWII Secondary Pistol Holsters.   Mostly fair to good condition. Est. $ 500 - 700.  VIEW PHOTO 
 
1393.    9 U.S. 1911 Holsters.  Mostly fair to good condition. Est. $ 450 - 600.  VIEW PHOTO
 
1394.    Seven 1917 Revolver Holsters.  Good condition. Est. $ 500 - 600.  VIEW PHOTO
 
1395.    6 WWII Luger Holsters. German marked. All in good condition. Est. $ 650 - 900.  VIEW PHOTO 
 
1396.    Six 1911 Shoulder Holsters.  Fair condition. Est. $ 400 - 600.  VIEW PHOTO
 
1397.    15 German WWII Secondary Pistol Holsters.  Mostly fair to good condition. Est. $ 500 - 700.  VIEW PHOTO
   
1398.    6 Hardshell P38 Holsters.  All German marked. Overall condition is good. Est. $ 600 - 800.  VIEW PHOTO
 
1399.    Bergman 1896 Revolver Holster.  Fair condition. Est. $ 500 - 600.  VIEW PHOTO
   
1400.    4 WWI Imperial Luger Holsters.  Overall condition is fair to good. Est. $ 600 - 800.  VIEW PHOTO
 
1401.    5 German Reichs Revolver Holsters. Includes 2 for an 1883 and 3 for an 1879. Est. $ 250 - 350. VIEW PHOTO
 
1402.    8 Soft P38 Holsters. WWII marked. Overall condition is good. Est. $ 350 - 500.  VIEW PHOTO
 
1403.    4 Japanese Type 14 Mambu Holsters.  Includes 2 leather and 2 rubberized canvas. Overall condition is good. Est. $ 400 - 500.  VIEW PHOTO  
 
1404.    4 Japanese Type 14 Mambu Holsters. Overall condition is good with some scuffing. Est. $ 500 - 700.  VIEW PHOTO
            
1405.    Lot of 5 WWII German Holsters for Browning Hi-Power. Overall condition is fair to good. Est. $ 400 - 600.  VIEW PHOTO
 
1406.    7 Japanese Holsters. Includes 3 for a model 94 and 4 for a model 26. Overall condition is good. Est. $ 500 - 600.  
VIEW PHOTO
 
1407.    11 P-35 Radom Holsters. Nazi marked. Overall condition is good. Est. $ 500 - 700.  VIEW PHOTO
 
1408.    14 Browning Hi-Power Magazines. Includes 7 pre-war and Nazi occupation, 5 Ingis/ Canadian, 1 Belgian post war, and 1 L9-A1. Overall condition is good. 
Est. $ 500 - 700.  VIEW PHOTO 
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1409.    Japanese Magazine Lot.  Includes 5 Type 94 mags, 2 Type 14 mags, 12 cleaning rods (Type 14), and 11 firing pins. Overall condition is good. Est. $ 400 - 
600.  VIEW PHOTO
 
1410.    27 German WWII Secondary Pistol Magazines. Overall condition is good. Est. $ 400 - 500.  VIEW PHOTO
 
1411.    26 German WWII Secondary  Pistol Magazines. Overall condition is good. Est. $ 400 - 500.  VIEW PHOTO
 
1412.    23 WWII Luger Magazines. Mostly good condition. Est. $ 900 - 1200.  VIEW PHOTO
 
1413.    25 German WWII Secondary Pistol Magazines.  Mostly good condition. Est. $ 400 - 500.  VIEW PHOTO
 
1414.      8 Lahti Pistol Magazines. Overall condition is good. Est. $ 200 - 300.  VIEW PHOTO
 
1415.    15 Japanese Type 14 magazines. Overall condition is good. Est. $ 600 - 800.  VIEW PHOTO
 
1416.    17 American 22 cal. Magazine Lot. Includes 5 for a 1922 M-2, 3 for a Colt Ace, 4 for a Remington, 3 Mossberg, and 2 H&R 65. Overall condition is good. Est. 
$ 400 - 600. VIEW PHOTO
 
1417.    9 Tokarev Pistol Magazines. Overall condition is good. Est. $ 100 - 150.  VIEW PHOTO 
 
1418.    18 WWII P38 Magazines. Overall condition is good. Est. $ 450 - 650.  VIEW PHOTO
 
1419.    14 WWI Wood Bottom Luger Magazines. Overall condition is good. Est. $ 600 - 900.   VIEW PHOTO
 
1420.    U.S. Model 1943 Cavalry Saber. Marked SA 1914 on blade. Overall condition is good with some wear on blade  esp. on top by hilt. Canvas sheath is in good 
condition with minor scuff marks and stains. (02-939/ BS) Est. $ 500 - 700. VIEW PHOTO 
 
1421.    Model 1860 Cavalry Saber. Marked U.S. JH 1858 on blade. Overall condition is good with slight surface oxidation on blade. Scabbard has minor wear and 
slight discoloration on grips. (BS) Est. $ 500 - 600. VIEW PHOTO 
  
1422.    Civil War Era German Cavalry Saber. Marked F. Horster. Overall condition is very good. Scabbard is very good. Brass hilt and handle are near excellent. (02-
922/ BS) Est. $ 300 - 500. VIEW PHOTO 
 
1423.    Civil War Era Cup Hilted Bayonet/ Saber. Overall condition is good. Blade is marked A. & E.H. and has minor surface oxidation. Leather scabbard has 
scuffing and cracklature. Metal parts of scabbard have surface oxidation. (02-1100/ BS). Est. $ 300 - 400. VIEW PHOTO 
 
1424.    U.S. Model 1906 Cavalry Saber with Hanger. Blade is marked A.S. Co. 1906 on one side and U.S. J.H.C. on other. Overall condition is very good. Blade is 
bright and shiny. Scabbard is very good. Hilt has minor leather scuffs to surface. (02928/BS). Est. $ 200 - 300.  VIEW PHOTO  
     
1425.    Russian Cavalry Saber Dated 1910 with Original Bayonet and Belt. Overall condition is very good. Very minor oxidation on blade which is bright and shiny. 
Scabbard is very good with minor scuff marks. (02-1074/ BS). Est. $ 200 - 300.  VIEW PHOTO
 
1426.    English WWI Butcher Style Bayonet. Overall condition is very good. Blade is bright and shiny. Scabbard is very good with minor scuffing. Includes frog. (02-
1074/BS). Est. $ 250 - 350.  VIEW PHOTO
 
1427.    WWI Era English Cavalry Officer’s Saber. King George VI Style. Overall condition is very good. Blade is bright and shiny with all decoration very visible. 
Leather scabbard is very good. Comes with accompanying frog. (02-942/ BS). Est. $ 300 - 400. 
VIEW PHOTO
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1428.    NO LOT
 
1429.    Lot of 2 Hangers.
1. European Artillery Hanger. Overall condition is good. Blade is bright and shiny. Scabbard is very good with minor scuffing. Includes frog. 
2. Spanish Hanger. Overall condition is good with minor oxidation on blade. Scabbard has scuff marks. (02-915/ 02-1100/ BS). 
Est. $ 250 - 400. VIEW PHOTO
 
1430.    Lot of 2 Swords.
1. European Small Sword dated 1908. Overall condition is good. Blade is bright and shiny. Scabbard has considerable oxidation. 
2. Japanese Cavalry Saber. Overall condition is very good. Blade is bright and shiny. Scabbard is in very good condition. (02-926/ 02-936/ BS). Est. $ 200 - 300.   
VIEW PHOTO 1    VIEW PHOTO 2
 
1431.    Lot of 2 U.S. Swords. 
1. U.S. 1860 Militia Staff Sword. Overall condition is very good. Blade is bright and shiny with all decorations very visible. Scabbard has slight surface oxidation. 
2. U.S. Model 1902 Officer’s Sword. Made by Meyer. Overall condition is very good. All decoration is very visible. Scabbard has very minor oxidation.
(02-937/ 02-1074/ BS) Est. $ 200 - 300.  VIEW PHOTO 1    VIEW PHOTO 2
 
1432.    WWII Samurai Style Sword. Overall condition is good. Surface oxidation on blade. Scabbard is good with minor scuffing ands scratches. Grip is good with 
minor paint loss (02-918/ BS). Est. $ 200 - 300.  VIEW PHOTO
 
1433.    Japanese Sword with Ancient Blade and WWII Mounts.  Overall condition is fair with blade having wear and pitting. Scabbard has corrosion at bottom 1/3 
and lots of pitting at top 2/3. Blade is missing inserted sea-pearls set inside leather wrapping. (02-1074/ BS). Est. $ 200 - 300. VIEW PHOTO
 
1434.    Imperial German Navy Officer’s Sword by E & F Horster.  Beautiful triple engraved blade with Navy motif is in near excellent condition with no lifting, 
bubbling or pitting. The leather scabbard with brass fittings and double swivel rings is also in near excellent condition for it’s age. The leather is actually quite 
remarkable. The solid brass hilt with lion’s head, having the fore and aft eyes (red and green), has excellent detail. The white celluloid grip retains the double strand 
wrap and has no chips or cracks. Overall condition of this specimen is near excellent. (BS / BSS27). Est. $ 750 - 950.   VIEW PHOTO
 
1435.    German WWII Police Officer’s Sword by Emil Voos.  The matte finish on the blade is text book and rates very good with only minor wear. The black painted 
steel scabbard with nickel fittings retains 95% of the original paint. The plated fittings on the scabbard and “D” guard show light to moderate use. The black wooden 
handle with steel grip wrap has lost some of its color but has sustained no damage. The proper copper grip eagle is intact but retains no nickel finish. Complete with a 
very worn sword knot but also a very good black tear drop hanger. Overall condition is very good. (BS / BSS15). Est. $ 675 - 800. VIEW PHOTO
 
1436.    German WWII Army Officer’s Sword by Eickhorn.  This is the Prinz Eugen Model from the Field Marshall Series. Blade rates near excellent with no 
distractions. The black paint on the steel scabbard retains 75% finish and has one dent down towards the boot. The gilting on the “P” guard shows light to moderate 
wear but the handle, made of black celluloid with triple wire grip, is not damaged in any way. This is a desirable sword with the stylized eagle on the languet and a 
second eagle with closed wings in the pommel area. Complete with original sword knot. Overall condition is very good. (BS / BSS16). Est. $ 500 - 650. VIEW PHOTO
 
1437.    WWII German Luftwaffe Officer’s Sword by E & F Horster. The blade rates very good with a few slight nicks on the edge. There is a waffenamt on the 
reverse of the blade near the maker’s logo. This is an uncleaned nickel version. The fittings show some discoloration and use. The blue Moroccan leather on the 
scabbard does have some scuffing and a small portion is missing in a few areas. The leather on the handle rates very good with minor scuffing. The double stranded 
brass grip wrap is intact. This example is complete with the leather hanger. Overall condition is good. (BS / BSS6). Est. $ 550 - 650.  VIEW PHOTO
 
1438.    German WWII NCO Police Sword by Clemen & Jung. The blade is as near to excellent as you can get and has the matte finish. The leather buffer is intact 
underneath the crossguard. The scabbard retains 90% of the original black lacquered paint. The nickel plated hilt has never been cleaned and thus has a very dull 
appearance. The black ribbed handle with zinc police eagle emblem is in very good condition but the eagle retains none of the original nickel finish. This is complete with 
an Army dagger knot. Overall condition is very good. (BS / BSS17). Est. $ 375 - 500. VIEW PHOTO
 
1439.    19th Century French Officer’s Saber. The steel blade with fuller is in very good condition with light pitting and minor discoloration. It is stamped with a crown 
on the reverse of the blade which we presume designates the manufacturer. The steel scabbard with single swivel ring has no finish but is devoid of any majors dents or 
distractions. This has a full basket guard combined with a black wooden ribbed handle. Overall is very good. (BS / BSS11).  Est. $ 350 - 450. VIEW PHOTO 
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1440.    Imperial Prussian Officer’s Saber by F. Horster.  This features a triple engraved blade retaining nice detailing with the military motif. The blade itself is overall 
good with some old sharpening and dark spots. The steel scabbard with double swivel rings has a light coat of rust and 2 significant dents. This has an open full basket 
guard and black wooden handle. Overall condition is good. (BS / BSS4). Est. $ 250 - 325.  VIEW PHOTO 1    VIEW PHOTO 2 
 
1441.    Model 89 Prussian Officer’s Sword with Folding Guard by Weyersberg & Co..  This is a double engraved sword as used by the “2. Bad. Drag. Regt. No. 
21” (Second Company Badden Dragoon Regiment No. 21). The blade is in near excellent condition with fine detailing and no distractions. The black steel scabbard with 
single fixed ring retains the majority of it’s black anodized finish. It does have one dent. The nickel plated folding basket guard has the Prussian eagle. The black 
celluloid handle is near excellent. Overall condition is very good. (BS / BSS2). Est. $ 275 - 350. VIEW PHOTO
 
1442.    Prussian Artillery Officer’s Sword by E & F Horster. This is a German manufactured sword made for export to Switzerland. The blade has a cross in a circle 
stamped into the ricasso along with a stamping on the brown leather frog indicating Swiss export. The slightly curved steel blade has light discoloration and minor pitting 
but is overall in very good condition. There is also an issue number stamped on the blade but we did not find a corresponding number on the scabbard. The black 
leather scabbard with anodized steel fittings shows moderate use but is overall in sound condition. The steel “P” guard hilt is sound and the sharkskin grip retains the 
brass wire wrap. This is complete with a nicely marked brown leather frog and appropriate knot. Overall condition is very good. (BS / BSS13). Est. $ 275 - 350. VIEW 
PHOTO
 
1443.    WWII German Army Officer’s Sword by Anton Wingen. The nickel plated blade is in near excellent condition with no damage. The black painted steel 
scabbard retains 85% of it’s original paint. The highly detailed “P” guard hilt has a stubby winged political style eagle on the langet. This has the red glass eyes but one 
is missing. Complete with bayonet knot. Overall condition is very good. (BS / BSS26). Est. $ 275 - 350. VIEW PHOTO
 
1444.    Model 89 Imperial German Officer’s Sword by Clemen & Jung.   Nickel plated blade rates very good with some minor lifting and discoloration. The straight 
steel scabbard retains 60% of it’s original paint and has one dent down towards the bottom. The solid brass hilt has a folding guard with the Imperial Eagle. The black 
celluloid handle with triple wire wrap and the brass monogram for Wilhelm II is intact and as a matter of fact is in very nice condition. Interior of hilt retains the leather 
finger guard. This example is complete with a good leather sword knot and a nice set of fabric hangers. Overall is in very good condition. (BS / BSS19). Est. $ 225 - 300. 
VIEW PHOTO
 
1445.    Imperial Vintage Officer’s Saber made by Waffenfabrik in Newhausen. Outstanding example with blade rating near excellent. The anodized finish on the 
steel scabbard is virtually intact. This has a single swivel ring on the scabbard to which a leather strap hanger is attached. The basket guard hilt has grooved thumb 
button and leather finger guard. Black wooden handle is intact with no significant damage. Overall very good. (BS / BSS3). Est. $ 250 - 325.  VIEW PHOTO  
 
1446.    Imperial Cavalry Saber.   Heavy duty sword with curved steel blade which rates near excellent with no damage whatsoever. The steel scabbard retains approx. 
50% of the anodizing and has one fixed ring. The hilt has a steel “P” guard which retains not finish and has some light discoloration. The handle is made of a ribbed 
brown wood. Overall condition is very good. (BS / BSS9). Est. $ 250 - 325. VIEW PHOTO
 
1447.    Imperial Vintage Officer’s Saber.  Made by Weyersberg Kirschbaum & Co. and for export as the reverse of the blade is stamped with a crest and says 
“Modelo Sable” and other words we could not make out. This is an issue sword which has the numbers “1965” stamped on the blade and also on the scabbard. The 
blade has some very slight sharpening but overall grades very good. The steel scabbard is anodized and retains nearly 95% of the finish. The scabbard is set up with a 
single swivel ring. The steel hilt has a full basket guard including a crest which we were not able to identify. This is an oval with a pair of shaking hands and a stick with a 
floppy hat. Above the oval is a rising sun. it has a black celluloid handle with ribbed thumb groove which has one age crack. Overall very good condition. (BS / BSS12). 
Est. $ 200 - 275. VIEW PHOTO
 
1448.    British Commonwealth Officer’s Sword. The blade is stamped “Made in England” and has a maker’s monogram on the reverse of the blade that resembles 
the Star of David. The double engraved blade has the Royal Crest and is engraved “GR VI” for King George VI. Blade has no damage and rates near excellent. The 
brown pebbled leather scabbard has minor scuffing but overall rates near excellent. The leather frog is a large configuration with double belt straps. The huge nickel 
plated basket hilt is deeply engraved with a filigree design. The sharkskin wrapped grip still retains the single strand wire wrapping. Overall condition is very good. (BS / 
BSS10). Est. $ 150 - 225. VIEW PHOTO 
 
1449.    Swiss Officer’s Saber made by Speyer Behm & Co. in Bern.   This has a nickel plated triple engraved blade with a large cross in the center with rays 
emanating from the sides of the cross. The blade is in very good condition with minor lifting and discoloration. The nickel plated steel scabbard retains the majority of the 
plate and rates very good. There is an engraving which translates to “Through Struggle to Victory”. This is on the upper portion of the obverse of the scabbard. The 
basket guard has the Swiss Cross and has nice engraving and detailing. The handle is made of shark skin with triple wire wrap. It also has a leather finger guard. 
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Complete with ornate appropriate sword knot. Overall condition is very good. (BS / BSS5.). Est. $ 175 - 250.  VIEW PHOTO
 
1450.    Model 89 Prussian Army Officer’s Sword.   No maker on the blade. Blade rates good with some lifting and overall discoloration. The black painted steel 
scabbard has 50% of the paint intact. The plated steel “D” hilt with folding guard has approx. 50% of the finish intact. The black plastic handle with triple wire wrap and 
the monogram for Wilhelm the Second is intact. Overall condition is good. (BS / BSS18). Est. $ 150 - 200. VIEW PHOTO
 
1451.    Imperial Vintage Cavalry Officer’s Sword made by Alex Coppel.   This is the heavy weight style with nickel plated steel blade which rates near excellent with 
only minimal wear for it’s age. The steel scabbard has a single swivel ring and some portions have a light coat of rust but otherwise is in solid condition. The fixed full 
basket hilt retains the majority of it’s finish. This sword has the grooved thumb grip and leather finger grip. Overall condition is very good. (BS / BSS25). Est. $ 250 - 325. 
VIEW PHOTO
 
1452.    Swiss Officer’s Cavalry Saber made by Waffenfabrik in Newhausen.   Standard issue saber with nickel plated blade and scabbard showing the usual 
amount of wear and lifting. The nickel plating on the hilt is about 50% intact. This has an open basket guard with leather finger grip. The black wooden handle shows 
moderate wear. Overall condition is good. (BS / BSS7). Est. $ 175 - 250. 
VIEW PHOTO
 
1453.    Pair of Swiss Army Officer’s Swords.  
1.     Heavy Weight Cavalry Style with Plain Blade. Rates very good with minimal wear. The blade is maker marked but the stamping is very light and illegible. The 
nickel plated scabbard has a few light dings and some minor lifting so rates as very good. This has a full basket guard with shark skin handle. The triple wire wrap is still 
intact. This example is complete with an appropriate sword knot and combined fabric and leather hanger. (BSS1)
2.     Standard Officer’s Style with Straight Blade. Made by Alcoso. It also has a distributor’s mark that reads “Bommer Rabus and Co., Bern”. Nickel plated scabbard 
rates near excellent as does the full basket hilt. The sharkskin handle is complete with triple wire wrap and leather finger guard. This example also comes with an 
appropriate knot. (BSS8)
Overall condition of the lot is very good. (BS / BSS1&8). Est. $ 450 - 550. VIEW PHOTO 1   VIEW PHOTO 2  
 
1454.    Imperial Vintage Artillery Short Sword made by Weyersberg Kirschbaum & Co.   The single edged steel blade is in very good condition with only minor 
wear and use. The massive steel scabbard is stamped with 2 or 3 sets of numbers. These do not match ant of the numbers on the hilt. This utilitarian sword has a steel 
“P” guard and handle which show light wear. Overall condition is very good. (BS / BSS20). Est. $ 175 - 250. VIEW PHOTO
 
1455.    Swiss Short Sword made by Waffenfabrik by Newhausen.  This is a single edged blade with matte finish that shows minimal wear and no damage. The 
blade is stamped with manufacturer’s information and the Swiss cross indicating it was made for export to Switzerland. Steel “P” guard with sharkskin grip and triple 
wrapping shows light honest wear. Sword is complete with an appropriate knot and well marked brown leather hanger. Overall very good condition. (BS / BSS14). Est. $ 
175 - 250.  VIEW PHOTO 
 
1456.    Swiss Pioneer Short Sword made by E & F Horster in Solingen, Germany for Export to Switzerland.   The steel plated blade is very good and has the 
very distinctive sawback serrated edge. The blade is stamped with the Swiss Cross in a circle indicating it was manufactured for export. The steel scabbard retinas no 
finish and has light areas of pitting. The handle consists of 2 wooden grip plates. This example is complete with a large brown leather frog that is maker marked and also 
has the Swiss Cross with a “B” underneath the cross. Overall condition is very good. (BS / BSS21). Est. $ 250 - 325. VIEW PHOTO
 
1457.    Swiss Model of 1833 Short Artillery Sword for Pioneer.  Made by F. Horster in Solingen for export to Switzerland. The massive single edge blade has a 
sawback for pioneer/engineer issue. The blade shows some discoloration and rates at very good. In addition to the manufacturer’s identification, the blade is stamped 
with the Swiss Cross in a circle. The leather scabbard has brass fittings and shows light to moderate overall use. The solid brass hilt is in near excellent condition with 
very little usage. The brown leather frog is maker marked (J Muller in Frieswil) and is dated 1916. This also has the Swiss Cross in a shield stamped into the leather. 
(BS / BSS22). Est. $ 275 - 350. VIEW PHOTO
 
1458.    Swiss Model of 1833 Short Artillery Sword For Pioneer.  Made by E. & F. Horster in Solingen for export to Switzerland. The massive single edge blade has a 
sawback for pioneer/engineer issue. The blade shows moderate discoloration and some light pitting and rates at good. In addition to the manufacturer’s information, the 
blade is stamped on the opposite side with a Swiss Cross in a circle. This has a leather buffer under the crossguard. The solid brass hilt shows moderate use. Overall 
condition is good. (BS / BSS24). Est. $ 225 - 300.  VIEW PHOTO
 
1459.    Short Sword for Artilleryman, similar to the Model of 1833.   This was manufactured by the firm of Wester & Co. in Solingen. This is a double edged blade 
that shows light sharpening toward the tip but otherwise has a matte finish. The blade rates at very good and still has the leather buffer under the crossguard. The brown 
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leather scabbard has brass fittings and for it’s age is in very nice condition. The solid brass hilt has a crown stamped in the center of the cross guard with the number 
“43.”. This may be a unit designation. Overall condition is very good. (BS / BSS23). Est. $ 250 - 325. VIEW PHOTO
 
1460.    Paratrooper Gravity Knife by Paul Weyersberg.This is the non-takedown model. The blade is in exceptionally nice condition and rates at near excellent. The 
wooden grips show virtually no wear or discoloration. The marlin spike functions perfectly. The spring mechanism is intact. The nickel plated fittings are also choice. 
Overall condition is near excellent. (BS / BS24). Est. $ 500 - 600. 
VIEW PHOTO
 
1461.    Model 33 SS Dagger with Vertical Hanger. This piece is being sold in “as is” condition. The blade does not have a maker mark and has been retipped. The SS 
motto “My Honor is Loyalty” is quite clear and deeply engraved on the obverse of the blade. The scabbard finish has been repainted. The early nickel silver fittings on 
scabbard and hilt are 100% uncleaned. The black ebony handle has early grip eagle and SS runic button intact. The handle itself is actually quite nice with only one 
visible age crack. This example is complete with a good early vintage vertical hanger. Overall condition is fair to good. (BS / BS23 ). Est. $ 750 - 900. VIEW PHOTO
 
1462.    Red Cross Leader’s Dagger. This has the typical unmarked blade. The blade itself rates near excellent with virtually no wear or damage. The plated fittings on 
the scabbard are in near excellent condition. The fittings on the hilt show more wear and some discoloration. An interesting feature is that the cross, being held by the 
eagle’s talons, has been painted red. The yellow grip shows no damage and there is only a slight indication that this dagger has been disassembled. It happens to come 
with a deluxe set of hangers, but these are for an Army dagger. Overall condition is very good. (BS / BS5). Est. $ 750 - 950. VIEW PHOTO
 
1463.    Presentation German Rifle Association Dagger by Eickhorn. The triple engraved blade with the hunting and rifle association themes is in near excellent 
condition. The blade also has a presentation on it and was given to a member of the rifle association on behalf of his 60th birthday. This is engraved on the lower portion 
of the obverse of the blade down near the tip. The ricasso on the reverse side of the blade has the 1935-1941 Eickhorn logo. The black leather scabbard with nickel 
plated fittings is in sound overall condition. The plated hilt fittings have never been cleaned and have taken on a matte appearance. The enameled logo for the rifle 
association is clearly visible on the clamshell. The very thin white celluloid handle has one crack which extends around the circumference of the handle. The brass 
crossed rifles are intact on the front of the handle. Complete with black leather frog. Overall condition is very good. (BS / BS Unknown #2). Est. $ 800 - 1000. VIEW 
PHOTO 
 
1464.    Labor Corps. Hewer by Eickhorn.  The blade has sharpening on the edge but otherwise is the standard Labor Corps. configuration and rates good. The 
fittings throughout have a very fine matte finish and have taken on a very even look. The scabbard paint rates 95%. The thick stag grip plates are in place and have no 
damage. This piece is complete with a brown leather hanger which is dated 1939 and is also RZM marked on the leather. Overall condition is very good. (BS / BS Unk 
#4). Est. $ 600 - 700. VIEW PHOTO 
 
1465.    Second Model Navy Dagger by E & F Horster. This has the engraved blade with the clipper ship motif. The blade grades easily at near excellent with no 
detractions. The felt buffer is still present under the crossguard. The hammered brass scabbard is devoid of dents and also grades near excellent. The plated hilt fittings 
show light wear and the handle is loose, resulting in the pommel cap being at a slight angle. The white celluloid handle with wire grip wrap is intact. Both ends of the wire 
wrap are visible on the reverse of the handle. This example comes with a reproduction set of fabric hangers with aluminum fittings. (BS / BS8). Est. $ 450 - 550. VIEW 
PHOTO
 
1466.    Early SA Dagger by F. Dick. Standard SA blade has heavy sharpening and moderate to heavy discoloration and rates only fair. The early solid nickel scabbard 
retains a nice percentage of it’s original finish. The fittings on both the scabbard and the hilt are uncleaned and untouched. The brown wooden handle has the proper 
insignia and shows light wear. The grip, fit to the crossguard, leaves a little to be desired. This is complete with a later vintage short leather strap hanger. (BS / BS27). 
Est. $ 250 - 300. VIEW PHOTO 
 
1467.    SA Dagger.  RZM vintage with blade marked “M7/37”. The standard SA blade rates very good with typical runner marks. the plated scabbard and hilt fittings 
have never been cleaned and show light to moderate use. Paint on the scabbard is 90% intact. The dark brown wooden handle has early grip insignia and is in near 
excellent condition. This example is complete with short leather hanging strap. Overall condition is very good. (BS / BS28). 300 - 375. VIEW PHOTO
 
1468.    SA Dagger. RZM Vintage with blade marked “M7/19” and dated 1938. The blade is in near excellent condition with only the usual in and out marks. The plated 
fittings on the hilt and scabbard have never been cleaned and show light to moderate lifting. The scabbard paint is a remarkable 95% and the handle, with aluminum 
grip eagle, is near excellent with no damage. Complete with short leather hanger strap. Overall condition is very good. (BS / BS20). Est. $ 375 - 450.  VIEW PHOTO 
 
1469.    Early SA Dagger by E. Packe & Sohn. The standard SA blade rates very good wit some discoloration and the usual in and out marks. The solid nickel fittings 
for the scabbard and hilt are uncleaned and show a minimal amount of use. The reverse of the lower crossguard is group marked “B”. Anodizing on the scabbard is 25% 
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intact. The handle has the proper early insignia and displays an excellent fit. Overall condition is very good. (BS / BS14)Est. $ 450 - 525. VIEW PHOTO
 
1470.    SA Dagger.   RZM Vintage with blade marked “M7/14”. The standard SA blade is in near excellent condition with virtually no wear and nice factory cross grain. 
The plated fittings on the hilt and scabbard have never been cleaned. These show a very small amount of lifting and would still grade at near excellent. The scabbard 
paint is 95% intact and the brown wood handle with aluminum grip eagle is a very nice fit with no damage. This is complete with the 3 piece hanger but the leather strap 
for the handle is broken. Overall near excellent. (BS / BS19). Est. $ 450 - 550. VIEW PHOTO
 
1471.    Red Cross Hewer. Fine example with the proper single edged blade with sawback. The blade is as close to excellent as you will find. The black lacquered paint 
on the scabbard is 95% intact. There are a few minor dings in the scabbard. The matte finish to the scabbard and hilt fittings show light wear and have never been 
cleaned. The plastic grip plates are intact without damage. This fine example is complete with a textbook black leather frog. (BS / BS7). Est. $ 450 - 550. VIEW PHOTO
 
1472.    First Model Luftwaffe Dagger by Alcosa. The shiny plated plate blade has never been cleaned and rates very good with minor scratches and wear. This is a 
transitional plated example with an aluminum chain. The finish on the plating shows light to moderate use. The chain is intact and without damage. It is complete with a 
proper short style bullion knot. Overall condition is good. (BS / BS21). Est. $ 450 - 550. VIEW PHOTO
 
1473.    NSKK Dagger.  RZM vintage. Blade is marked “M7/36”. The standard SA blade is very good with some scratches and the usual runner marks. the plated fittings 
on the hilt and scabbard have never been cleaned and show honest light wear. The early style anodized finish on the scabbard is 85% intact. The brown wood handle is 
in near excellent condition with good fit. It does have a zinc eagle grip insignia. This example is complete with a 2 piece hanger configuration. Overall very good. (BS / 
BS17). Est. $ 375 - 450. VIEW PHOTO
 
1474.    Second Model Luftwaffe Dagger by Gustav Spitzer. Blade is near excellent with no detractions. The aluminum fittings on the hilt and the scabbard show light 
to moderate wear. The scabbard itself has a light coat of rust in a few areas. The handle is yellow but has toned in some places and almost appears orange. This set is 
complete with an appropriate knot and set of standard fabric hangers. Overall condition is very good. (BS / BS16). Est. $ 350 - 450. VIEW PHOTO
 
1475.    Army Dagger by WKC. Uncleaned example with blade in near excellent condition with no detractions. The plated fittings on the scabbard and hilt have some 
oxidation and lifting. The celluloid handle is a medium pumpkin orange. This set is complete with a short style knot and a set of fabric hangers which show moderate 
wear. Overall good condition. (BS / BS25). Est. $ 325 - 400. VIEW PHOTO 
 
1476.    Lot of 2 Hitler Youth Knives.
1.     RZM Model Dated 1939. The blade is stamped “M7/37” on the ricasso. The blade has light sharpening and a minor amount of damage to the tip. The scabbard 
retains 80% of the black enamel paint and the leather belt strap is intact but shows moderate use. The checkered grip plates are fine but there is some damage to the 
enamel on the HJ button. (BS12)
2.     RZM Vintage and marked “M7/72” on the ricasso and is dated 1940. The blade has overall sharpening and rates good. The hilt fittings show heavy wear. The 
checkered grip plates and the enameled H button are very good. The scabbard paint shows some light rusting and rates 50%. Belt loop is intact. (BS26)
Overall condition of lot is good. (BS / BS12 & 26). Est. $ 350 - 425. VIEW PHOTO
 
1477.    Lot of 3 Bayonets.
1.     Fireman’s Bayonet. No maker on blade. Short model. The blade has a few nicks on the edge but is otherwise very good. The black scabbard paint is 95% intact. 
The plated hilt fitting have never been cleaned and rate good. Complete with a brown leather frog. (BS3)
2.     Dress Bayonet by F. W. Holler. Blade has some scratches so we will rate at very good. The scabbard paint is 50% . The plated hilt fittings are uncleaned. 
Complete with good black patent leather frog. (BS11)
3.     Long Model Stag Handel Dress Bayonet by Richard Herder. Blade shows no damage and rates at near excellent. The black scabbard paint is 80% intact. The 
stag grip plates are uncleaned but in sound condition as are the plated hilt fittings. Comes with a standard brown leather service bayonet and frog marked and dated 
“43”. (BS15)
Overall lot is in very good condition. (BS / BS3, BS11, BS15). Est. $ 250 - 325. VIEW PHOTO
 
1478.    Lot of 2 Reproduction German Daggers.
1.Second Model Navy Dagger by Eickhorn. The dagger has an overall excellent appearance but the engraved blade has the incorrect Eickhorn logo. this may be a 
composition dagger with some good parts as the brass lightning bolt scabbard and the hilt fittings certainly give the appearance of being original. The white composition 
grip however has a very thin wire wrap unlike those encountered in originals. This comes with a reproduction set of fabric hangers. Overall condition is near excellent. 
(BS13)
2. NPEA Student’s Dagger by Karl Burgsmuller. Dagger will make a good display piece as overall it is a good quality reproduction. It has the proper type blade with 
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the motto for this organization. It happens to come with an original brown bayonet frog for a 98K rifle which is marked and dated ’42. Overall near excellent. (BS18)
(BS / BS13, BS18). Est. $ 150 - 225. VIEW PHOTO
 
1479.    Lot of 3 Foreign Daggers.
1.     Model 1950 Polish Naval Dagger by Emil Voos in Solingen. Plated blade rates near excellent. Hilt and scabbard fittings have a burnished appearance. The 
Polish national eagle appears on the pommel cap. Complete with a set of leather hangers. Near excellent condition. (BS4)
2.     Yugoslavian Army Officer’s Dagger. Maker marked on the double edged blade and rates near excellent with no damage. The brass plated scabbard with raised 
fittings has a very fancy oak leaf design on the body of the scabbard. The Yugoslavian eagle crest appears on the upper scabbard fitting. Brown leather covered handle 
has single wire wrap and brass fittings. Complete with scarce leather hanger straps. These also have the Yugoslavian crest incised into the leather. Overall condition is 
near excellent. (BS6)
3.     Cased Swiss Commemorative Dagger. This has the outward appearance of a 16th Century hunting knife. This was also the configuration used for German 
political daggers during the Third Reich. This was to commemorate a 700th Anniversary as the blade is dated 1291-1991. The obverse of the blade translates to “For 
Fatherland”. The antique burnished scabbard is heavily engraved with several different costumed figures from Swiss history. It also has “700” surrounded by an oak leaf 
design. The brown wood handle has a large brass Swiss cross. It comes in a lacquered wooden box and is in unused condition. (BS10)
(BS / BS4, BS6, BS10). Est. $ 350 - 450. VIEW PHOTO
 
1480.    Japanese Navy Officer’s Dagger. The short blade has the watermark and appears to be in near excellent condition with no liabilities. The brown rayskin 
scabbard with fancy brass fittings has the chrysanthemum motif. The locking mechanism works fine. The handle still has the sharkskin finish with original grip wrap. 
There is a chrysanthemum on each side of the handle. Overall condition is excellent. (BS / BS Unk#3). Est. $ 275 - 350. VIEW PHOTO
 
1481.    Modern Day Eastern Block Bayonet &WWII Era Bayonet with matching numbers. Est. $ 100 - 200.  VIEW PHOTO
 

Preview to be held on :
Wednesday, March 5th, 2008 : 10:00 AM to 4:00 PM

Thursday, March 6, 2008 : 10:00 AM to 5:00 PM
Friday, Saturday & Sunday March 7, 8 & 9 - 8:00 AM to 10:45 AM
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